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Abstract
Hybrid automatic repeat request transmission (hybrid ARQ) schemes aim to provide
system reliability for transmissions over noisy channels while still maintaining a rea-
sonably high throughput efficiency by combining retransmisions of automatic repeat
requests with forward error correction (FEC) coding methods. In type-II hybrid ARQ
schemes, the additional parity information required by channel codes to achieve for-
ward error correction is provided only when errors have beend tected. Hence, the
available bits are partitioned into segments, some of whichare sent to the receiver im-
mediately, others are held back and only transmitted upon the detection of errors. This
scheme raises two questions. Firstly, how should the available bits be ordered for opti-
mal partitioning into consecutive segments? Secondly, howlarge should the individual
segments be?
This thesis aims to provide an answer to both of these questions f r the transmis-
sion of convolutional and Turbo Codes over additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN),
inter-symbol interference (ISI) and Rayleigh channels. Firstly, the ordering of bits is
investigated by simulating the transmission of packets split into segments with a size of
1 bit and finding the critical number of bits, i.e. the number of bits where the output of
the decoder is error-free. This approach provides a maximum, practical performance
limit over a range of signal-to-noise levels. With these practic l performance limits, the
attention is turned to the size of the individual segments, since packets of 1 bit cause
an intolerable overhead and delay. An adaptive, hybrid ARQ system is investigated,
in which the transmitter uses the number of bits sent to the rec iv r and the receiver
decoding results to adjust the size of the first, initial, packet and subsequent segments
to the conditions of a stationary channel.
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Digital information has become part of our daily lives. Its use has become second na-
ture, the desire to transmit and access this information is con tantly increasing. Soon,
unhindered, wireless access will be commonly expected. Anywireless transmission,
however, bears the possibility of corruption through errors, which can be catastrophic
due to the efficiency with which analogue signals are turned ito digital data. Con-
sider the effect of a single bit-error on a frame of the “Foreman” sequence, encoded
with the JM reference implementation, version 10.1, of the H.264/AVC standard [61],
the latest development in video coding (see e.g. [138] for an overview). A darkening
of the background (1.1.2) or a slightly distorted frame (1.1.3) might sometimes still be
acceptable. The image in Figure1.1.4, however, bears little resemblance to the original
frame (1.1.1). As mobile devices, such as digital camcorders, become smaller, storing
data on the device itself becomes increasingly difficult. A wireless link can be used to
offload the recorded data to a non-mobile, therefore cheap, storage location such as a
home server or even a remote hosting provider. Data corruption during transmission,
possibly leading to an image such as1.1.4as theonlycopy, presents a serious obstacle.
(1) Original Frame (2) Darkened area (3) Moved Blocks (4) Unrecoverable
Figure 1.1: Effect of single bit error on an H.264/AVC encoded frame.
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Figure 1.2: Generalised communication system.
Figure 1.2 shows a simple block diagram of a generalised transmission system. A
transmitter takes the information sequencex and processes it to formw, suitable for
transmission. The sequencew is affected by the transmission channel and observed at
the receiver aŝw, which is processed to yield̂x. A reliable transmission system needs to
cope with the errors that occur during transmission and ensur thatx = x̂. Preventing
transmission errors can be achieved through two distinct approaches. Detection of
errors at the receiver, triggering a retransmission of the data, and error correction by
the receiver requiring extra, redundant, information to besent by the transmitter.
In error detection, the basis of Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ), a detected error trig-
gers a retransmission of the data,w. Error detection requires only a small amount of
extra information, such as a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) sum. However, ARQ
also requires a (reliable) communication link from the receiver back to the transmitter
in order to trigger retransmission. Error detection with retransmissions through ARQ
works well for low error probabilities or block errors that corrupt entire packets and
has been used successfully in the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), one of the un-
derlying protocols of the internet.1 Error correction provides a method to recover the
original data,x, from the potentially corrupted sequenceŵ. Contrary to error detection,
error correction does not require a link from the receiver tothe transmitter, however, in
order to successfully correct errors, the transmitter needs to add a significant amount of
information to the transmitted sequencew making it much larger than the information
sequencex. This information needs to be added regardless of the occurrence of errors
because the transmitter does not have any knowledge about what happens on the chan-
nel. This is the reason why this type of error correction is referr d to as Forward Error
Correction (FEC), used e.g. in the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM).
1ARQ in TCP also protects against packet losses on the channel, however this thesis deals with
bit-errors only so discussion of that aspect is omitted
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Error detection and retransmission via ARQ and FEC via channel codes both have one
respective shortcoming. ARQ relies on a low probability of errors on the transmission
channel. If an error occurs the transmission is discarded and the receiver waits for the
arrival of the retransmission. Yet, no guarantee can be given that theretransmitted
packet is going to be error-free. If it is not, the receiver requ sts another retransmis-
sion, waiting again for the, hopefully error-free, retransmitted packet. The time spent
on waiting for packets to arrive and signalling the transmitter o start a retransmis-
sion significantly increases the latency of thereliable transmission of the input data
x. Moreover, the retransmission of packets occupies time on the channel and once the
error rate on the channel is high enough so that each transmitted packet experiences at
least one error, reliable transmission with ARQ is not possible any longer. FEC on the
other hand is a suitable approach for channels with errors. The redundant information
added by the encoder is used to correct errors that occurred during transmission, as
long as the used code is strong enough. Channel codes cannot correct all error patterns
and there is always a chance that residual errors affect the transmission. Furthermore,
the rate of the channel code is fixed. Thus, for reasonably good channels redundant
bits are transmitted without benefiting the receiver.
Hybrid-ARQ combines the strengths of both FEC and ARQ. In Hybrid ARQ (HARQ)
transmission systems, transmitted data is protected by a channel code but retransmis-
sion is possible should the channel code be insufficient to corre t a particular error
pattern. Thus a (weaker) channel code, needing fewer redundant bits, can be used that
corrects only the average case of errors. The ARQ mechanism, on the other hand, is
used to handle the case of uncorrectable errors. Such a type-I Hybrid ARQ system
works very well for a fairly constant noise level, since the cannel code corrects these
errors and the ARQ mechanism is only needed occasionally in order to correct those
error patterns that the channel code fails to correct [76]. Alternatively, the transmission
system can be modified to only deliver the redundant information used by the channel
code once errors are detected. Retransmission of the entire pack t does not take place.
Instead, the receiver keeps the corrupted first packet whichcontains one part of the
total transmission sequence. Additional information to correct transmission errors is
supplied in the second packet (the former retransmission).These transmission systems
with incremental redundancyare called type-II Hybrid ARQ schemes.
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Transmission systems employing FEC and type-I HARQ are typically static in the
sense that their parameters are fixed for the transmission. Hwever, it is often desir-
able to adapt the information rate of the transmission to thecurrent situation. Gener-
ally, two distinct reasons can be given for situational changes. Firstly, the demands of
the user have changed and more or less data needs to be transmited. In transmission
systems that use some sort of multi user multiplexing, such as time, frequency or code
division multiple access schemes, it is simple to react to such a demand by allocating
more time slots, frequency bands or spreading codes, respectively, to the user requir-
ing transmission. The second reason for wanting to adapt theinformation rate is that
of changing channel quality. Typically, transmission systems will exhibit times when
a lot of data can be transmitted over them with relative ease and some times when
transmission is difficult, for example when moving indoors with a wireless device. A
transmission system with its parameters fixed at design timewill necessarily cater to
some minimum service level, wasting resources when the channel exhibits better qual-
ity. Several approaches are possible to exploit this increased channel quality. Firstly,
the rate of the FEC code used by the transmission system can bechanged by e.g. re-
placing the channel code. Secondly, the FEC method can be adjuste . A common such
adjustment is the change of puncturing pattern, if a punctured code is used. This is the
approach taken in this thesis. Thirdly, the constellation size of the modulation scheme
can be switched to one that transmits more information bits per transmitted symbol.
This typically requires some explicit signalling to the receiver, however, in order to
notify the receiver of the changed modulation scheme. Adapting the puncturing, on
the contrary, can be implemented simply by transmitting fewer or more bits. Lastly,
in a transmission system with multiple antennas, the space time codes employed in
such systems can be switched to favour throughput instead ofdiversity. Clearly, the
four methods listed are somewhat exclusive, since all of them “use” some portion of
the channel quality in order to effect more throughput. Or put differently, using these
methods leads to an increase in error probability of the transmitted data, so employing
all methods at the same time is often not practical. In this the is, the adaption of the
transmission rate via adaption of the puncturing pattern isstudied in an incremental
redundancy, type-II, ARQ system. Since the redundancy, in the form of parity bits, is
transmitted incrementally, two questions arise naturally. Firstly, how should the avail-
able bits be ordered for optimal partitioning into consecutive segments which are then
transmitted incrementally? Secondly, how large should theindividual segments, i.e.
the increments, be? In answering these two questions, this thesis contributes
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• an illustration of the shortcomings of plain (unchanged) and random strategies
that do not take the code structure into account,
• a novel ordering strategy which is independent of the used code p lynomial for
turbo codes and with minimal adjustments for Recursive Systema ic Convolu-
tional (RSC) codes that works for AWGN, ISI and Rayleigh channelsindepen-
dent of the blocksize of the code,
• an extension of the developed ordering strategy that is deterministic and that
shows no significant performance loss for turbo codes,
• an explanation of the different nature of systematic and parity bits for RSC and
Turbo codes how this difference affects the performance of punctured cods,
• a practical strategy to determine the optimal assignment ofgenerator polynomial
pairs tog(0) andg(1), eliminating 50% of possible generator pair assignments
when searching for optimal Turbo Codes,
• an algorithm to bound the performance of a particular transmis ion order by way
of considering the recoverability of erasures,
• empiric evidence of the importance of systematic bits for Turbo Codes, refuting
a statement by Rowitch and Milstein[109] that claims otherwise,
• an empiric display of a waterfall behaviour of Turbo Codes that occurs not with
increasing Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) but with decreasingrateat fixed SNR
• a packetisation strategy that achieves good performance and low delay for low
SNR channel conditions with fixed packet sizes by simply aggre ating smaller
packets into one initial transmission,
• an adaptive packet size selection algorithm that allows good performance at low
delay to be achieved even at high SNR.
The rest of this thesis presents these contributions in moredetail. The presentation of
the topics is as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces concepts of information theory, and coding theory in particular,
that assist in understanding this thesis as well as present th otations used throughout
this thesis. Topics covered are transmission channels, forward error correction and the
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use of the BCJR algorithm, followed by automatic repeat requests and the two hybrid
ARQ schemes. Finally puncturing is discussed since it forms the foundation on which
incremental redundancy transmission systems are built.
Chapter 3 is dedicated to the investigation of RSC codes. Strategies are discussed
that can be used to define an order of transmission on the bits produced by the channel
encoder. The straightforward approaches of not reorderingthe encoder output at all
or randomising the output do not lead to the desired performance characteristics. The
reason for this lies in the ability of the RSC code to recover from bit-erasures and
chapter3provides an upper bound for the performance of the random ordering strategy.
Using the rate-compatibility requirement proposed by Hagen u r[46] and taking into
account the structure of an RSC code and the insights from the poor performance of the
random ordering strategy, a new ordering strategy is developed based on the layout of a
binary tree in order to obtain a maximum rate ofrmax= 1 for high quality channel. It is
then shown that the performance of this ordering strategy isnot affected by constraint
length, input blocksize and channel type. However, transmitting systematic and parity
bits first can increase the performance of the ordering scheme. It is shown, that the
choice of systematic or parity bits depends on the choice of generator polynomials
and that the priority of systematic or parity bits is dependent on the assignment of the
generator polynomials to the recursive (g(0)) or parity-producing (g(1)) polynomial.
Following the investigation of RSC codes, ordering strategies for the more powerful
Turbo Codes are evaluated inchapter 4. Even though Turbo Codes use RSC codes as
their constituent encoders, due to the use of sequential decoding, the systematic bits
play a more important role for Turbo Codes. Like for RSC codes, blocksize, choice
of generator polynomials and channel type are investigatedin this chapter, showing
that the developed ordering strategy can also be used succesfully for Turbo Codes.
However, the additional constituent encoder of the Turbo Code allows for a larger
selection of bit combinations. It is shown that it is essential for Turbo Codes that
the systematic bits are transmitted first and without omission, refuting the claim made
by Rowitch and Milstein[109] that it is beneficial to omit systematic bits in favour
of parity bits. In a comparison with rate-compatible punctured Turbo Codes, it is
shown, that this claim arises solely due to the limitations of rate-compatible puncturing
tables and that theunoptimisedordering strategy performs equally well or better than
the rate-compatible puncturing tables proposed by Rowitch and Milstein[109] that are
optimised for a particular pair of generator polynomials and blocksize.
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Chapters3 and4 introduced the order in which bits should be transmitted. The per-
formance results of these chapters, however, were based on the presumption that 1 bit
accurate adjustment of the number of bits could be achieved.Of course, this is not a
presumption that holds up in real life.Chapter 5 considers the effect of packet size
on the performance of a transmission system. The relationship between the transmis-
sion of the first packet and further incremental packets. Straightforward transmission
of fixed packet sizes leads to suboptimal performance at highSNR and a prohibitively
high delay due to the transmission of many increments. Two alg rithms are developed.
The first one simply aggregates a number of increments into the initial packet in order
to address the delay issue. In order to also achieve good rateperformance at high chan-
nel SNR, an algorithm is developed that uses the information gathered from previous
transmissions in order to adapt the size of all transmitted packets.
Finally, chapter 6 gives a summary of this thesis and provides an outlook on further
areas of improvement and interest.
Chapter 2
Error Control for Noisy Channels
Efficient transmission of data over noisy channels has been th topic of intensive re-
search since Shannon showed that reliable transmission is always possible [116]. This
chapter introduces concepts of information theory, and coding theory in particular, as
they are relevant to this thesis - paraphrasing Newton the giants on which this thesis
stands.Section2.1 introduces some notation and basic concepts.Section2.2presents
the three transmission channel models that are used in this thesis. Afterwards the pre-
vention of transmission errors through error control coding is presented. The use of
Recursive Systematic Convolutional,used in chapter3, and Turbo Codes,used in chap-
ter4, to achieve Forward Error Correction is presented insection2.3. Preventing errors
that affect the receiver is only one of two possibilities. The use of error detection so
that erroneous data can be retransmitted through AutomaticRepeat reQuest schemes is
presented insection2.4. After it was realised that the performance of ARQ was often
not satisfactory and FEC was unable to provide sufficient system reliability [14], the
two concepts were combined to form Hybrid ARQ transmission systems.Section2.5
introduces and reviews hybrid ARQ and how the feedback channel ca be used to adapt
ARQ to conditions on the transmission channel. Finally,section2.6explains in detail
how puncturing can be used to form ensembles of code and presents its logical exten-
sion to a transmission system with variable, adaptive rate.Th material in this chapter
is only meant as a brief introduction to the presented topicswith a narrow focus on
the relevance to this thesis. For further, in-depth treatmen of the presented topics the
reader is referred to textbooks on the subject such as [41, 60, 75, 96].
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2.1 Preliminaries
This section presents some of the fundamentals of information theory relevant to this
thesis and useful in better understanding the concepts presented later in this chapter. It
also provides notation and definition that are used in the later chapters.
2.1.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The signal-to-noise ratio of a transmission channel is the ratio of energy per bit of a
signal transmitted over a channel to the spectral densityN0 of the noise on the trans-
mission channel. Two separate but connected definitions exist. The ratioEsN0 is defined
with respect to the energy ofeach channel inputbit w (the energy per symbol). The
second ratioEbN0 is defined as the energy perinput bit x(the energy per information bit).
Using a channel code of rater, the two ratios relate such that
Es
N0
= r · Eb
N0
. (2.1)
In the context of variable rate transmission, described in section2.6.4, the ratio ofEbN0
cannot be used on the abscissa, since it depends on the transmission rater which is not
known beforehand. Therefore, whenever signal-to-noise ratio or SNR is mentioned in
this thesis, it refers to the ratioEsN0 .
2.1.2 Log-Likelihood Ratios
Working with binary random variables,w∈ {+1,−1}, is often more convenient if the
random variables are represented as log-likelihood ratiosrather than probabilities [51].
The magnitude of Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) values provides an intuitive measure
of the reliability of the data and the sign of the LLR providesthe hard-decision, should
it be required. Moreover, algorithms that work on LLR ratherthan probabilities often
avoid numerical problems that can arise when working with very small probabilities.
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If the variablew is conditioned on another variable ˆw, the conditional log-likelihood
















= λ(w)+λ(ŵ|w) . (2.3)












Two channel coding techniques are greatly simplified by log-likelihood ratios. Firstly,
when puncturing code bits, the receiver can replace punctured code bits with an LLR
of 0. Since an LLR of 0 indicates that no information about thebit is available, the
algorithm can remain unmodified and unaware of the puncturing of bits. Secondly,
code combining proposed by Chase[20] can be easily achieved using log-likelihood
ratios. Given two statistically independent transmissionf the equiprobable binary
variablew∈ {+1,−1}
p(w|ŵ1, ŵ2) =












λ(w|ŵ1, ŵ2) = loge
p(ŵ1|w = 0) · p(ŵ2|w = 0)








= λ(w|ŵ1)+λ(w|ŵ2) , (2.7)
where the last line follows only for equiprobable input bitsw.
One problem when working with log-likelihood ratios is the addition of two log-






returns to the probability domain viaeλ1 and eλ2. However, equation (2.8) can be









, λ1 ⊞λ2. (2.9)
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Figure 2.1: Example state machine and corresponding trellis of all valid transition se-
quences, if the state machine ends in state 0 after 8 state transitions.
Using the short-hand notationλ1 ⊞λ2 from equation (2.9), the summation over multi-




⊞ λi = ((((λ1 ⊞λ2)⊞λ3)⊞ · · ·)⊞λN) (2.10)
Equations (2.9) and(2.10) play an important role in implementing an efficient version
of the BCJR algorithm, presented in section2.3.2.
2.1.3 Trellis Representation of State Machines
Closely related to both convolutional encoders (see section2.3.1) and ISI channels (see
e.g. [125]) is the concept of a Finite State Machine (FSM). An important concept that
facilitates the working with and understanding of the processes of finite state machines
is that of a trellis, introduced by Forney[35]. If a state machine undergoesi state
transitions, then it is possible to draw a two dimensional representation ofall possible
sequences of statess0,s1, . . . ,si, called a trellis. A trellis is basically a grid of nodes,
one for each states per time indext. Conventionally, the states are stacked vertically.
This stack is replicated vertically as often as it is required. Two statesst ands′t+1 are
joined by a directed edge in the trellis, ifs→ s′ is a valid state transition of the finite
state machine. The trellis is thus a directed, acyclic graphand the sequence of states
s0,s1, . . . ,si can be described as a path in the trellis. Figure2.1shows a state machine
and the corresponding trellis for 8 transitions.
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2.1.4 Soft Decoding – The BCJR Algorithm
A received sequence,̂w, often needs to be processed by the receiver. It is advanta-
geous to process the data with soft values (i.e. taking into acc unt the reliability of the
received data, e.g. by using probabilities or LLR values) ifpossible [47]. The Binary
Input AWGN (BIAWGN) channel which is introduced in section2.2.1, for example,
experiences a maximum performance degradation of 2dB, if thereliability of the in-
coming data is ignored [43]. The two most wide-spread algorithms are the Viterbi
algorithm [129] in its soft-decision version developed by Hagenauer and Hoeher [50]
and the Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv (BCJR) algorithm [5]. Both algorithms are op-
timal although the optimality criterion differs between them. The Viterbi algorithm is a
maximum likelihood decoding algorithm that minimises the probability for codeword
errors whereas the BCJR algorithm is a maximum a posteriori probability decoding
algorithm that minimises the error probability of aninformation bit. The Viterbi al-
gorithm is simpler to implement since it only requires a forwa d recursion to operate.
However, Turbo Codes require an iterative decoding scheme (Figure 2.19) in which
the two constituent decoders exchange information. Due to the interleaver present in
the decoding system, neither decoder can be certain about how theits decoding of each
individual bit influences the decoding process of theother decoder. Since the BCJR
algorithm minimises the error probability ofeach information bit as opposed to the
probability of codeword errors as it is the case for the Viterbi algorithm, the BCJR al-
gorithm is typically used in Turbo decoding (see also [75]). Due to this suitability for
Turbo Codes, the BCJR algorithm is used throughout this thesis in order to compare
the results of RSC and Turbo Codes, obtained in chapters3 and4, respectively.
Only an overview of the BCJR algorithm is presented here. Section 2.3.2presents a
version that uses LLR values, section2.2.2presents its use as a Maximum A-Posteriori
(MAP) equaliser, suitable for the equalisation of ISI channels such as the ones used in
section2.2.2and of particular interest since a MAP equaliser can providescaled L-
Values to the decoder. Douillardet al.[30] showed, that the Turbo principle that is
used successfully to improve decoding performance can alsobe used to increase the
performance of equalisation by using the soft output of the equaliser and performing
equalisation and decoding iteratively. This process, called Turbo equalisation, how-
ever, used with Turbo Codes, quickly leads complexity, sincethe decoder works itera-
tively itself. For this reason, Turbo equalisation is not used in this thesis.
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The BCJR algorithm can be easily visualised by considering thes ate transitions of
a finite state machine as a trellis (see section2.1.3). The algorithm consists of three
separate probabilities. The forward probabilityαt (s) of a state in the trellis is the prob-
ability that this state will be reached given all inputsw1 . . .wt . Similarly, the backward
probabilityβt (s) is the probability that this state will be reached starting from the end
of the trellis with reversed edges and considering the (revers d) inputwsw . . .wt+1. The
third probability is the probability of observing a particular transitionb : s→ s′ in the
trellis, γt (s,s′), which of course depends on the observedbit, ŵ. γt (s,s′) is typically
context-dependent (its calculation is explained in section 2.2.2for use in an equaliser
and in section2.3.2for use in a channel decoder).α0(s) andβsw (s) need to be ini-
tialised, since they cannot be calculated. Typically, either all α0(s) have the same
value, for exactly one states∗, α0(s∗) = 1 and for all other statesα0(s) = 0. The same
applies toβsw (s) respectively. Knowingγt (s,s′) and the initialisations ofα0(s) and
βsw (s), the forward recursion of the BCJR algorithm is











and the backward recursion is











The probability of a particular transitionb : s→ s′ in the trellis at time indext, i.e. the















In order to transmit digital information, an analogue carrier that can exhibit different
states is required. The digital information then causes theanalogue carrier to change
into one particular configuration for the duration of transmission of one symbol. This
process of the digital information triggering changes to the analogue carrier is called
digital modulation. The change of state of the carrier can bedet cted at the receiver,
which then is able to deduce the digital information by reversing the modulation pro-
cess. The (finite) number of distinct states into which the analogue carrier can be
modulated is called the modulation alphabet,M.
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Figure 2.3: Constellation diagram of on-off keying.
Digital modulation can be categorised by the aspect of the analogue carrier that is
changed. Consider an analogue carrier of the form
S(t) = Acos(2π f · t +φ) , (2.14)
whereA is the amplitude of the signal,f the carrier frequency andφ the phase of
the carrier. Fundamentally, the carrier can be changed withrespect to these three pa-
rameters,A, f and φ. In Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK), each state of the carrier
corresponds to one particular amplitudeAi. A simple example is on-off keying, where
a digital 1 corresponds to the amplitudeA1 and a digital 0 corresponds to an amplitude
of 0. The transmission of the digital sequence modulated using on-off keying is shown
in Figure2.2. Since there are two states, amplitudeA and amplitude 0, the modula-
tion alphabet,M has cardinality 2 and can be summarised by a constellation diagram,
showing the position of each state as a scatter plot of the complex plane (Figure2.3).
Instead of adjusting the amplitude,A the frequency,f , of the carries signal can be
adjusted. The resulting modulation scheme is called Frequency Shift Keying (FSK).
For example, a digital 1 can be assigned to some frequencyf1 and a digital 0 can be
assigned to the frequencyf0 = f1/2. The transmission of the digital sequence 101 is
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Figure 2.4: Example of a frequency shift keying modulated transmission.
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Figure 2.5: Example of a binary phase shift keying modulated transmission.
shown in Figure2.4. A constellation diagram such as the one shown for on-off keying
can obviously not be shown, since all different states agreein amplitude and phase.
Finally, the phase,φ, of the analogue carrier can be modulated by the digital informa-
tion giving rise to Phase Shift Keying (PSK). In this thesis the binary version of PSK,
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) with a modulation alphabet,M, of cardinality two
is used. Typically, antipodal states for the phase are chosen (i.e. a 180◦ shift) for the
two states. This can be represented by the constellation diagram shown in Figure2.6,
which closely resembles the on-off keying constellation diagram. This is not surpris-





Figure 2.6: Constellation diagram for Binary Phase Shift Keying.












Figure 2.7: Constellation diagram for 8-PSK, using Gray coding.
Figure2.5for an illustrative example). However, the advantage of phase shift keying is
that the cardinality of the modulation alphabet can be increased more easily than with
amplitude shift keying. In the constellation diagram for 8-PSK (Figure2.7), all sym-
bols are still transmitted with the same amplitude, thus theen rgy that is transmitted
remains constant (which is not the case for ASK modulation).
The modulation alphabet of 8-PSK modulation has a cardinality of 8. Thus, more than
1 digital bit can be transmitted per symbol of the modulationscheme. In fact, any mod-
ulation scheme can conveyn= log2(|M|) bits per symbol, where|M| is the cardinality
of the modulation alphabet,M. This yields an improved efficiency of the transmission,
provided that the receiver can properly separate the different t ansmitted states. In fact,
if it is desired to convey the information in many digital bits per transmitted symbol, it
is possible to modulate using both the amplitude,A, and the phase,φ, of the analogue
carrier. These digital modulation schemes are called Amplitude Phase Keying (APK)
or Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)1 The well known constellation diagram
for 16 APK (4,8,4), more commonly known as 16 QAM is shown in Figure2.8.
1typically, the term quadrature amplitude modulation is used for the square constellation subset of
amplitude phase keying[41].














Figure 2.8: Constellation diagram for 16 APK (4,8,4) also known as 16 QAM. Gray
coding is used for the assignment of input bits to transmission symbols.
2.1.6 Adaptive Modulation
In every communication system, the energy available for transmission of data is lim-
ited. Thus it is obvious, that increasing the cardinality ofthe modulation alphabet,M,
decreases the distance that separates the individual transmission symbols. Hence, the
probability that the receiver will detect symbols in error increases.2 In other words,
when requiring a fixed Bit Error Ratio (BER), the SNR of the transmission channel,
i.e. its quality, needs to be better for 8-PSK than, say, BPSK.Glover and Grant[41] list
the SNR required for a BER ofpe = 10−6, reproduced here in Table2.1.
Channels typically do not exhibit constant channel parameters. In order to increase
the average throughput, it is possible to switch to more effici nt modulation schemes
when the channel exhibits good quality and use less efficient, but more error resilient
modulation scheme when the channel quality decreases. The basic concept of an adap-
tive modulation system is shown in Figure2.9. One example of such a system is
burst-by-burst Adaptive Quadrature Modulation (AQAM)[52], which uses a selection
2Assuming, of course, that all possible symbols fromM are used.
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Table 2.1: Required signal-to-noise ratio for different modulation schemes for a bit-error-
rate of pe = 10−6, presented by Glover and Grant[41].
of different cardinality QAM schemes.
The reason that adaptive modulation is not considered in this thesis for several reasons.
Firstly, the adaptability of switching the modulation scheme is limited by the number of
available modulation schemes. Increasing the number of modulation schemes clearly
increases the complexity of the receiver. Furthermore, therec iver has to be notified of
the modulation scheme either by explicit signalling or by blindly detecting the scheme
(see Hanzoet al.[53] for an overview). For the case of explicit signalling, increasing
the number of schemes increases the number of bits required for signalling. In the case
of blind detection, increasing the number of modulation schemes can lead to higher
uncertainty about the currently used scheme. Secondly, it is reasonable to argue that
higher order modulation schemes are only beneficial, if their potential to transmit more
than one bit per symbol can be realised. This benefit, however, is only relevant to
channels with comparatively good quality, which are not considered in this thesis.
Finally, the choice of modulation scheme affects the error pbabilities of the symbols
and thus the error probability of adjacent input bits is correlated. Thus the modulation
scheme opens up a wide range of new parameters that can be adjusted and hence need
to be investigated. A thorough investigation of all of them,however, is far beyond the
scope of this thesis.








Figure 2.9: Illustration of the basic concept of a transmission system employing adaptive
modulation with 4 modulation schemes. Scheme 1 is the scheme which allows the
highest throughput but requires the best channel quality to work. The variation of the
modulation scheme follows the instantaneous quality of the channel.
2.2 Transmission Channels
An important aspect of the simulation of a data transmissionystem such as the one
in Figure1.2 is the model of the transmission channel. The channel model fr a CD
recording where errors (scratches) appear in continuous blcks is significantly different
from the channel model for satellite communications where white noise affects a weak
transmission signal, leading to independent errors. This capter presents the channel
models that are used in the course of this thesis.
2.2.1 The Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Channel
One of the most commonly used channel models is the AWGN channel. This channel,
depicted in Figure2.10, makes two simple assumptions. Firstly, the input symbol
w is transmitted with a maximum average powerP. Secondly, during transmission
the channel adds tow a statistically independent noise samplez with zero mean and














Figure 2.10: Discrete-time AWGN channel.
Capacity of the AWGN Channel
The capacity of the AWGN channel in bits/channel-use, achieved by a Gaussian input











It is often useful to use a single parameter, to describe the amount of noise on a channel.
The SNR is typically used as this parameter. For a band-limited, continuous time
AWGN channel with noise varianceσ2z =
N0
2Ts
(Ts = 12B, whereB is the bandwidth of










Equation (2.17) applies to the discrete channel under the assumption of normalised











Capacity of the Binary Input AWGN (BIAWGN) Channel
The capacity of the AWGN channel can only be achieved by using aGaussian input
distribution. In practical communication systems, however, a fixed modulation sym-
bol set is usually used. A common set is the BPSK modulation setwith normalised
transmission power, such thatw∈ {+1,−1}. The capacity of the BIAWGN channel is

























Note that the power termP is missing from equation (2.21) because the transmit power
is assumed to be normalised to 1 in equation (2.19). The variance of the noise is accord-
ingly scaled with the inverse of the power constraint. The capa ity of the BIAWGN
channel is shown in Figure2.13.
LLR Values for the BIAWGN Channel
A BIAWGN channel output can easily be expressed as an LLR value.For a BIAWGN






































2.2.2 Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) Channels
A class of simple channels with memory is that of Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI)
channels. The channel output ˆw depends on the previous inputs to the channel and a






wherew∈ {+1,−1}, the noisez is assumed to be white anda0,a1, . . . ,am are fixed,
real parameters called the channel coefficients. A graphical representation of an ISI
channel is shown in Figure2.11.
3Because of this equiprobability,λ(w) = 0.




















Figure 2.11: Graphical depiction of an ISI channel.
It is noteworthy to point out that the structure of an ISI channel is similar to that of the
RSC encoder, presented in section2.3.1, the only difference being the additions, which
are not modulo 2. Analogous to RSC codes, there are 2m states that the “encoder”, i.e.
the channel, can be in. Each such state corresponds to a sequenc of past channel inputs
w−m,w−(m−1), . . . ,w−1, and can be assigned a single “effect” valuee(s) = ∑mi=1aiw−i.
Due to this structure, the BCJR algorithm presented in section2.1.4can be used as an
MAP equaliser for such a channel [125].
Capacity of Inter-Symbol Interference Channels
Arnold and Loeliger[3] propose an algorithm that can be used to calculate the capacity
of ISI channels. Letb : s→ s′ be a transition in the trellis (see section2.1.3) of the
ISI channel from start states to states′. Now define the operatorsl t (b) = s and
rst (b) = s′. This allows the definition of the branch metricµ(b) as
µ(b) = p(b|lst (b)) p(ŵ|b) , (2.24)
where, assuming uniform input and Additive White Gaussian Noise n the channel
p(b|lst (b)) = 1
2
. (2.25)
Each of the 2m possible states of the channel corresponds to a sequence of past channel






be the effect on the output bit that is given by the states, with corresponding channel
inputs w−m,w−(m−1), . . . ,w−1. Likewise, each branchb corresponds to exactly one
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value of the current inputw−0 ∈ {+1,−1}. The expected channel output for a given
branch, disregarding noise is then
e(b) = a0w−0 +e(lst (b)) , (2.27)











whereλt is a scaling constant such that for each time indext the sum of the time-t





















log2(p(ŵ))→ h(ŵ) . (2.31)
The capacity of the ISI channel is then













It is easiest to describe the algorithm by imagining a trellis of the channel for a number
of time stepssw. For each time stept, the state metricsµ(s) of all states are calculated
according to equation (2.29), disregardingλt . Thenλt is calculated such that the sum
of the metrics equals 1 and the metrics are scaled appropriately. After λt has been
calculated this way for allt, equation (2.32) is used to calculate the capacity. Arnold
and Loeliger investigated the channels listed in table2.2and report good convergence
for blocksizes ofsw ≥ 106 [3]. The capacities for the channels listed in table2.2 are
shown in Figure2.13.
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CH6 a(D) = 0.19+0.35D1 +0.46D2 +0.5D3
+0.46D4 +0.35D5 +0.19D6
Table 2.2: Impulse responses of selected channels investigated by Arnold and
Loeliger[3].
Equalisation and LLR Values for ISI Channels
The received sequencêw needs to be equalised before it can be processed further by
the receiver. In this thesis the BCJR algorithm, described forthis purpose in e.g. [125],
is used as a MAP equaliser. While other possibilities, such asTurbo equalisation exist
(see [98, 125]), the BCJR algorithm proved to be satisfactory in its performance with
regard to its run-time complexity. The forward recursion ofthe BCJR algorithm is, in
fact, equivalent to the calculation of the state metrics in equation (2.29). The backward
recursion is similarly defined as
←−µ (s) = ∑
b:lst(b)=s
←−
λt←−µ (rst (b))µ(b), (2.33)
where
←−
λt is the equivalent of the scaling constant,λt , for the backward recursion and,
correspondingly, scales←−µ (s). The output of BCJR algorithm is then
p(w|ŵ) = ∑
b
µ(lst (b)) · p(ŵ|b) ·←−µ (rst (b)), (2.34)
where the sum is over all branches which correspond to the input bit w andp(ŵ|b) is
taken from equation (2.28).
This equalisation already provides probabilities. A scaling as in the case of the BI-
AWGN channel is therefore not necessary, since the LLR valuescan be obtained di-
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2.2.3 The Rayleigh Fading Channel
The Rayleigh distribution is commonly used in mobile radio channels to describe the
time-varying nature of the received signal [99]. The Rayleigh probability density func-






2σ2 , r ≥ 0. (2.36)






whereX1 andX2 are zero-mean, independent Gaussian random variables withvar ance
σ2. The varianceσ2 is chosen to beσ2 = 0.5 in this thesis in order for the channel not
to add any power to the received signal. Thus
pR(r) = 2r e






2 , X1∼N (0,0.5) ,X2∼N (0,0.5) (2.39)








Figure 2.12: Discrete-time Rayleigh fading channel with AWGN. a is Rayleigh dis-




2, where b1 and b2 are drawn from independent,
zero-mean Gaussian distributions with variance σ2 = 0.5.
The factora is called the Rayleigh Fading Factor and is major importance wh n con-
sidering theinstantaneouschannel quality. Thus,a determines the coherence time of
the channel, i.e. the time for which the channel’s response characteristics are essen-
tially invariant. If thea is kept constant over a significant portion of the “lifetime”of
the channel, e.g. for the transmission of one data packet, the channel is said to be slow
fading. If, on the other hand,a varies for a block of or even for each individual sym-
bol, the channel is said to be fast fading. In this thesis, unless mentioned otherwise,
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a Rayleigh fading channel refers to a fast fading channel where a changes for each
input symbolw. Equalisation of the Rayleigh fading channel is possible only if the
statistics of the channel are known (see e.g. [21]). For a fast fading channel this cannot
necessarily be assumed.
Capacity of the Rayleigh Channel










where the input to the channel,w is assumed to be Gaussian distributed. For BPSK sig-
nalling, wherew∈ {+1,−1}, the capacity can be calculated like that of the BIAWGN

























In practice it is more convenient to exploit the ergodicity of the channel. The channel
is simulated forsw equally likely input bitswt ∈ {+1,−1}, with channel realisations









p(ŵt |wt = 1)+ p(ŵt |wt =−1)
, (2.44)
with p(ŵt |wt) calculated according to equation (2.42). The capacity for a Rayleigh
fast-fading channel with a coherence length of 1 bit (a new Rayleigh distributed fading
factora for each channel input) is shown in Figure2.13.
LLR Values for the Rayleigh Channel
The derivation of the LLR scaling constant for a Rayleigh channel is similar to that
of the BIAWGN channel, with the difference that the channel input w∈ {+1,−1} is
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scaled with the Rayleigh fading factora before being subjected to channel noise. Thus












































































Figure 2.13: Capacity of the BIAWGN, ISI and Rayleigh channels. The coefficients of
the ISI channels can be found in table 2.2.
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2.3 Forward Error Correction
Shannon states, in his seminal paper [116], that any channel can be characterised by
its channel capacityC and that as long as the rate of informationr (in bits/second)
satisfiesr < C, the error rate can be reduced to any desired level by using proper chan-
nel coding.Reliabletransmission is thuspossible. Unfortunately, Shannon’s proof is
not constructive and so no statement can be drawn from it as tohow such a transmis-
sion can be achieved in practice. This non-constructiveness ultimately gave rise to the
research discipline of coding theory, which investigates methods to achieve reliable
transmission through the use of channel codes. The objective of coding theory is to
come as close as possible to the capacity predicted by Shannon.
The benefit to transmit as close as possible to channel capacity, C, is one of efficiency.
Each improvement towards the channel capacity results in either less energy expended
per information bit or more information transmitted per time. The achievements of
coding theory are impressively visualised by considering the coding advances of the
NASA space program which needed to transmit reliably over vast distances [24] and
the recent advances made by Turbo and LDPC codes, coming within tenths of decibels
of the capacity limit(see Figure2.14).
In order to exploit channel codes, the transmitter needs to be extended to perform
the encoding of the input data. Likewise the receiver needs to be able to decode the
received data in order to benefit from the error correcting prope ties of the used channel
code. Figure2.15shows a communication system that uses channel coding.
2.3.1 Recursive Systematic Convolutional Codes
Convolutional codes were first introduced by Elias [32] in 1955 as an alternative to
block codes. Contrary to block codes, which are very well suited to correct burst er-
rors, convolutional codes deal very well with independent errors such as those caused
by white Gaussian noise [60]. The basic principle of convolutional codes is simple.
The output of the code is generated by adding up (modulo 2) some digits of a tempo-
rary, binary word that is stored by the encoder. Which digits are added up is defined
by thegenerator polynomialsof the encoder, which can be seen as a bitmask over the
temporary memory word. A binary input sequencex is then shifted bit-wise into the
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Figure 2.14: Performance of the error correcting codes used in the NASA space pro-
gram against the capacity of a BIAWGN channel (bold). Adapted to Es/N0, originally
published by Costello et al.[24], Turbo Codes and LDPC codes added from data pre-
sented by Lin and Costello[75] and Kou, Lin and Fossorier[67].
encoder memory and the output calculated for each bit, resulting in as manyparity bits
as the encoder has generator polynomials. A special case of convolutional encoders
are Recursive Systematic Convolutional encoders, where one of th generator polyno-
mials, typicallyg(0), does not produce any output but instead modifies the input data
before it gets shifted into the encoder memory. To compensatfor he missing code bit
that would have been produced byg(0), the input bit taken directly as the first output
of the encoder,u(0), the so-calledsystematicbit. Figure2.16shows a generalised RSC
encoder with 2 generator polynomials, thus leading to a rateof r = 1/2 code, i.e. two
bits for each input bit. An RSC encoder withg(0) = 1+D+D2, g(1) = 1+D2 with the
corresponding state transitions and trellis is shown in Figure2.17. D indicates a delay
element, i.e. the termD indicates the last input bit,D2 the bit before that.
Contrary to ARQ, introduced in section2.4, no feedback channel is required in order to
implement Forward Error Correction. However, both the transmitter and the receiver
need to be able to handle the same channel code, typically resulting in a predefined,
































Figure 2.16: Generalised rate 1/2 Recursive Systematic Convolutional encoder with
generator polynomials g(0) (D) = 1+ g(0)1 D
1 + g(0)2 D




(the feedback polynomial) and g(1) (D) = g(1)0 + g
(1)
1 D
1 + g(1)2 D
2 + · · ·+ g(1)n−1Dn−1 +
g(1)n Dn, where D indicates a Delay element, typically a memory cell to store the current
value and make it available at the next cycle. One input bit x is encoded to 2 code bits
u(0) = x (the systematic bit) and u(0) (the parity bit). The order or constraint length n of
the encoder is determined by the amount of memory, i.e. the number of delay elements.
For the case of binary input, i.e. x∈ {0,1}, the additions are modulo 2. Typically, but
not necessarily, the initial value of all delay elements is set to 0.



















1/11 0/01 1/10 0/01 1/11 1/11 1/10
Figure 2.17: RSC encoder with g(0) (D) = 1+D+D2, g(1) (D) = 1+D2 (top-left). The
associated state transitions are shown on the right (labelled [x/u(0)u(1)], state labels
are on the target (right) state). On the bottom left is shown a sample trellis path for the
input sequence x = 1010111, resulting in the encoded output u = 11011001111110.





fixed encoding scheme and code rate. As long as the channel code is strong enough to
deal with the error patterns that occur on the channel, this is sufficient and the lack of a
feedback channel isn’t a problem. In fact transmission using FEC can have advantages
with regard to latency, since packets are not, and potentially c nnot be, retransmitted.
The lack of a feedback channel becomes problematic when considering system relia-
bility. Every channel code has a residual bit error rate, i.e. certain error patterns that it
cannot correct. Once such an error pattern occurs, the transmission system is unable
to recover the transmitted data correctly. In addition, convolutional codes, typically,
do not offer error detection capabilities. Thus, the receiver can only assume that the
decoded data is error-free. Ideally, the channel code is sufficiently strong to correct
every error that occurs. If, however, only few errors occur,i.e. the channel code is too
strong, a throughput penalty is caused by the transmission of the parity bits generated
by the encoder.
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2.3.2 The LLR-BCJR (Log-MAP) Algorithm for RSC codes
The BCJR algorithm, introduced in [5] (see section2.1.4) works with probabilities.
Practical implementations of the BCJR algorithm, however, face the problem of lim-
ited accuracy of the data types and the very low probabilities that occur in the BCJR
algorithm can become problematic in terms of numerical stability of the algorithm
[51]. Robertson, Hoeher and Villebrun [107] presented a version of the BCJR algo-
rithm in the log domain (the so called Log-MAP algorithm). This section presents this
algorithm for the case of decoding a rater = 1/N RSC code.
Let w(i)t ∈ {+1,−1} denote the BPSK symbol produced by encoder tapi (see Fig-
ure2.16) at time stept. Then, given the LLR value of the prior probabilityλpri (wt),























s→s′, . . . ,q
(N−1)
s→s′ is the sequence of bits that theencoderproduces for the
state transitions→ s′, or, put differently, the output of the encoder given it is instates
and receives the inputxt that causes it to transition to states′. ŵ
(i)
t is the received LLR
value after transmittingw(i)t andλ(·) is calculated according to the channel model (see
sections2.2.1, 2.2.2and2.2.3).
The forward recursion of the algorithm (equation (2.11) in section2.1.4) to determine
the forward state probability can be calculated as











where the sum is over all statess′ such that a branchb exists which linkss′ to s, i.e.
b : s′t−1→ st . The sum∑⊞ is calculated according to equation (2.10). Likewise, the
backward recursion of the algorithm (equation (2.12) in section2.1.4) to determine the
backward state probability can be calculated as











where the sum is over all statess′ such that a branchb exists which linkss to s′, i.e.
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where the sums correspond to all those transitionsb : → s′ for which the encoder
input has been 0 (modulated to+1) and 1 (modulated to−1), respectively. Note that
the code is systematic so the input to the encoderx = q(0).
Iterative decoding of Turbo Codes (see Figure2.19 in section2.3.4) require passing
extrinsic information between the constituent decoders. Given the outputλ(x̂t) and
the prior informationλpri (wt), this extrinsic information is





A practical implementation of the Log-MAP algorithm first computesγt (s,s′), accord-
ing to equation (2.46) for all triples (t,s,s′) and thenαt (s) and βt (s), according to
equations (2.47) and (2.48), respectively. The memory requirement of the simulation,





thesis, a C-implementation of the Log-MAP algorithm with double precision is used.
Since the codes investigated all have a binary trellis, not all γt (s,s′) had to be calcu-
lated, since not all pairs(s,s′) are connected. The complexity then reduces toO(L ·s),
since only 2 states,′ need to be considered for each starting state,s.
It is worth noting that for efficiency reasons the algorithm can be simplified by drop-




from equation (2.9). The resulting al-
gorithm is called the Max-Log-MAP algorithm and is equivalent in performance to
the soft output Viterbi algorithm, as shown by Fossorieret al.[36], “Theorem 3.1: The
modified SOVA achieves the same decoding as the Max-Log-MAP deco ing algo-
rithm”. Doing this will cause a performance loss of≈ 0.5dB with regard to the Log-
MAP algorithm[75].
2.3.3 Capacity-Approaching Codes
Today two classes of capacity-approaching codes are recognised. The first class is
that of Turbo Codes introduced by Berrou, Glavieux, and Thitimajshima[12] in 1993,
described in more detail in 1996[11] and presented in this thesis in section2.3.4.
The other class is that of low-density parity check (LDPC) codes escribed by Gal-
lager [38, 39]. LDPC codes, although already described in 1962 where ignored until
the 1990s (with the exception of Tanner’s work [120]). They perform very close to
the Shannon limit [105] and bear the promise of outperforming Turbo Codes, if con-
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structed correctly [104]. Most notably, the error floor occurs at a much lower BER. The
reasons that Turbo Codes are used in this thesis are that TurboCodes have a simple
encoder structure and can be decoded with relatively few iterat ons, thus greatly re-
ducing the complexity required to obtain simulation results. Furthermore Turbo Codes
are specified in several industry standards and thus implementations are readily avail-
able. Also, work by Sejdinovicet al.[114] indicates that the performance of punctured
LDPC codes could be highly dependent on the used base code, further complicating
the investigation of the effect of puncturing. Finally the structure of Turbo Codes al-
lows some discussion of the effect of puncturing bits, whereas the best LDPC codes
are thought to be irregular [104], making this kind of discussion difficult if not impos-
sible. Another advantage of Turbo Codes is their systematic stru ture which allows the
receiver to bypass decoding completely, if the channel is good enough, thus reducing
the decoding complexity and delay in that situation.
2.3.4 Turbo Codes
Turbo codes, invented by Berrouet al. [12] consist, fundamentally, of two ideas. The
first is the use of a code that has random-like properties. Shannon has shown in his
work, that it is very desirable to have a code with random-like properties, yet decoding
of these codes has been considered too complex [75]. The second idea, the Turbo prin-
ciple, is the use of an iterative decoding process using soft-output values and passing
extrinsic information between the decoders. It is this Turbo principle that allows effi-
cient decoding (see [48] for an introduction). Figure2.18shows the encoder structure
of a rater = 1/3 Turbo Code. The inputx is encoded twice with a constituent RSC
encoder (the constituent encoders are typically identical, but they do not have to be
[86]).4 The second constituent encoder, however, does not encode the inputx directly,
but an interleaved versionπ(x).5 The interleaver is an integral part of the design of
a Turbo Code, and some of its random-like properties of the code. Pseudo-random
interleavers perform best for Turbo Codes [75].
According to Figure2.18the minimum rate of a Turbo Code isr = 1/3 since in addi-
4Other codes such as block codes can be used as well. For convolutiona codes, recursive, i.e.
feedback, encoders outperform non-recursive, i.e. feedforward, encoders [75].
5The presence of this interleaver made theoretical evaluation difficult until Benedetto and
Montorsi[9] developed the uniform interleaver approach.






Inputx = (x1,x2, . . . ,xk) Systematic:s= (s1,s2, . . . ,sk)
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c2,1,c2,2, . . . ,c2,k
)
Figure 2.18: Schematic depiction of a rate 1/3 parallel Turbo encoder.
tion to the systematic bit, two encoders are required which each produce one parity bit
ci,t . In order to obtain lower rates, parity bits (but potentially so systematic bits [85])
are typically punctured (see section2.6) to obtain the desired rate.
The decoding of Turbo Codes is where the Turbo principle and hece the name of the
coding scheme comes from. The state complexity of the Turbo Code as a whole is
extremely large due to the presence of the interleaver, making trellis-based decoding
impossible [131]. However, the decoding of the codes produced by the constituent en-
coders is easily possible with the Log-MAP algorithm presented in section2.3.2. Fur-
thermore, since the constituent codes are systematic, the systematic sequence,s, can be
shared between the two decoders. The input for the first decoder is thenŵ(0) = ŝ and
ŵ(1) = ĉ1. For the second decoder the input isŵ(0) = π(ŝ) andŵ(1) = ĉ2 (ŝ indicates
that the sequences has been distorted by the transmission channel). Clearly this sep-
arate decoding is sub-optimal. However, the constituent encoders inform each other
about the information they have gained in the decoding process, the so called extrin-
sic information. A constituent decoder can use this extrinsic information of theother
constituent decoder, interleaved properly, as a starting point, i.e. its prior information,
in order to refine the decoding result. This iterative decoding method with soft-values
often converges to within a few tenths of a decibel of overallMAP decoding [75] (for
an in-depth review of Turbo coding with focus on iterative decoding, see [110]). The
described Turbo decoder is shown in Figure2.19. The output of the Turbo decoder is
typically the output of the second constituent decoder but it is also possible to use the
output of the first decoder or an average of both without affecting performance [75].
The iterative loop between the two constituent decoders is potentially endless. Thus,
a stopping criterion has to be defined. Typically, this is a fixed number of iterations,

















Figure 2.19: Schematic depiction of a decoder for a parallel rate 1/3 Turbo Code.
usually in the order of 10-20 iterations,6 or some other reliability measure (e.g. by
estimating the BER based on the LLR values of the decoder output, see e.g. [71, 72]).
The BCJR algorithm for MAP decoding typically assumes that theencoder returns
to the 0 state after processing the input (this is typically ensured by placing appro-
priate tail bits at the end of the input). Due to the interleaver, this behaviour cannot
be guaranteed for the second constituent decoder. Fortunately, this has little effect on
performance for large block lengths [75].7 The BCJR algorithm can be easily adapted
to cope with this situation (see section2.1.4). Finally it is worth making note of two
drawbacks of Turbo Codes, although they are largely inconsequential for this thesis.
Firstly, the blocklength of Turbo Codes is considerably larger than the blocklength of
convolutional codes. Berrouet al.use 65536 input bits in their paper presenting Turbo
Codes[12]. And blocksizes above 104 bits are generally thought of as required[75].8
This large blocklength and the iterative decoding results in a considerable coding de-
lay.9 Furthermore, Turbo Codes experience an error floor, where gains in SNR do not
improve performance significantly.
6In this thesis, for reasons of complexity and thus simulation me, only 5 iterations are simulated,
the results nevertheless are comparable to those found in the literature.
7It is also possible to modify the encoder to terminate both constituent decoders.
8This is in contrast to convolutional codes (but not in contrast to LDPC codes), where not the block-
length, but the constraint length of the encoder was the decisiv variable to improve performance.
9The blocksize requirement of LDPC codes, the main contesterwi h Turbo Codes, however, is even
larger and 106 bits are required in order to surpass the performance of Turbo Codes.
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2.3.5 Notation of Convolutional Codes
Convolutional codes can be characterised mathematically bytheir generator polyno-
mials,g(0) (D) · · ·g(n) (D). A convenient notation for convolutional codes simply lists




. In order to avoid confusion, a
recursive systematic convolutional code can be expressed athe fraction of parity-






. The blocklength is added when describing simulation results in order to
allow for better comparison. Turbo Codes typically use RSC codes, so the fractional
expression is not used in order to provide for better readability. Thus the “original”






Octal Representation of Generator Polynomials
Generator polynomials for convolutional codes are frequently represented as octal
numbers in order to save space. The generator coefficientsg(0) . . .g(n), when written as
ones and zeros form a binary number, which is then converted in o octal. Two differ-
ent ways to arrange the coefficients are possible. Proakis [96] as well as Massey and
Costello [84] arrange the polynomial with lowest power first and then readthe binary
sequence as an octal number. Thus the polynomialg = 1+D2 +D4 +D5 has a binary
representation of 1010112 which is 538. Expressed in octal notation, the Turbo Code
introduced by Berrouet al. is (378,218,65536). This method (the least significant
bit on the left) is the generally used expression for generator polynomials of convo-
lutional codes. However, when specifying generator polynomials of binary primitive
BCH codes[75], Lin and Costello place the least significant bit, i.e. the lowest term,
on the right. In order to avoid confusion, in this thesis, allgenerator polynomials are
specified in their polynomial description and not represented in octal notation.
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Figure 2.20: Communication system with automatic repeat requests (ARQ).
2.4 Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ)
The aim of any transmission system is to achieve reliable transmission over a channel.
This implies that there has to be some method to detect, and ifpossible correct, errors
that occur during transmission. Error detection can come inma y form and shapes,
but one commonly used method is the use of CRC sums (see e.g. [42, 75] for details
of implementing cyclic codes). In fact, CRC sums are often partof industry standards
(e.g. IEEE802.3 [121], IEEE802.11 [73], ISO-3309 [57] or ITU-T-v42 [58]).10 Once
errors are detected and a feedback channel exists11, the receiver can inform the trans-
mitter that the received sequenceŵ contains errors. The transmitter can then retransmit
w, hoping that, this time, the transmission is successful. Once the transmission is suc-
cessful the receiver can, but does not need to (see e.g. Jeon and Jeong[59]), inform the
receiver. These two messages are typically called ACKnowledgement (ACK) for suc-
cessful transmission and Negative AcKnowledgement (NAK) to indicate transmission
error. The protocol as a whole is called ARQ.
Several distinct ARQ protocol types exist. The simplest one,shown in Figure2.21,
is stop-and-wait ARQ. The transmitter waits until the receiver acknowledges correct
reception of the transmitted data and proceeds to transmit new data or retransmits in
case of a NAK. Other options are go-back-n ARQ where the transmitter does not wait
for an ACK but continues to transmit data. Once an error occurs, the receiverestarts
transmission with the packet that triggered a NAK (packets that are in transit but are
10A CRC sum is of course not the only available method. More creativ ideas are e.g. the use of
special markers combined with the error-intoleranceof arithmetic coding and then using the garbled,
decoded marker to detect the presence of errors[33].
11Note that the availability of a feedback channel does not increase the capacity of that channel, as
shown by Alajaji[1].






















Figure 2.21: Visualisation of the stop-and-wait ARQ protocol. The transmitter waits until
either receiving a positive or negative acknowledgement of reception of the message
(ACK or NAK).
out of order are discarded at the receiver). Finally in selectiv repeat ARQ only those
packets are retransmitted that trigger a NAK. The receiver is responsible for buffering
packets and passes them on to the data consumer in the correctord r.
The three ARQ schemes do not differ in their system reliability. The main distinctive
feature when comparing ARQ systems is the throughput efficiency [14], defined as
the ratio of the number of all correctly received and accepted bits over the number
of bits that could have been transmitted in the same time period. Selective repeat
outperforms go-back-n and stop-and-wait, but requires a potentially infinite buffer at
both the receiver and transmitter [78]. Mixed mode ARQ has been proposed [88] for
the case where the buffer size is too small and a buffer overflow w uld occur otherwise.
The different ARQ schemes have arisen in an attempt to improvethe throughput per-
formance of ARQ [76]. While the overhead of an ARQ system is fairly low [75],
once the error rate of the channel increases, the throughputof any ARQ system drops
rapidly. The main problem, that all error-detection-only systems face, is that there is
no guarantee that a retransmission is error free (although code ombining could be
used, see [16]). If the errors appear in bursts, this is not a problem, however if errors
are spread such that a few errors occur in nearly every packet, an ARQ system faces
severe throughput degradation. The same effect occurs for the length of the transmitted
data, as ARQ system face throughput degradation if the block size gets too large [90].
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Despite their shortcomings for high channel error probabilities, ARQ systems have the
advantage that they can provide systemreliability. Thus, the receiver either supplies
correct data or no data at all (as opposed to a FEC system, introduced in section2.3).
To achieve this reliability, ARQ systems require a feedback channel. The effect of
errors on the feedback channel, however, while investigated in the literature (see [10,
92, 15]), is not considered erratumAddClarificationin this thesis. In tead it is assumed
in this thesis that the feedback channel has a low throughputreq irement such that any
data can be protected by a sufficiently strong error correcting code (see section2.3),
effectively making the feedback transmission reliable.
2.5 Hybrid ARQ
Error control consist of two fundamental techniques. Errordetection with retransmis-
sions (ARQ), discussed in section2.4, and error correction through the use of channel
codes (FEC) as explained in section2.3. The major advantage of ARQ over FEC is that
of lower complexity of the implementation and a low overhead, while achieving high
system reliability. However, ARQ schemes have in common thatthe hroughput dete-
riorates rapidly once the channel error rate increases[76]. On the other hand, FEC sys-
tems enjoy very good throughput for channels with a fairly constant level of noise but
suffer from the possibility of uncorrectable error patterns. In general, the probability
of an uncorrectable error is much greater than the that of an undetectable error, making
coding difficult and expensive to implement [75]. The reliability of the transmission
system therefore cannot be guaranteed, since the output of the decoding process has to
be passed to the application regardless of its correctness,since retransmissions are not
built into such a transmission system. Burton and Sullivan[14] conclude:
While we have seen that ARQ systems currently in use may not be sat-
isfactory in future applications, the solution lies not in FEC systems, but
rather in a better ARQ technique.
A communication system designed to properly combine the twosystems can overcome
the drawbacks of ARQ-only or FEC-only systems. These forms of transmission sys-
tems are called Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) transmission systems [13] and have been shown
to be superior to pure ARQ or FEC systems [108].
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The fundamental design principle of a HARQ system can be described by a single
question: “Why does the receiver need to throw away the receivd packet, even if it is
not error-free?” Typically, only a few errors occur during transmission, hence most of
the bits are error-free. The simplest form of a HARQ system does not even need to use
channel coding at all. Simply combining the received packets might be sufficient.12
Sindhu[118] proposes an algorithm for determining the transmitted message from two
or more corrupted copies when the channel over which data aretransmitted is affected
by dependent errors. Chakrabortyet al.use an XOR combination of the two received
packets to detect the bits that are different between the retransmission and the original
and then use a brute-force approach of checking all possiblecombinations of these
bits until the frame check sequence (a CRC sum) passes [18, 19]. In 1985, Chase
developed a method of combining an arbitrary number of packets [20], that has since
then been used (see section2.1.2or e.g. [27] which uses trellis-coded modulation with
code combining). If more than one retransmission is available, packet combining can
become complex, since it is theoretically possible that an arbitr ry combination of
the received packets will lead to correct decoding. Kallel and Leung investigated this
problem for a multiple-copy transmission system[65, 66] and concluded that somewhat
of a gain can be achieved by evaluating all possible combinatio s but that this was not
worth the prohibitive complexity of this scheme.13
Hybrid ARQ systems, which employ some form of combining the information of the
received packets, can be considered as a form of transmission ystem that exploits the
time diversity of a channel (in particular this is true for fading channels, of course).
This is achieved by exploiting to channel realizations withthe expectation, that er-
rors do not “overlap” in the transmitted packets. Zhao and Valenti[142] extended this
concept of diversity to space diversity by generalising theHybrid-ARQ design to in-
corporate the presence of multiple listening nodes which are c pable of acting as a
relay and of listening to the communication between the source and destination nodes.
Such a setup is frequently encountered in wireless transmission systems. Assuming
that the SNR is correlated with the distance from a transmitter to a receiver, it is obvi-
ous that under this consideration the nodes closer to the transmitter are able to decode
the transmitted data before the receiver can do so and thus can act as a relay and im-
12An approach that is also worth mentioning here is the one taken by Lee and Lin[74], which does not
adjust the coding scheme but instead changes the modulationfrom QPSK for the first packet to BPSK
for the second packet.
13There is also work by Uhlemannet al.on a concept of Turbo combining [126] that provides benefits
of better combining at the expense of additional complexity.
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prove performance. In this thesis, however, only a direct-link transmission system is
considered in order to obtain results independent of routing and relaying strategies.
2.5.1 Type-I Hybrid ARQ
The straightforward implementation of a Hybrid ARQ system, now called type-I HARQ,
is simply to send an FEC protected data sequence to the receiver and use ARQ to
guarantee system reliability should uncorrectable errorsoccur. This system, shown in
Figure2.22, is well suited for communication systems with fairly constant levels of
noise and outperforms an ideal selective-repeat ARQ system [76]. The first codes to
be employed in such a system were the well understood block codes and it has been
shown by Sastry[112] that, depending on the environment, there is an optimum error
correction capacity of the used code. The use of block codes in HARQ has been the
topic of extensive research. Sastry investigated generalis d burst trapping codes in
1976 [113]. Krishna and Mogera[89, 68] use a new linear code (which they call “KM”
code). Wicker investigated Reed-Solomon codes for mobile-phone environments and
the Rayleigh channel in particular [135, 134] and later, together with Bartz, investi-
gated Reed-Muller [136] and MDS codes [137] (Sakakibara also investigated MDS
codes with particular emphasis on multicast transmission [111]). Rice[101] analysed
generalised minimum distance decoding for BCH codes and Rasmussen[100] dealt
with trellis codes. From this treatment of codes, several concatenated, or cascaded,
schemes were investigated by e.g. Takata [119] and Deng [28]. In 1993 Wang and
Lin presented a cascaded system that separated the error detection and error correc-
tion concerns in 2 separate codes [133]. In 1994 de Alfaro and Meo [26] used this
to develop an encoding scheme in which error correction can be achieved byany two
received packets, making this scheme better suited to deal with packet losses.
An alternative to block codes are convolutional codes. In 1971 Fang showed that the
reliability function of a transmission channel with a variable-length convolutional code
can be bounded by the channel capacity [34] and provided a repeat-request scheme for
it. Yamamoto and Ito[140] demonstrated an improved scheme in 1980 which yields a
significant reduction of the number of retransmissions compared to Fang’s approach.
Reportedly, Yamamoto and Ito’s scheme achieve twice the reliability of an FEC system
using the Viterbi algorithm. In order to obtain this reliability, a likelihood ratio test is
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Figure 2.22: Progression of a packet through a type-I hybrid ARQ system. First, the
packet is encoded (thus increasing the number of bits required to transmit it) and then
sent over the channel, potentially multiple times due to retransmissions. Clearly, an
overhead is caused by the parity bits of the for initially successful packets.
used to determine retransmissions. It took nearly 15 years until in 1994 Hashimoto[55]
was able to show that this test, which before was generally considered suboptimal, is
“effectively optimal”.
Convolutional codes do not have a straightforward error detection mechanism. How-
ever, reliability measurements can be used within the Viterbi algorithm to provide a
retransmission criterion (see e.g. Kudryashow [70]). As an alternative, properties of
the decoding process can be used, such as in Drukarev’s work [31] which extends
Kallel and Haccoun’s work on time-out conditions [63]. Another interesting approach
comes from Hashimoto [54].14 It is well known that reduced complexity decoding
of convolutional codes typically causes bursts of errors ofconsiderable length. By
placing markers in the input sequence and looking for the presence of these markers,
Hashimoto was able to achieve a small probability of undetect d errors. Wang and
Lin[133] separated error correction and error detection by using two separate codes
and thus made it easier to us HARQ with convolutional codes. Turbo codes, of course,
can also used in type-I HARQ schemes. Narayanan and Stuber[91], for example, use
the MAP-decoding soft-value output of the previous packet as prior information when
decoding the retransmission.
Type-I Hybrid ARQ systems, while well suited for transmission ver channels with
constant noise [76], use a fixed rate channel code. The problem of potentially wasting
transmission time if the channel code is not adjusted to the channel conditions still
14It is mentioned in [54] that Kudryashow has done similar work for block codes in [69].
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occurs, albeit with somewhat less severity for the average cs , since a weaker channel
code can be used. If an uncorrectable error pattern occurs, the penalty of retransmitting
error-free bits is still paid by type-I HARQ systems.
2.5.2 Type-II Hybrid ARQ
In order to overcome the limitations of a fixed code rate, Mandelbaum[82] investigated
the use of punctured Reed-Solomon codes. Not the entire codewor 15 was transmitted,
but a punctured version (see also section2.6), leading to a transmission system with
incremental redundancy.16 This approach of holding back some of the encoded bits,
now called type-II HARQ, is shown in Figure2.23. It was used by Lin and Yu[77]
to devise a transmission system of a half-rate invertible code that alternatively trans-
mits the parity data. One half of the encoded data is sent first. If errors are detected,
the omitted parity bits would be transmitted. These parity bs allow the receiver to
perform error correction. If errors persist, the original bits are retransmitted and er-
ror correction performed again, continuing until the packet can be decoded without
errors. This scheme was improved on by Wang and Lin one year later [133] by sepa-
rating error detection and error correction, thus making the use of convolutional codes
possible. Type-II HARQ schemes overcome a significant shortcoming of type-I sys-
tems, namely the reduced throughput for low noise transmission . Given asuitable
puncturing and low noise on the channel, a type-II HARQ systemp rforms exactly
like a “pure” ARQ system. Only when errors do occur are parity bs provided to the
receiver. In fact, the first transmission of parity bits doesnot necessarily contain all
remaining, available parity bits. Hagenauer in 1988 [46] developed a systematic punc-
turing method called Rate-Compatible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) codes (see
section2.6.3) that allow for a more fine-grained control over the transmision of par-
ity bits. Kallel[64] suggested an alternative construction method and Barbulescu and
Pietrobon extended punctured convolutional codes to TurboCodes[7], with work on
the design of good rate-compatible codes by e.g. Babich, Montorsi and Vatta [4], Row-
15Metzner[87] worked on reducing the complexity of the decoding process by coding subblocks of
the input word but since computing capacity even for mobile devices has improved dramatically in the
past 30 years, this is largely inconsequential.
16Note that the concept of incremental redundancy does not only apply to channel coding alone. Ha-
genauer, Dutsch, Barros and Schaefer[49], proposed to extend the redundancy management through an
ARQ like mechanism to joint source and channel coding, allowing the encoder to decrement redundancy
for already redundantinput data.











Figure 2.23: Progression of a packet through a type-II hybrid ARQ transmission system.
The packet is first encoded but then split into several segments before it is sent over
the channel (2 packets are shown, but any number is possible). Whenever a NAK is
received the next packet to be transmitted changes from u(0) to u(1) (and back for the
next NAK). The receiver assembles û(0) and û(1) to û which is passed to the decoder.
The latest received copy of û(i) is used. If û(i) has not yet been received, it is replaced
with LLR values of 0. For RSC codes in the parity retransmission system, described by
Lin[77], u(0) contains the systematic bits and u(1) contains the parity bits.
itch and Milstein[109] or Xie and Tang [139]. Full, granular control over the amount
of redundancy can be achieved by defining a transmission order through the use of an
interleaver [83] (shown in section2.6.4). The problem of finding a suitable order is
investigated in this thesis.
2.5.3 Channel Adaption Through Hybrid ARQ
Transmission channels are not necessarily stationary in their transmission character-
istics. Nevertheless, hybrid ARQ schemes can be used successfully for transmissions
over them (e.g. [79, 130]). The availability of a feedback channel in an ARQ trans-
mission system allows the transmitter to obtain information about the quality of the
channel. In the simplest form, this can be achieved by simplycounting the number
of NAK packets received by the transmitter [2, 141], but it can also be achieved by
observing an external source like Pursley and Sandberg show[97]. The aim of these
observations is to increase the error correcting capability of hefirst packet to be trans-
mitted. Rice and Wicker[103, 102] adjust a Reed-Solomon code, Shiozaki increases
the error correction of BCH codes [117] and Kallel uses rate-compatible codes [62].











Figure 2.24: Progression of a packet through an adaptive type-II hybrid ARQ transmis-
sion system. The information received by the transmitter through feedback is not only
used to switch to the next packet but also to adjust other parameters to the channel
conditions, e.g. the encoding or the length of the next packet.
Ideally, the channel code that is used to protect the first packet is strong enough to cor-
rect most errors that occur on the channel. Figure2.24shows this graphically. In this
aim, an adaptive system is similar to a type-I hybrid ARQ system. The additional ben-
efit when using type-II hybrid ARQ systems is that the second packet can potentially
be much smaller than the first packet. Chapter5 deals with aspects of packet sizes and
their effect on throughput and delay.
2.6 Puncturing, Code Ensembles and Variable Rate
Consider the communication system shown in Figure2.25. The transmitter applies
FEC in order to achieve reliable transmission, protectingx with parity bits to formu
from whichx̂ is recovered. The benefit of FEC stems from the fact that it is possible to
recover the input data (x̂ = x), even whenu is distorted by a transmission channel (see
section2.3). The main drawback of FEC is the requirement of sending 1/r bits per data
bit. Typically r = K/N requiring the transmission ofN code bits for everyK data bits.
Assuming that a transmission system can send a constant number of symbolsper unit
of time, the selection of the rater determines the efficiency of a reliable transmission
system in terms of how manydata bitscan be transmitted per unit of time. An efficient
transmission system ideally transmits at a rate ˘r hat is just sufficient for the decoder
to obtain the output̂x = x from û. For r < r̆ parity bits are transmitted that are not
necessary to recover the input data. By definition these parity bits do not contain any






Figure 2.25: A communication system using Forward Error Correction to protect the
input data x from distortions caused by the transmission channel.
information useful to the receiver (except for potentiallyincreasing the confidence of
the decoder). Forr > r̆ the transmitted information is not adequately protected against
errors caused by the transmission over the channel. Residualbit errors can potentially
cause catastrophic failure at the data consumer (see Figure1.1) or trigger a retransmis-
sion (in e.g. TCP). Retransmissions reduce the number of new information bits that
can be transmitted, thus also reducing the efficiency of the overall transmission.
A prerequisite for a transmission system to achieve ˘r is the availability of a code of rate
r̆. If such a code cannot be obtained, either because it does notexist or existing codes
are too complex to implement, two strategies are feasible. Firstly, a higher rate code
can be used repetitively. It is well known, however, that repetition codes are unable to
provide any coding gain[22].17 The other option available to come close to ˘r is to use
a lower rate code and puncture a sufficient number of bits fromthe encoded sequence
u. This section discusses strategies to obtain a code of arbitrary rate ˚r from a base code
of rate 1/N within [1/N,1].
2.6.1 Puncturing
The easiest method of obtaining a code with ˚r < rbase is to omit some of the parity
bits produced by the base code. The exact strategy of which bits to leave out needs
to be known to both the encoder and the decoder, such that the decoder can take ap-
propriate steps to deal with punctured bits. Typically, thepuncturing pattern used is a
regular one. A well known example of this is the Turbo Code usedby Berrou [12], that
17Repetition codes are equivalent to transmitting bits for a longer time period, thus only increasing
the energy per transmitted symbol and hence the SNR.
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Sequence 1 Sequence 2 Sequence 3 Sequence 4
s1 c1,1 c2,1 s2 c1,2 c2,2 s3 c1,3 c2,3 s4 c1,4 c2,4
Figure 2.26: Bit Pattern for a systematic code of rate r = 1/3. For each input bit, one






Figure 2.27: Transmission system with punctured input to the transmission channel.
achieves rate 1/2 by alternately puncturing a code bit from the constituent encoders.
Consider a systematic code as shown in Figure2.26. Each input bit that is fed into the
encoder results in a sequence of 3 bits, the input (systematic) bit, followed by two par-
ity bits. Alternately puncturing parity bits, leads to a 1/2 rate code with the sequence
s1c1,1 s2c2,2 s3c1,3 s4c2,4 . . ..
The decoding of a punctured code is particularly easy when soft-decoding using L-val-
ues is performed. After receiving the punctured sequenceŵ, the receiver fills in the
holes created by the encoder with an L-Value of 0, thus informing the soft-decoder that
nothing is known about this bit (see section2.1.2). The advantage of this approach is
that the decoder does not need to be specially adjusted for punctured input and can
remain unchanged and unaware of the puncturing. Figure2.27summarises the result-
ing communication system in which puncturing is performed at the transmitter and the
receiver pads the punctured bits with 0s.
Type-II Hybrid ARQ transmission systems (see section2.5) benefit from puncturing
because it naturally partitions the bit sequence into two parts. If the transmitter is
notified of a transmission failure,18 it may decide to send those previously punctured
bits to the receiver instead of repeating the previously transmitted sequence.
18Assuming that the transmission failure is not not caused by packet loss.
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Time Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Systematic s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8
Parity 1 c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c1,4 c1,5 c1,6 c1,7 c1,8
Parity 2 c2,1 c2,2 c2,3 c2,4 c2,5 c2,6 c2,7 c2,8
Figure 2.28: Code matrix for a systematic code of rate r = 1/3. For each input bit, one
sequence, shown as a column, of a systematic and two parity bits is produced.
2.6.2 Puncturing Tables
Consider the output sequence of a systematic code of raterbase= 1/3, called the base
code, shown in Figure2.26. This sequence can be represented as a matrix,U. Each
row represents an output tap of the encoder (in this case systmatic, parity 1 and parity
2), each column corresponds to one time index, i.e. input bit(Figure2.28).
A (repetitive) puncturing pattern of periodP for a code of rate 1/N is expressed as
a N×P matrix P called a puncturing table with puncturing periodP. Like for the
code matrix,U, shown in Figure2.28, each row corresponds to one output tap of the
encoding process, the columns correspond to time shifts. The puncturing tableP is
applied to the code matrixU as a mask, only allowing those bits whereP contains a 1
to be transmitted. IfU contains more columns thanP, P is applied repetitively, shifted
by P time indices each time. The puncturing table for the rate 1/2 punctured Turbo


























where a 1 indicates transmission of and a 0 indicates puncturi g of the corresponding
bit. An octal notation of the puncturing table is formed likethe octal representation
of generator polynomials, described in section2.3.5, by reading each row as a binary
number, the first column containing the most significant bit.Figure 2.29 shows an
example of applying the puncturing table (2.51) to the code matrix from Figure2.28.
The rate of the punctured code is determined by the number of ones in the puncturing
table,m, and the puncturing periodP. An input sequencex of lengthL encoded with
rater = 1/N results in an encoded sequenceu of lengthL′ = NL. If u is punctured
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Time Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Systematic s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8
Parity 1 c1,1 × c1,3 × c1,5 × c1,7 ×
Parity 2 × c2,2 × c2,4 × c2,6 × c2,8
Figure 2.29: Code matrix for a systematic code of rate r = 1/3 after puncturing with the
puncturing table provided in (2.51). A punctured bit is marked by ×.



















In order to ease presentation the operatoru ⊚ P is used to indicate that a blocku of
lengthL′ is punctured byP (the puncturing table is applied repetitively if necessary)
to obtain a sequence of bitsw of lengthL̊′ = (L′m)/(NP). For a rate 1/3 systematic
code andP given in (2.51), m= 4, P = 2, and thus ˚r = 2/4 = 1/2.
Puncturing divides the bit sequence in transmitted and punctured bits, the latter of
which can be used for retransmissions in incremental redundancy type-II hybrid ARQ
systems. Puncturing tables provide control over the amountf transmitted bits by
allowing the number of ones in the table,m to be adjusted. Additional protection of
the input sequence can be achieved by increasingm. In order for the added protection
to be useful in an incremental transmission system, an additional rate-compatibility
constraint needs to be placed on a sequence of puncturing tables.
2.6.3 Rate-Compatible Punctured Codes
Hagenauer[46] used a set of puncturing tables for a base code of rate 1/N to obtain
an ensemble of codes with rates ofP/(P+ l), wherel is an integer that can be varied
between 1 and(N−1)P. Thus, the obtainable code rate varies betweenP/(P+1) and
1/N. In order for these codes to be suitable for incremental redundancy transmission,
a rate-compatibility restriction is placed on the tables. This restriction states that a new
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Time Index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Systematic × × × × × × × ×
Parity 1 × c1,2 × c1,4 × c1,6 × c1,8
Parity 2 × × × × × × × ×
Figure 2.30: Code matrix for a systematic code of rate r = 1/3, punctured with P∆ =
P3−P2, given in (2.55). A punctured bit is marked by ×.
puncturing tablePl+1 can be obtained fromPl only by adding a single 1 toPl where
Pl contains a 0. This ensures that any puncturing tablePl contains all 1s of higher rate
puncturing tables. In turn, a codeword that is punctured with Pl+1 will contain all bits
of the same codeword punctured withPl . In an incremental redundancy transmission
system, only the additional bits need to be transmitted, or equivalently, the codeword
punctured withP∆ = Pl+1−Pl . Hagenauer varies the integerl from 1 to (N− 1)P,
resulting in a maximum code rate ofr = PP+1. In order to compare rate-compatible
punctured codes with variable rate transmission, introduce in section2.6.4, it is nec-
essary to obtain codes of rater = 1. In this thesis, Hagenauer’s method is therefore
extended to allowl to vary from 0 (P0, which containsP 1s) to(N− 1)P (P(N−1)P,
which contains all 1s) and thus achieve a code rate between 1 and /N.

















































































. The 4th transmitted
packet (the 3rd increment) then contains the bits resultingfrom the puncturing pattern





































which results in the packetc1,2 c1,4 c1,6 c1,8 . . . (see also Figure2.30). Hagenauer did
not present a strategy by which to obtain good puncturing tables. Optimal puncturing
tables are still being researched, e.g. [4, 109, 139].
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2.6.4 Variable Rate Transmission
Puncturing tables and sequences of puncturing tables that yield rate-compatible codes
are primarily packet based, since they make statements about collections of output bits.
A single puncturing table splits the available bits into thesets of initially punctured and
initially sent bits. A set of rate-compatible puncturing codes has a granularity ofL/P
bits for each successive puncturing table. No statement is made about the order of the
bits within each packet. However, the optimal rate ˘r is not necessarily close to one of
the rates provided by rate-compatible puncturing tables. Areduction of the granular-
ity of rate-compatible punctured codes can be obtained by increasing the puncturing
period,P, thus increasing the number of available rates and allowinga transmission
closer to ˘r. In the extreme case, whereP= L, the granularity is 1 bit, and adding a 1 in
the puncturing tableP corresponds to adding precisely one bit in the encoded sequence
u. In this case, it is no longer necessary to store a sequence ofpuncturing tables, since
that sequence of tables essentially only defines a transmission order of the sequenceu.
Instead, it is more efficient to assign to each bit inu its relative transmission position.
Effectively, this assignment is a permutation,∏, applied tou, resulting in the reordered
sequencev. The transmitter can now form a package of sizespacket, by selecting for
transmission the firstspacket bits of v (i.e. simply truncatingv) and transmitting the
resulting sequencew. Assuming soft-decision LLR decoding at the receiver, all that
is required at the receiver is to append0 of lengthsw− sv to ŵ to form the sequence
v̂ of lengthsw = L/r. Next, the receiver applies the inverse permutation∏−1 to v̂ to
obtain the sequencêu, suitable for decoding. Figure2.31illustrates the thus modified
communication system. Note that this transmission system,fro the receiver point of
view, is nothing different than a combination of a bit-erasure channel (the puncturer)
with detected erasures followed by the original transmission channel. Thus the code
used should be able to handle bit-erasures reasonably well.
Enabling the transmitter to send an arbitrary number of bitsincreases the precision with
which a transmission system can achieve the optimal transmission rate ˘r. Consider an
input block of lengthL which is encoded and then truncated to lengthL̊′ to achieve rate
L/L̊′. The closest neighbour rates are obviouslyL/(L̊′−1) andL/(L̊′+1), respectively.
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The corresponding calculation for an ensemble of rate-compatible punctured codes
yields εmax≈ P/(2· (P+ l) · (P+ l −1)) = r̊2/(2P). Since typicallyP≪ L, the rate
precision of an arbitrary number of bits is, unsurprisingly, better than that of rate-
compatible codes (with the extreme case ofP = L, when both are identical).
The transmission system shown in Figure2.31can be used in an incremental redun-
dancy system. The first packet of sizespacket is formed as described by selecting the
first spacketbits fromv. An increment of sizesinc is formed likewise. Given thatnsent
bits have been transmitted, the transmitter uses bitsnsent+1 tonsent+sinc (i.e. the next
sinc bits) fromv. The receiver accumulates allnsentreceived bitsŵ by appending them
in packet order,19 before padding and applying∏−1.
Mapping Rate-Compatible Puncturing Tables to Transmission O rder
In this thesis, rate-compatible puncturing tables are converted into a transmission order
such that the same simulation setup can be used to simulate a vriable transmission or-
der and rate-compatible puncturing tables. This has the benfit of increased confidence
in the comparability of the results, since the developed algorithm can be checked in-
dependently of the rest of the transmission simulation. Algorithm 2.1, developed for
this thesis, punctures the identity sequenceI = [1,2,3, ...,su] with each of the delta
19It is assumed that some protocol in the transmission stack provides packet ordering (e.g. TCP or
UDP+RTP) or that only one packet is in transmission at any given time so that packet ordering can be
maintained.
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tablesP∆. The resulting sequences are concatenated to form the transmission order∏.
The ordering of the individual segments of lengthL̊∆ = L/P is left undefined by the
puncturing table. Algorithm2.1 therefore randomises the ordering of bits of the indi-
vidual segments (lines3 and7). However, this step is not strictly required to obtain a
transmission order from the sequence of puncturing tables.Algorithm 2.1assumes that
the permutation tableP0, required to achieve rate 1, exists and that each consecutiv
puncturing table adds a single 1, up toP(N−1)P, defined to be1, a matrix filled with 1s.
It is straightforward to extend algorithm2.1to sequences of puncturing tables that add
more than one 1, however, if the last tables is not1, the transmission order is undefined
for the remaining bits, leaving only the choices of random selection or appending all
resulting bits in the order in which they appear inu.
Algorithm 2.1 Map rate-compatible puncturing table to reordering permutation.
1: I = [1,2, ...,L/r]
2: ∏ = I ⊚P0
3: (optionally) randomly permute∏
4: for l = 1 to (N−1)P do
5: P∆ = Pl −Pl−1
6: Ů = I ⊚P∆
7: (optionally) randomly permute̊U




Variable Rate Transmission of RSC
Codes
Section2.6.4introduced a communication system that is capable of transmitting at a
finely variable, arbitrary rate. This was made possible by reord ring the encoder out-
put, u, by a reordering permutation,∏, and then removing bits from the end. While
from this transmission setup it is clear that the bits placedat the end are best chosen to
be the least important ones, section2.6.4does not specify how to construct an effec-
tive transmission order∏. This chapter is devoted to this transmission order for RSC
codes. RSC codes are investigated in this thesis for two reasons. Firstly, RSC codes,
like other convolutional codes are well understood codes ofrelatively low complexity.
Secondly, RSC codes are used as constituent codes for the capacity achieving Turbo
Codes, which is why RSC codes are considered in this thesis rather than other convo-
lutional codes. The investigation of RSC codes in this chapter thus lays the foundation
for the treatment of Turbo Codes in chapter4. Section3.1deals in detail with possible
transmission ordering strategies, starting with the performance of no reordering and
random reordering. Both methods prove unsatisfactory and new strategies based on
the properties of RSC codes are developed in order to overcometheir shortcomings.
Following this development,section3.2discusses the reasons for the performance ex-
hibited by the transmission schemes and provides an upper bound n the ability of
RSC codes to recover erased bits. It will be shown that the transmission of parity or
systematic bits exclusively in the first packet significantly influences the performance
and reasons are presented why this is the case and how this canaid in the search for
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good generator polynomials.Section 3.3 shows that the input block length, as ex-
pected, does not influence the qualitative performance of the presented transmission
schemes and neither does the constraint length of the used cod . The results obtained
in section3.1are based on the AWGN channel. This is expanded to ISI and Rayleigh
channels insections3.4 and 3.5, respectively. Finally,Section 3.6 concludes this
chapter and summarises the results.
3.1 Development of an Effective Ordering Strategy
This section develops construction strategies for the transmission order,∏. The perfor-
mance of the individual transmission strategies is measured by simulating the commu-
nication system shown in Figure3.1for 10,000 input packets,x, of 2048 equiprobable1
bits each. For every new packet a new transmission order∏ is generated according to
the evaluated strategy. It is well known, that soft-value decoding provides significant
gains over hard decoding (≈ 2dB, see section2.1.4). Furthermore, Turbo Codes rely
on soft-value decoding, in particular soft-in soft-out decoding to function properly.
Since the investigation of RSC codes serves to better understand Turbo Codes, the
constituent decoder in chapter4 is used as the RSC encoder. In order to ease presenta-
tion and discussion of the ordering strategies an AWGN channel is used. This model of
a transmission channel, typically, does not approximate realistic conditions well, since
it ignores multi-path and fading effects which are commonlyexperienced. Different
channel models are considered in sections3.4 and3.5. Another major assumption is
that the replies needed for ARQ to work correctly, the ACK and NAK signalling, is
error-free. This can typically be guaranteed by protectinghese bits with very strong
codes, since they only contain 1 bit of information. Moreover, assuming that no erro-
neous NAK packet is treated as an ACK packet, the presence of errors only increases
the number of increments that need to be transmitted, which is s own by Malkamäki
and Leib[81], who also provide upper bounds for the number of required transmissions
under noisy feedback.
1The reason for assuming equiprobable input bits is so that the ransmission system is not limited
to any specific source content (with possible correlations in the source). Instead, perfect source cod-
ing is assumed for all sources, such that all correlation in the source signal is removed and hence the
information content of each bit is highest. The necessary consequence of this is that source bits are
equiprobable.
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Source Encoder ∏ Truncator
Channel
Padding∏−1DecoderSink
x u v w
ŵv̂ûx̂
Figure 3.1: Communication system used in simulations. See table 3.1 for common
parameters. The parameters for constructing the transmission order ∏ are detailed in
the respective sections.
The strategies are compared by their highest, error-free rate and how close this rate
comes to the capacity of the BIAWGN channel. In order to determine this optimal
rate, ˘r, the minimum number of bits required for error-free transmission, ˘sw, needs
to be determined for the respective SNR of the channel. The standard approach is to
simulate all possible packet sizes. However, this is prohibitively expensive in terms of
simulation runtime. Instead, a binary search over the spaceof all possible packet sizes,
sw, is performed to determine ˘r = sx/s̆w.
The decoder output for the minimum number of bits, ˘sw will have a very small re-
liability (i.e. very small L-values). Therefore it is possible that additional bits with
a strong noise sample added to them can “confuse” the decoder, such that more bits
cause bit-errors to reoccur. Searching for these situations, t was in fact observed that
additional bits can cause more errors. However, it was observed, that the number of
bits required for the decoder to produce a stable, error-free output is only in the tens of
bits. The impact on performance for a block size of 2048 bits is negligible.
Table3.1lists all common parameters for the performed simulation (unless stated oth-
erwise in the respective section). The polynomialsg(0) andg(1) were used because
they had the smallest Bit Error Ratio in a preliminary brute-force comparison of all
possible polynomials of order 6 over an AWGN channel. The decoing is performed
with the BCJR algorithm, using LLR values in order to avoid numerical problems (see
section2.3.2).






Samples per packet (sx) 2048
p(x = 1) 0.5
Encoder
Type Recursive Systematic Convolutional (Fig.2.16)
g(0) (feedback) 1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D6
g(1) (parity) 1+D2 +D3 +D5 +D6
Channel
Type Additive White Gaussian Noise
Decoder
Type Soft-In Soft-Out BCJR Algorithm (Sec.2 3.2)
Table 3.1: Common parameters for the simulated transmission system shown in Fig-
ure 3.1 (unless stated otherwise).
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3.1.1 No (Identity) Ordering, Preliminaries
The most naive transmission order is no order at all, i.e.∏ is the identity permutationI .
The sequence of bits is simply the one that the encoder produces (see Figure2.26). This
ordering scheme, as shown in Figure3.2, provides no gain over a transmission system
that simply transmits the entire sequenceu. Clearly a more sophisticated approach is
required if a rate-gain is to be achieved. The reason that theidentity order is unable
to achieve a rate gain with increasing channel quality stemsfrom the fact that the
code needs to correct the erasures caused by the puncturing.Section3.2discusses this
problem in some more detail. For high rate codes the systematic and parity bits of a
continuous section of the sequenceu are punctured, the decoder has no possibility of
recovering the respective input bit.
In order to ease presentation of the other ordering strategies, the rate performance of the
base code is omitted because the performance of the identityorder is virtually identical
to the rate of the base code,rbase, the minimal rate at which the transmission system is
expected to function. Note that the performance of the identty ordering is not perfectly
straight and horizontal, even though Figure3.2might suggest that. The improvements
of performance as the SNR increases are in the single bit range, however, and thus
largely negligible. Figure3.2 also shows the capacity bound of a BIAWGN channel,
calculated using equation (2.19) and marks three regions of interest. The “maximum
rate region” is the region of high SNR values, where the transmis ion order reaches its
maximum possible rate,rmax. In the maximum rate region, a good ordering strategy
will achieve a rate ofrmax = 1 or at leastrmax≈ 1, such that efficient communica-
tion is possible for high SNR channels. Reducing the SNR, the performance of the
ordering strategy leaves the maximum rate and enters the “adaptive region”. In the
adaptive region, changes in the channel SNR result in a changed, or adapted, rate. In
the adaptive region the merit of the ordering strategy is determined by the distance to
the ideal, theoretical, capacity of the BIAWGN channel. Finally, for low2 SNR, the
code reaches termination, where the base code is no longer able to correct errors. As
explained, the optimal rate is determined from the number ofbits for which no errors
occur. At low SNR some packets will have a residual BER after deco ing even for the
maximum number of bits,su. For these bits, the number of errors is calculated. Once
the BER,pε, averaged over all packets exceeds 10−5, the plot ends since a comparison
2Low in this context is relative and depends on the base code.
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Plot ends once the
BER exceeds 1e−05.
Adaptive Region
Region where an increase
 in SNR reflects in a
 higher rate transmisson.
Maximum Rate Region
Region (at high SNR) where the
performance of the transmission
order does not increase further.
The value that is reached is
the maximum rate, r
max
.
Figure 3.2: Performance of the identity ordering strategy (dashed) against the theoret-
ical capacity (bold). Also shown are three regions of interest. In the maximum rate
region, a transmission order reaches its best possible rate. In the adaptive region, the
rate is adapted to the channel SNR. At termination, the base code cannot correct all
errors and the BER exceeds 10−5. Note that the dotted line is neither perfectly straight
nor perfectly horizontal.
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with the error free transmission required at high SNR cannotbe reasonably made. The
BER was chosen over the packet-error-rate, since it is a typical measurement when
evaluating the performance of coding schemes. However, it has to be noted that it is
only relevant as a termination criterion. For sufficiently large SNR, the packet and
bit error rates in the simulation are 0 by design, so the difference is of no significant
consequence to the results presented in this thesis.
3.1.2 Random Ordering
The naive approach of sending the code sequenceu in its original order does not pro-
vide any benefit, due to puncturing the information providedby systematic and parity
bits unevenly. In order to ensure that the code sequence,u, does not contain large
gaps of information, the sequenceu can be randomised.3 A random permutation∏ of
lengthsu can be constructed by taking the identity sequenceI of lengthsu and repet-
itively generating two indices,i1 andi2 within the interval(1,su) and exchanging the
contents of the cells ati1 andi2.
A randomised transmission order, shown in Figure3.3, performs reasonable well at low
SNR values. It is able to adapt the transmission rate to the different channel conditions,
varying the rate between 0.6 and 0.75. In particular, the termination rate is higher
than the base code rate,rbase, by about 0.1. However, despite the fact that the bits
are randomly punctured and thus information is, on average,ev nly “taken out” of
the transmitted sequencew, the random ordering strategy fails to achievermax≈ 1.
Instead, Figure3.3 shows the maximum attainable rate, obtained empirically, to be
rmax = 0.7507. Section3.2 discusses the problem of decoding erasures, particularly
randomly chosen ones (Figure3.13in particular is of interest in this context).
3.1.3 Code Structure Based Ordering
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the random ordering, namely the inability
to achieve a maximum ratermax≈ 1 requires knowledge of the structure of the en-
coder output,u. It was shown in Figure2.26that the encoder produces the sequence
3Randomisation is in fact theonly possibility if for some reason the code structure is unknownr
fluctuates intractably.
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Figure 3.3: Performance of the random (dash-dot) ordering strategy compared to theo-
retical capacity (bold) and the rate of the base code, rbase, indicated by the performance
of the identity ordering (dashed). Random ordering shows some promise in the adaptive
region but only achieves an empirically determined maximum rate of rmax = 0.7507.
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s1c1,1 s2c1,2 s3c1,3 s4c1,4 . . . from the inputx1 x2 x3 x4 . . . (due to the nature of the en-




s1 s2 s3 s4




The identity permutation causes the code to be transmitted column-wise. It is well
known, that the decoding process of a convolutional code hasa window length of ap-
proximately six times the constraint length of the convoluti nal code [41]. Considering
the trellis of the code, the essential consequence is that for the current trellis transitions,
those transitions that are far away (in terms of the number oftransitions) do not influ-
ence the current transition. Typically this argument is used for certain simplifications
on the memory requirement of a decoder implementation. It isillu trative to consider
the consequences of this simplification. More specifically,because this simplification
is possible without affecting decoding performance significantly, it can be concluded,
that the convolutional code does not need, or for all practicl purpose use, information
outside of this decoding window. Those bits do not contribute any useful information
to the decoding, or put differently, the only bits that contai information required for
successful decoding are those bits within one window lengthof t e bit that is to be
decoded. Using this decoding window argument, it is obviouswhy the identity permu-
tation performs poorly. The bits are read column-wise, hence aftersx bits have been
sent to obtain a rate of 1, only half of the columns have been usd. It is safe to as-
sume thatsx/2≫ n. Thus, for a significant number of bits at the end of the input no
information is available.
A solution to the problem of missing information at the end ofthe input is to read
U row-wise instead of column-wise.4 The transmission sequence resulting from this
operation,s1s2s3s4 . . . c1,1c1,2c1,3c1,4 . . ., ensures that each column is used at least
once.5 The performance of this structured approach, shown in Figure3.4, is very good
for high SNR values. Because each input bit is “represented” once in the rater = 1
codeword, all bits can be recovered, if very low distortionsoccur. An increase in
distortion on the channel, however, leads to a rapid degradation of rate-performance.
The rate of the structured transmission order crosses belowthe the maximum rate of
the random transmission order ofrmax= 0.7507 at 6.4dB. For lower SNR, the random
order outperforms the structured order significantly.
4This is essentially just a transpose operation onU or, equally put,∏ is a Block Interleaver.
5Given a packetisation ofsx +n, this is the classical type 2 hybrid ARQ with 2 packets.
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Crossover at 6.4 dB
Figure 3.4: Performance of the structured (solid) and random (dash-dot) ordering strate-
gies compared to the theoretical capacity (bold). The rate of the base code, rbase, is
indicated by the performance of the identity ordering (dashed). Structured ordering
achieves a maximum rate rmax ≈ 1 and thus outperforms the random ordering strategy
for high SNR. In the adaptive region, however, the structured strategy falls off sharply
such that for low SNR, the random strategy outperforms the structured strategy with a
crossover observed at 6.4dB.
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3.1.4 Block-Randomised Code Structure (BRCS) Ordering
The next logical improvement to the used ordering strategy is to merge the structured
and the random approach to try to obtain good performance across all signal-to-noise
ratios. Both the random ordering (section3.1.2) and the structured approach (sec-
tion 3.1.3) have their merits. The random ordering is superior for correcting strong
distortion whereas the structured approach is superior forlittle to no distortion at high
SNR. The structured approach overcame the shortcomings of the identity permutation,
namely an inability to make available to the decoder information about the “later” input
bits, by essentially transmitting the input bits (in the form of systematic bits) first. The
argument of the limited window length of a decoder for convoluti nal codes made in
section3.1.3however, still applies. The structured approach only reducthe problem
but did not eliminate it. Givensx input bits which are independent and equally dis-
tributed, a decoder cannot possibly recover the input sequencex from a code sequence
u of less thansx bits.6 This in turn causes the firstx bits to be sent, regardless of the
used strategy. The order within this block ofsx bits does not affect the performance of
the system, only the selection of bits that forms this set ofsx initial bits does.
Total randomness has been shown to perform poorly for high SNR values (see sec-
tion 3.1.2). A transmission order needs to ensure that each input bit is“represented” in
the firstsx bits in order to overcome the problems of a total random approach. However,
a degree of randomness needs to be retained in order to achieve good error protection,
since it is impossible to predict the exact location of errors. The next logical improve-
ment is thus to merge the two previous approaches, i.e. exploit the structure of the RSC
code while still retaining a degree of randomness in the selection of bits. Consider the
encoded sequenceu, expressed as the matrix
U =
[
s1 s2 s3 s4




Each columni represents a sequence of bits that is generated by the encoder for the
respective input bitxi. Each row represents one of the encoder output taps. The en-
coder taps thus naturally partition the available bits intotw blocks, one containing
all the systematic bits and one containing all parity bits. In order to reap the benefit
of randomness without sacrificing this structural distinction, each block is randomised
individually before being transmitted, leading to block-randomised ordering based on
6In other words, each input bit has entropy 1.
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the structure of the code, or block-randomised code structue (BRCS) ordering for
short. The new code matrix is constructed such that

























where each interleaverπrows,i only interleaves a single rowUrow i.7
The performance of the Block-Randomised Code Structure ordering strategy is shown
in Figure3.5. BRCS successfully combines the advantages of random orderingand the
structured approach and is able to take the promising behaviour of the random ordering
at low SNR and extend it to a maximum ratermax≈ 1.
3.1.5 Probabilistic Bit Selection of BRCS Ordering
The permutation design in section3.1.4was limited to only using randomness within
each row. However this approach causesall systematic bits to be sent first. Thus the
decoder receives no parity information in the firstsx bits, essentially preventing it from
working. A possible solution to remedy this problem is to randomise the intra-column
order, such that
U′′ = πrows(πcolumns(U)) (3.4)
= πrows
([
πcol,1(Ucol1) πcol,2(Ucol 2) πcol,3(Ucol 3) πcol,4(Ucol 4) . . .
])
,
where each interleaverπcol,i only interleaves a single columnUcol i . The interleaver
πrows is constructed as described in equation (3.3). Note that the columns need to
be randomisedprior to randomising the rows to ensure that every input bitxi s still
represented by either its systematic bitsi or one of the parity bits,c j,i. A uniform
randomisation of the columns, leads to a uniform distribution on the type of bit (Sys-
tematic or Code) in the firstsx bits. In the case of the rater = 1/2 code employed in
the simulations, a distribution of 0.5:0.5.
7For ease of presentation, every row is interleaved, even though interleaving the first row does not
affect performance, as described earlier in this section.
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Figure 3.5: The Block Randomised Code Structure transmission order (cross) success-
fully combines the advantages of the structured (solid) and random (dash-dot) ordering
strategies. In the adaptive region it comes significantly closer to the theoretical capacity
(bold) and still reaches rate rmax ≈ 1. It thus provides a significant gain over the rate of
the base code, rbase, indicated by the performance of the identity ordering (dashed).
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Figure 3.6: Probabilistic selection of the relative order of the systematic and parity bits
produced for each input bit. Parity first (triangles) refers to the strategy where the parity
bit produced for an input bit is always transmitted before the systematic bit is transmitted
(the exact opposite of the block switches strategy indicated by crosses). The probability
of transmitting the systematic bit before the parity bit was adjusted over the range 1.0 to
0.0, shown here are p(systematic) = 0.9 (circles) and p(systematic) = 0.5 (squares).
The remaining values of the sequence 0.0,0.1,0.2, . . . ,0.9,1.0 exhibit the same trend
towards an optimum at transmitting parity first (p(systematic) = 0.0) but are omitted
here for clarity. Keeping the parity information complete and transmitting systematic bits
as supporting information achieves an improvement towards capacity (bold) of about
0.5dB. Also shown for comparison are the random (dash-dot) ordering strategy, the
structured approach without randomisation (solid) and the rate of the base code, rbase,
indicated by the performance of the identity ordering (dashed).
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A distribution of 0.5 : 0.5 is not the only possible distribution of types of bits in the
columns. Figure3.6compares the results of the distributions 1.0:0 (the structured ap-
proach from section3.1.4), 0.9:0.1 (mostly systematic bits with one code bit for every
10 bits), 0.5 : 0.5 (equal distribution of systematic and code) and 0.0 : 1.0 (parity bits
are transmitted first). The results indicate that transmitting all parity bits augmented
by an incomplete selection of systematic bits outperforms transmitting all systematic
bits augmented by an incomplete selection of parity bits in the adaptive region.8 This
observation is treated in more detail in section3.2, a brief overview is presented here.
The superiority of transmitting parity bits first is of particular interest to type-II hybrid
ARQ systems, since it leads to a computing overhead vs. performance trade-off. A
type-II hybrid ARQ system that makes use of RSC codes as its error co recting code
typically transmits the systematic bits in the first packet.The main advantage of this
strategy is a potential reduction of the decoding overhead at the receiver. The system-
atic bits are, in fact, input bits (see section2.3), hence the systematic bits can be used
directly, without decoding, to check for the correctness of the receiv d message if an
error detecting code such as a CRC sum is used. Transmitting allparity bits as the first
packet, on the other hand, allows for a performance gain of about 0.5dB (the difference
between the star and triangular markers in Figure3.6). To achieve this gain, decoding
is required regardless of the observed errors, because the valu of any code bit depends
on the input bitand the state of the encoder having observed all previous input bits.
The advantage of transmitting the parity bits first is due to the properties of the em-
ployed RSC code, in particular the transition labels under spcific puncturing pat-







code produces transitions labels that, given the knowledge
of systematic bits, let the decoder, for a bit that occurs later in the trellis, infer the par-
ity bit from the corresponding systematic bit. Sending thisparity bit is wasteful, if the
systematic bit is intact and hence, on average, more bits arerequired to correct errors.
8All integer distributions 1.0:0.0, 0.9:0.1, 0.8:0.2, . . .0.1:0.9, 0.0:1.0 were simulated and exhibit
the same trend. Most of the curves were omitted in Figure3.6to allow for a clearer presentation.
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3.1.6 Binary Tree Based Ordering
The reason for randomising the individual rows in section3.1.4was to ensure that each
bit receives some “coverage” by the transmitted sequence sothat errors that occur
during transmission can be corrected. Clearly, the block-randomised code structure
ordering achieves this goal by providing at least the systema ic or parity bit in the first
packet. However, due to the randomisation of the blocks, theplacement of additional
bits is not guaranteed to cover all bits equally. In fact it ispossible that two adjacent
parity bits are transmitted consecutively, potentially “over-protecting” this part ofx.
The next logical step is thus to impose more structure onto the transmission order to
ensure that the protecting bits are evenly spaced throughout t e reordered sequencev.
As will be shown in this section, an ordering strategy based on a binary tree emerges
naturally when considering bit-by-bit transmission.
Under the assumption that errors occur with uniform distribu ion on an unpredictable
location of the sequencew, no one transmission order can be selected that is optimal
in all possible cases. Any protection of some data sequencex is only as strong as the
weakest point of protection, since the least protected bit is most likely to cause a bit-
error. Thus, since it is impossible to predict where and how strong the channel affects
the individual bits ofw, to cover the sequencex with k additional parity bits, the ideal
placement of the parity bits is an equal spacing of these parity bits. The number of
additional parity bits, however, depends on the placement of these same parity bits
as well as the current channel conditions. A hypothetical, optimal transmitter thus
already needs to know that a given number of equally spaced parity bits will protect
the transmission sufficiently when choosing the number of additional parity bits.
It is illustrative to compare the code bits to a bridge-building exercise, with each pro-
tective parity bit representing a pillar to support the bridge. An equal spacing of pillars
(parity bits) is desirable, so that the weight of the cars is evenly distributed and the
bridge itself has sufficient support without bending. This bending, when too strong
will break the bridge much in the same way that too much bend (noise) in the received
codeword will cause the decoding trellis to break (switch toa wrong path). Puncturing
tables already provide an equal spacing of bits, since, by their design, they are applied
repetitively. Furthermore, the sequence optimal puncturing tables developed by Row-
itch and Millstein[109], see section4.7, that additional ones in the puncturing tables
are optimally placed to close large gaps in the punctured codew rd,w.
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The main problem with the requirement of equally spaced bitsis that this order is fixed
for a particular number of bits to be transmitted. Consider thsequencex1x2x3x4x5x6
that is to be transmitted with one additional parity bit. Equal spacing of the parity
bits requires it to be placed in the middle, such that the sequence to be transmitted is
s1s2s3c1,3s4s5s6.9 However, if the number of parity bits is increased to two, these-
quence to be transmitted iss1s2c1,2s3s4c1,4s5s6. This is essentially the problem that
gives rise to the rate-compatibility criterion introducedby Hagenauer[46]. In an itera-
tive transmission system, if the parity bitc1,3 has been transmitted, it is not possible to
“get this bit back” from the receiver and replace it with another bit, now determined to
be more suitable.
If the requirement to select an arbitrary number of bits is kept, a strategy needs to be
found that placesone additional bit at a time. Considering the RSC code, it is worth
to note, that itreturns to its initial statethrough the use of tail bits. Therefore, 2 states
of the encoder are known with certainty to the decoder, namely s0 andst . The BCJR
algorithm then employs a forward and a backward recursion starting from each of these
known states. Given these two recursions, it is obvious thatthe bit in the middle is the
one that the decoder knows least about, since it is removed furthest from a certain state.
Thus the first parity bit is placed in the middle of the sequencex. The next bit needs to
be placed assuming that this bit is fixed. Two unprotected sequences of equal10 length
exist, separated by the first parity bit. By the same argument as before, the point of
highest uncertainty will be in the middle of one of these sequences. Picking one at
random, the next bit will be placed in the middle of the other one.
The 2 requirements placed on the transmission order, namelyto consider each bit indi-
vidually and consecutively and the requirement to place thebit such as to minimise the
length of a sequence of code bits for which no protection has been transmitted yet is
shown in Figure3.7. From the way that Figure3.7presents the ordering scheme, it is
obvious, that it resembles a binary tree, since one bit is placed at a time, thus splitting
an existing unprotected sequence into 2 sub-sequences (e.g. placing bit 4 as the second
bit splits the unprotected sequence 1-7 into the unprotected sequences 1-3 and 5-7).11.
This tree-based approach ensures rate-compatibilitysince ea h previously placed bit is
9For ease of exposition systematic bits are all present and parity bits are used to augment them, since
that is the conventional approach of incremental redundancy.
10Assuming thatsx is divisible by 2.
11In particular, the transmission order is equal to the way that a binary tree can be stored in an array
(see [23]) with all non-existing nodes removed.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12131415
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12131415
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12131415







Figure 3.7: Schematic depiction of the binary tree ordering strategy for an input of
length 15. Black filled boxes indicate that the index is used on the respective level, grey
filled boxes indicate that the block has already been used in a higher level of the tree.
The reordered output is the standard way of storing binary trees in arrays.
considered fixed, while spacing the parity bits as closely toequidistant as possible,
given that bits, once transmitted, cannot be moved..12
The complexity of constructing the tree based strategy is comparable to that of the
block-randomised strategy. Clearly the number of randomisations is dependent on the
number of bits, for which a random order is going to be generated. This number does
not change significantly, since all bits but the first (the root) still need to be assigned
a random position. The only difference in complexity is thenthe partitioning of the
available bits into levels of the tree. This again is linearly dependent on the number of
bits, since when generating a tree from an input, every bit isonly used once. Thus the
overall complexity remains atO(su).
The order of transmission of the siblings of each level of thebinary tree remains un-
defined, however, the same problem of “over-protection” discus ed in section3.1.4
apply, namely that some parts of the input receive more protecti n than necessary at
the expense of other parts of the input sequence, particularly at the last level of the tree,
which contains every other parity bit. To remedy this problem, the order of the siblings
12The spacing of parity bits is optimal, i.e. equivalent to an equal spacing of bits, if the number of
parity bits is 2i−1,∀i ∈N .
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Figure 3.8: Tree based selection of bits. Tree Systematic (diamond) indicates that sys-
tematic bits are transmitted first, Tree Parity (stars) indicates that all parity bits are trans-
mitted first. The probability of transmitting the systematic bit first, p(systematic), was
adjusted over the range 1.0 (systematic first) to 0.0 (parity first), but the results are omit-
ted for clarity. Only the extreme points of performance, 1.0 (minimum) and 0.0 (maxi-
mum), are shown since the remaining values of the sequence 0.0,0.1,0.2, . . . ,0.9,1.0
monotonously decrease in performance as the probability of transmitting the systematic
bit increases. Keeping the parity information complete and transmitting systematic bits
as supporting information achieves an improvement towards capacity (bold) of about
0.5dB. Also shown for comparison are the random (dash-dot) ordering strategy, the
structured approach without randomisation (solid), the structured approach with ran-
domisation (triangles for parity first and crosses for systematic first) and the rate of the
base code, rbase, indicated by the performance of the identity ordering (dashed).
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is randomised for each level. The tree based approach, shownin Figure3.8, performs
consistently better than the structured approach with randomisation. Again, as also
seen in Figure3.6, transmitting the parity bits before transmitting the systematic bits
is significantly better.
A probabilistic selection of systematic and parity bits is also possible. The procedure is
similar to the one used in section3.1.5, with the modification, thatπrowsproduces a tree
ordering for each row. The results, omitted from Figure3.8for clarity of presentation,
follow the same pattern as in Figure3.6, decreasing in performance as the probability
of transmitting the systematic bit,p(systematic) is increased from 0. (transmit parity
first) to 1.0 (transmit systematic first).
Sometimes the randomisation of bits can lead to problems. Inparticular, when im-
plementing hardware solutions, a random interleaver posesa ignificant bottleneck. It
cannot be implemented in hardware directly, since the connections between input and
output of the interleaver are random, the only possibility is to implement random in-
terleaving in DSPs. This implementation in DSPs, however, requires that the DSP has
enough memory available to perform the switching and secondly it introduces an addi-
tional delay. It is therefore interesting to compare the performance of the randomised
tree with a deterministic version, in which the order of the siblings relative to each
other is maintained.13 Such a deterministic tree version is shown in Figure3.9.
It is interesting to note that the performance of the deterministic version degrades with
an increasing number of bits. An explanation for this is provided by the number of
bits on each level of the tree. It is well known, that the number of elements of each
level of a binary tree is 2l , wherel = 0,1,2, . . . is the depth of the level, the root of
the tree being on level 0. Assuming that the tree contains a total of 2l+1−1 elements,
the lowest level,l will contain roughly as many elements as the rest of the tree.In
the tree based ordering, this level contains every other bit. Thus the performance of
this last level alone can be likened to the performance of thestructured, unrandomised
approach shown in Figure3.4. The reason why the deterministic tree outperforms the
structured approach is that the lower levels have created a transmission order that al-
ready spans the entire codeword. In particular at the last layer, every second bit has
already been transmitted and the remaining bits just fill thegaps left by this “scaffold-
ing”. It is obvious from the increasing number of bits on eachlevel that as the number
13This certainly is not optimal and could be further improved.
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of transmitted bits increases and more levels are used, the discrepancy between the
randomised and non-randomised approach increases.
Possible Further Improvements
The tree based ordering contains randomisations that couldbe optimised, since these
randomisations do not take into account the constraint length of the code. In particular
at the lower levels of the tree, where the bits are reasonablyclose together, it could be
beneficial to place the bits such that the decoding window “around” that bit overlaps
the least with already placed bits. Ultimately, this might give rise to a “nested tree”
approach, where the more numerous levels of the tree are ordered by a tree-based
approach. However, it is unlikely that a deterministic version will outperform the
randomised tree. Since randomisations are not a problem forthe simulations in this
thesis, this line of optimisation is not pursued further.
3.2 Correcting Erasures
Figures3.2–3.8 show that a given transmission order does not necessarily reach rate
rmax = 1 even for high signal-to-noise ratios. Disregarding the channel effect of high
SNR channels as minimal, the problem of reachingrmax≈ 1 can be recast as the ability
of a code to handle bit erasures. In this setting erasures arenot caused by transmission
over an erasing channel but by the puncturing of the to be transmitted bits. In this sec-
tion this problem of correcting erasures is treated independently of the particular RSC
code employed, therefore the results are not tied to one particul r RSC code. Further-
more the simulation results in this section are of much reduccomplexity compared to
the simulation of the entire transmission system. It is thuspossible to use the approach
developed in this section to investigate higher order RSC codes, since, in particular for
Turbo Codes, implementations are limited around a polynomial order ofn = 6. This
discussion will also provide an answer to the issue of performance difference when the
parity or systematic bits are transmitted first, observed insection3.1.5.
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Figure 3.9: Deterministic tree based selection of bits (circles) compared to the ran-
domised version (triangles pointing up) and the block-randomised code structure order-
ing (triangles pointing down). For simplicity, only the parity first ordering is shown as
it has proven to perform best. Increasing the number of transmitted bits (lowering the
rate) causes the deterministic and randomised version to move further apart. This is
due to the increased number of bits on each level of the tree that are sent in order. Also
shown for comparison are the random (dash-dot) ordering strategy, the structured ap-
proach without randomisation (solid), the structured approach with randomisation and
the rate of the base code, rbase, indicated by the performance of the identity ordering
(dashed).
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The encoding process of an RSC code is a finite state machine (see sections2.1.3
and2.3.1). The decoding process observes the output of that state machine and tries to
recover the state transitions and thus the input bits to the encoding process. The ability
to recover punctured bits is equivalent to recovering a pathin e trellis (and hence a
sequence of states) from a given starting state,s, to a target state,s′, without observing
the entire output of the encoding process between the start and arget state, since the
corresponding output can be (completely) punctured. The first considerations to be
made therefore deal with the structure of the trellis.
Lemma 3.1. An encoder of an RSC code of constraint length n can transitiofrom any
starting state s to any final state t with at most n transitions.
Proof. The states are an enumeration of the different configurations of the memory
cells in the shift registers of the RSC encoder. The contents of the last memory cell is
discarded during a shift. It clearly follows that withn shifts, the content of all memory
cells is replaced. Since the input bit and hence the value of the bit that is shifted into
the first memory cell is arbitrary,n shifts lead to a final state depending only on the
shifted-in values and not on the starting state. Thus with anappropriate sequence of
input bits, it is possible to reach any state in at mostn transitions.
Thus, in the trellis, every state can be reached starting from any other state, given a
sufficient number of time steps. The structure of the trellis, however, can be narrowed
down further.
Lemma 3.2. A full trellis segment of length n of a binary input RSC code ofconstraint
length n has exactly22n unique paths.
Proof. An RSC code of constraint lengthn has 2n states. Each of these states has
exactly 2 transitions leaving that state corresponding to an input bit with a value of 0
and 1, respectively. Thus for each path leading to statewith lengthl there are exactly
two paths of lengthl +1 following the 0 and 1 transition, respectively. Hence, foreach
starting states, the number paths with a length ofk is 2k and, accordingly, 2n paths
of lengthn. Since there are 2n starting states, the total number of paths of lengthn is
22n. Since these states differ in either starting state or final state (which follows from
lemma3.2), the paths are unique.
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The ability to recover erasures is closely tied to the knowledge of the state of the
encoder. Taking into account lemma3.1 and 3.2, an upper limit can be placed on
the maximum length of a continuous puncture, that the code isable to correct, given
perfect information otherwise, i.e. knowledge of the stateof the encoder before the
puncture and after the puncture.
Theorem 3.3. An RSC code of constraint length n can correct a gap of at most n
transitions, provided that the start and final state of the encoder is known.
Proof. An RSC encoder of constraint lengthn has 2n possible start states and 2n pos-
sible final states. Thus there are(2n)2 = 22n combinations of start and end state(s,s′).
In a gap ofn transitions, there are exactly 22n possible paths. From the fact that the
RSC encoder can transition from any states into any statet with at mostn transitions,
it follows that each path in the gap has to correspond to exactly one pair(s,s′). Thus
if the pair(s,s′) is known, the path can be identified and the transitions and hece the
input bits can be recovered.
An RSC code of constraint lengthn can thus obtainn input bits from the knowledge
of both the start state and the final state. A rate 1/2 RSC code produces 2n bits for a
trellis segment of lengthn, thus, given theorem3.3, it is possible from these 2n bits to
recover the start states and the final states′.
Lemma 3.4. For a binary input RSC code of constraint length n, the two branches that
lead to any state s′ cannot produce the same encoder output.
Proof. In order to lead to states′, the two initial states1 ands2 differ only in exactly
the last memory cell of the encoder. Furthermore, the input bit that triggers the tran-
sitionss1→ s′ ands2→ s′, respectively needs to be the same due to the systematic
nature of the RSC code. At least one generator polynomial needs to contain the term
Dn in order for it to be an ordern code. If the feedback polynomialg(0) contains this
term, thens1 ands2 cannot transition tos′ with the same input bit. If any other gener-
ator polynomial,g(i) contains the termDn, then the outputu(i) will differ for the two
transitionss1→ s′ ands2→ s′.
In order to prove theorem3.6, let the label of a path in the trellis be defined as the
concatenation of the encoder output of all trellis branchest at make up the path.
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Lemma 3.5. A rate r = 1/2 RSC code of constraint length n produces unique path
labels for each path of length n.
Proof. Suppose that for two distinct paths of lengthn, p andq, the same path labels
are produced. The paths cannot merge, since for lengthn paths, every possible pairs of
states has a single unique path that links them (lemma3.5). The pathsp andq cannot
originate from the same state, since ifp andq start from the same state, which follows
from the presence of the systematic component of RSC codes. Lemma3.4states that
p andq cannot enter the same state at any given time index, thereforp andq must
be distinct paths in the trellis with separate starting state s1, s2 and final states′1,
s′2. Now, if the labels forp andq are the same, the states become indistinguishable.
However, if the states are indistinguishable they can be merged into one state without
ill effect. This however reduces the number of states which contradicts the fact that an
ordern RSC code has 2n states.14
Given lemma3.5, it is possible now to show that a rater = 1/2 RSC encoder can
recover state information from the input bits.
Theorem 3.6. A rate r = 1/2 RSC code of constraint length n can recover the state
information given the encoder output for n consecutive input bits.
Proof. According to lemma3.5, each path of lengthn has a unique path label. A rate
r = 1/2 code of ordern can enumerate 22n different paths. Since there are exactly 22n
paths and each has a unique path label, knowledge of the path label, represented by the
output of the encoder is thus sufficient to recover the transitions and states involved in
producing the encoder output.
The main effort of the decoder is to estimate a series of statetr nsitions of the encoder.
Theorems3.3and3.6 illuminate how the decoder is able to trade state information for
knowledge about transitions and how from parity information, i.e. a complete transition
label, information about the state of the encoder can be recovered. When considering
the correction of erasures, it makes sense to place two additional requirements on a rate
r = 1/2 code, namely that the parity generating polynomial,g(1), contains the termD0
and thateither g(0) or g(1) contains the termD1.
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Lemma 3.7. Every rate r= 1/2 RSC code, for which g(1) contains the term D0, can
be partitioned into two partitions, one where each state only produces transitions for
which si = c1,i and one partition where each state produces transitions for which si 6=
c1,i. These partitions have equal size.
Proof. The generator polynomialg(1) contains the termD0. This requirement causes
the code bitc1,i to depend on the state as well as on the input bit, i.e. it has a different
value forx = 0 andx = 1. Since the only possible values forc1,i are 0 and 1, the code
bit is either the same, or different from the systematic bit.S nce the transition labels
are equally distributed, the two partitions need to have thesame size.
The existence of these two partitions allows the decoder to de ermine a set of 2n−1
starting states from observingu(0)t u
(1)
t .
Lemma 3.8. For every rate r= 1/2 RSC code, for which g(1) contains the term D0
andeitherg(0) or g(1) contains the term D1, the two transitions possible for each state
do not connect to the same partition.
Proof. On a state transition at time indext, the oldest bit is shifted out of the encoder
memory and a new bit shifted into the encoder memory. This bitcan have a value
of either 0 or 1. When calculating the transition label of the next transition,t + 1,
this newly shifted-in bit is used by the termD1 and is the only position in which the
potential states att + 1 differ. SinceD1 occurs exactly once in the code, the two
possible final states produce either a different parity bit (if D1 occurs ing(1)) or a
different input into the shift register (ifD1 occurs ing(0)) which then modifies the code
bit becauseg(1) contains the termD0.
Theorem 3.9. For a 1/2 rate RSC code for which lemma3.8 holds, an erasure at




Proof. Consider the consequence of a code that does not obey lemma3.8. If the tran-
sition at time indext is punctured completely, the parity bit of the next transition (at
t +1) does not contain any useful information, since in both states that the encoder can
be in att + 1 can lead to a transition with the patternu(0)t+1u
(1)
t+1. On the other hand, a
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code that follows lemma3.8is able to use the parity bit to prune one of the two possible
paths and recover the punctured bit.
Theorem3.9uses aknown state beforethe beginning of the erasure plusknown bits af-
ter the erasure to recover from the erasure. Similarly, it is possible to reverse the look
on the encoder in the previous lemmas and thus show that a decoder an correct an
erasure withknown bits beforeand aknown state afterthe erasure, if both generators
contain the termDn andeitherpolynomial contains the termDn−1. All optimised poly-
nomials that the author has encountered (see e.g. section4.6) fulfil these requirements.
Namely, the termsD0 andDn are always contained inbothgenerator polynomials and
the termsD1 andDn−1 are always contained inonly oneof the generator polynomials.
The aim of the decoder is to reconstruct the state sequence ofth encoder in order to
determine the input bits. Ideally,sx bits are sufficient (e.g. the systematic bits), which
readily follows from the structure of the RSC code. Thus, oncethe state sequence to a
given time indext is known, any additional bits, systematic or parity, in the time inter-
val [0..t] are not beneficial to the recovery of erasures, since no additional knowledge
can be gained about the state sequence (an improvement in confidence is disregard due
to the high channel SNR). Put constructively, useful bits to the decoding process are
those that are not within a known state sequence or within a recoverable gap.
Theorem3.3showed how a decoder of a convolutional code can use state information
to recover information about the input to the encoder. Likewis , theorem3.6 showed
how the reverse process can take place, i.e. how parity information can be used to
recover the state of the encoder and finally theorem3.9showed how an erasure can be
immediately corrected. These three theorems together formthe basis for an evaluation
of the ordering strategies, presented next.
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3.2.1 State and Transition Certainty
The position of useful bits in the correcting process can be approximated by consid-
ering the number of potential states that the observed encoding process can be in. Let
ñstates(t) be the number of possible states at time indext that a rater = 1/2 RSC
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ñstates(0) = 1. Similarly let
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ñstates(t) be the number of possible states having
observed the backward transitions,t L99 sx, for an input block of sizesx such that for
















if systematicandparity bit are known
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ñstates(0) = 1 if the encoder terminates in a defined state and
←−−−
ñstates(0) = 2n if the
encoder does not return to a predefined state.
It is immediately obvious that if ˜nstates(t) = 1, knowing both the systematic and code
bit of the transitiont → (t +1) wastes one bit, sinceither systematic or code bit is
sufficientto maintainñstates(t +1) = 1.
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) both define a measure of uncertainty about the current state
of the encoder. Clearly, only the forward or backward iteration over the trellis need to
lead to the knowledge of the state and, ideally, it is possible that the information from
the forward and backward iteration complement each other toallow for reconstructing
the state of the encoder. The certainty,cs(t), about the current states that the encoder














Equation (3.7) calculates the state and transition certainty strictly within the interval
[0,n]. The reason for this is that the state certainty depends on the umber of possible
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xx 1x 0x 10 xx xx
Forward certainty (−→cs): 2 1 1 1 2 1 0
Backward certainty (←−cs): 0 1 1 1 0 1 2
State certainty (cs): 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Figure 3.10: Example run of algorithm 3.1. For ease of exposition a concrete RSC code
with memory n = 2, shown in Figure 3.12 is used to show the encoding trellis and the
encoder outputs. A punctured bit is marked by ×, otherwise the proper encoded bit is
shown. Shown are the intermediate calculations for the forward (−→cs (t)) and backward
(←−cs (t)) certainty used in the algorithm as well as the resulting state certainty cs(t)
according to equation (3.7).
states that the observed encoder can be in. Thus, the number of states cannot exceed
2n (for which cs = 0) nor fall below 1 (cs = n). As an aside, this includes the fact that




ñstates< 2n, e.g. if the state can be
reconstructed from both the forwardand the backward iteration.
The definition of the transition certaintycb(t→ t +1) for the transitiont → t +1 fol-
lows from the state certainty as
cb(t→ t +1) = min(cs(t) ,cs(t +1)) . (3.8)
A certainty value ofcb = n indicates that the bit can be decoded, a certainty value of
cb = 0 indicates that nothing is known about the transition.
For this thesis, algorithm3.1 was developed in order to compute the branch certainty
(equation (3.8)) for a block of bits. It is similar to the BCJR algorithm[5] in concept,
requiring a forward and backward recursion over the trellisof the encoder, similar to
theα andβ calculations in the BCJR algorithm. An example of algorithm3.1 can be
seen in Figure3.10.
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Algorithm 3.1 Transition Certainty Calculation.
1: {Forward Iteration}
2: −→cs (0) = n
3: for t = 1 tosx do
4: if systematic bit and parity bit are both availableth n
5: −→cs (t) = min(−→cs (t−1)+1,n)
6: else ifonly the systematic bit or the parity bit is availablethen
7: −→cs (t) =−→cs (t−1)
8: else




13: if Encoder terminates in defined stateth n
14: ←−cs (sx +1) = n
15: else
16: ←−cs (sx +1) = 0
17: end if
18: for t = sx−1 down to 0do
19: if systematic bit and parity bit are both availableth n
20: ←−cs (t) = min(←−cs (t +1)+1,n)
21: else ifonly the systematic bit or the parity bit is availablethen
22: ←−cs (t) =←−cs (t−1)
23: else
24: ←−cs (t) = min(←−cs (t +1)−1,0)
25: end if
26: end for
27: {State Certainty Calculation}
28: for t = 0 tosx do
29: cs(t) = min(
−→cs (t)+←−cs (t) ,n)
30: end for
31: {Transition Certainty Calculation}
32: for t = 0 tosx−1 do
33: cb(t→ t +1) = min(cs(t) ,cs(t +1))
34: end for
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Figure 3.11: Number of decodable bits of transmission order construction strategies
(averaged over 10000 instances for structured and random): Identity (dotted), Struc-
tured without intra block randomisation (dash-dot), Structured with intra block randomi-
sation (dashed) and Random ordering (solid). The tree ordering performs almost iden-
tically to the block randomised approach and is omitted for clarity of presentation.
3.2.2 Evaluation of Existing Ordering Strategies
Algorithm 3.1 provides an evaluation of a transmission order which is independent
of any particular input bit pattern. This makes it possible to evaluate the reordering
strategies described in section3.1 for a large number of possible instantiations of the
strategy without needing to pay the computational cost of the BCJR algorithm. The
transition certainty provides a way of determining if a given input bit,x is decodable.
If cb(t) = n, then it follows from equation (3.8) thatcs(t) = n andcs(t +1) = n and
hence the states at either end of the transition are known. The input bit which triggered
the transition can hence be recovered.
Definition 3.10 (Decodable Bit). For a rate r= 1/2 RSC code with constraint length
n, an input bit x at time index t is defined as decodable, if cb(t) = n.
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Figure3.11shows the number of decodable (according to definition3.10) bits calcu-
lated using algorithm3.1. The identity ordering strategy transmits all code bits for
a given input bit before proceeding to the next input bit. This is why the number of
decodable bits increases only with a slope of the rate,, in this caser = 1/2. The struc-
tured approach, on the other hand, achieves a slope of 1 due tosending the systematic
bits first. The behaviour of the block-randomised and tree-based15 ordering strategies
clearly show the effect of randomisation. Bits are placed withou necessarily forming
coherent blocks. Once the number of sent bits approachessx, the received bits start to
link. Hence, a single bit can increase the transition certainty for a large number of bits
due to it being the single bit that bridges the last gap. Thus,a significant increase is
seen, once the first packet ofsx is sent. The random ordering strategy, unsurprisingly,
also shows this randomisation effect. However, since the random ordering strategy
takes bits from the entire code sequence and does not limit itself to particular types
of bits, an earlier increase in the number of decodable bits is seen, since occasionally,
parity and systematic bit for a given input bit is available,allowing the correction of
adjacent erasures. However, the increase in the number of dec dable bits flattens out
oncesx bits have been transmitted. Choosing bits at random, the ordering strategy is
unable to select those bits that are required to recover all bits and instead selects bits
that do not contribute to the still unknown bits. Additionalbits are required to obtain
sx decodable bits.
The data obtained with algorithm3.1for the random ordering strategy suggests that the
maximum rate, determined by the average rate at which the number of decodable bits
reachessx, of rmax = 0.8235. However, as shown in Figure3.3, the random ordering
strategy only achieves a maximum rate ofrmax = 0.7505. The reason for this discrep-
ancy is that some puncturing patterns, depending on the code, an lead to ambiguous,
irreducible paths which are the topic of the next section.
15The tree-based ordering strategy is omitted from Figure3.11for clarity.

















Figure 3.12: RSC encoder with g(0) = 1+D+D2, g(1) = 1+D2 and associated state
transitions (input bit/output bits). State labels (on the right) correspond to memory cell
assignments.
1/11 0/01 0/01 0/00 1/10 1/11 xx 0x 0x 00 xx xx





transitions are known (solid line) or possible (dashed line).
3.2.3 Irreducible Paths
The definition ofñstates(t +1) in section3.2.1states that if both the systematic bit and
the code bit are known, then ˜nstates(t +1) = ñstates(t)/2. However, puncturing patterns
exist, for which this is not true. Consider the RSC encoder shown in Figure3.12. The
trellis for the input sequence 100011, resulting in the output 110101001011, is shown
in Figure3.13on the left. Now consider the puncturing pattern××s2×s3s4c4,1×××
× to obtain a rate 1 code.16 This leads to the observed sequence shown in Figure3.13
on the right. Given this puncturing pattern, the original bit sequence cannot be recov-
ered, since two paths in the trellis exist that produce the obs rved pattern. Of particular
interest is the transition 3→ 4. Given the observed bits, the encoder is either in state
0 or in state 1. Both states are in the same partition of the trellis, i.e. they share the
same output labels, in this case the parity bit is the same as the ystematic bit. Thus
16The last two input bits are tail bits that are added by the encoder to make it return to the 0 state.
Since they are not data bits, they can be punctured without losing information.
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knowledge of the parity bitfails to reduce the number of possible paths, rendering
knowledge of the parity bit useless. Algorithm3.1, on the other hand, works under the
assumption that this parity bit reduces the number of possible paths and thus predicts
that all bits are recoverable, making the output of algorithm 3.1an upper bound for the
maximum ratermax. There is no possibility of addressing the problem of irreducible
paths to remedy this problem without losing codeword independence. A pessimistic
solution is to limit confidence increases to those places that occur right before and after
a complete puncture of both systematic and parity bit, leading to a lower bound, since
under some circumstances, it is possible to recover complete erasures even when the
additional, required bit is not directly adjacent to the punct re.
3.2.4 Unequal Siblings – The Difference Between Code Bits
Figure3.13showed a puncturing pattern that is fulfilled by 2 paths in thetrellis. Note
that for transitions 1→ 2 and 2→ 3, the parity bits were punctured. Trying to replace
the systematic bits with the respective parity bits, i.e. punct ring with the pattern××
×c2,1× c3,1s4c4,1×××× allows a unique sequence of states to be recovered. The
two bits by themselves, i.e. if the other bit is punctured, thus ave a different effect
on the decoder. Consider Figure3.14which shows all possible paths of length 3 in a
trellis for an ordern = 2 RSC code (the encoder for this particular trellis is shown in
Figure3.12). The number of possible paths isnpaths= 22 ·23 = 32, hence 8 per starting
state, or 2 for each pair of starting and final state. Considering the RSC encoder shown
in Figure3.12and the puncturing pattern××s2×××. The knowledge ofs2 reduces
the number of paths to 1 per state pair. E.g. for a starting state of 0 ands2 = 0 3.14.1,
3.14.3, 3.14.6and3.14.8, for s2 = 1 3.14.2, 3.14.4, 3.14.5and3.14.7. Now consider
the puncturing pattern×××c2,1××. There are still 4 possible paths per starting
state when fixingc2,1. Again, starting from 0 these paths are3.14.1, 3.14.3, 3.14.5
and3.14.7for c2,1 = 0 and3.14.2, 3.14.4, 3.14.6and3.14.8for c2,1 = 1, respectively.
Notice that the pairs3.14.5, 3.14.7and3.14.6, 3.14.8switch places froms2 = 0 to
c2,1 = 1 ands2 = 1 to c2,1 = 0, respectively. The consequence of this is that for half
the state pairs there are two possible paths, for the other half no possible path exists in
the trellis that satisfiesc2,1.
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(1) 099K 0,x0 = 0 (2) 099K 1,x0 = 0 (3) 099K 2,x0 = 0 (4) 099K 3,x0 = 0
(5) 099K 0,x0 = 1 (6) 099K 1,x0 = 1 (7) 099K 2,x0 = 1 (8) 099K 3,x0 = 0
(9) 199K 0,x0 = 0 (10) 199K 1,x0 = 0 (11) 199K 2,x0 = 0 (12) 199K 3,x0 = 0
(13) 199K 0,x0 = 1 (14) 199K 1,x0 = 1 (15) 199K 2,x0 = 1 (16) 199K 3,x0 = 1
(17) 299K 0,x0 = 0 (18) 299K 1,x0 = 0 (19) 299K 2,x0 = 0 (20) 299K 3,x0 = 0
(21) 299K 0,x0 = 1 (22) 299K 1,x0 = 1 (23) 299K 2,x0 = 1 (24) 299K 3,x0 = 1
(25) 399K 0,x0 = 0 (26) 399K 1,x0 = 0 (27) 399K 2,x0 = 0 (28) 399K 3,x0 = 0
(29) 399K 0,x0 = 1 (30) 399K 1,x0 = 1 (31) 399K 2,x0 = 1 (32) 399K 3,x0 = 1




RSC code of con-
straint length 2 shown in Figure 3.12.
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xx 0x xx
(1) start 0|1, s2 = 0
xx 1x xx
(2) start 0|1, s2 = 1
xx x0 xx
(3) start 0|1, c2,1 = 0
xx x1 xx
(4) start 0|1, c2,1 = 1
xx 0x xx
(5) start 2|3, s2 = 0
xx 1x xx
(6) start 2|3, s2 = 1
xx x0 xx
(7) start 2|3, c2,1 = 0
xx x1 xx
(8) start 2|3, c2,1 = 1





code of constraint length 2 shown in Figure 3.12. The paths are constraint by the
knowledge of the systematic bit, s2 or the parity bit c2,1, respectively. For the code from
Figure 3.12, pairs of start and final state exist for which two paths satisfy c2,1 whereas
other pairs cannot satisfy c2,1.
Consider Figure3.15which summarises the different paths that can satisfys2 andc2,1,
respectively. The difference between the two code bits is clearly visible. While the
systematic bit keeps the state in separate partitions of thegraph (see lemma3.7), the
parity bit causes the two possible states toconverge into one partition.
The difference between the two bits is not inherent in the distinction between system-
atic and parity bits. Exchanging the generator polynomialsof the encoder shown in
Figure3.12 results in the encoder shown in Figure3.16, with a different pattern of
state transitions, also shown in Figure3.16. This different pattern of state transitions
leads to a reversed situation as far as the constraints of thesyst matic and parity bits
are concerned. Consider Figure3.17which summarises the possible paths constraint




RSC code from Figure3.16.
In Figure3.15 the knowledge of the systematic bit could be satisfied by any pair of
start and final state. In Figure3.17, on the other hand, it is theparity bit that can be
satisfied by any pair of start and final state.
Once the encoder can be in two state of the same partition, lemma3.7 states that the
possible transition labels will be the same for these states. Thi is a significant problem
when trying to correct erasures or correcting errors. Because the only possible states
that the encoder can be in are in the same partition, knowledge of both code bitsdoes















Figure 3.16: RSC encoder with g(0) = 1+D2, g(1) = 1+D+D2 and associated state
transitions (input bit/output bits). State labels (on the right) correspond to memory cell
assignments.
not provide any additional knowledge gain. Referring to Figure3.15, if the decoder




RSC code andc3,1, then it immediately
knowss3 if the starting state is known. Similarly, knowledge ofs3 and the starting state
implies knowledge ofc3,1. On the other hand, ifs2 is observed, knowing boths3 and
c3,1 is beneficial to the decoder, since it can exclude paths in thetrellis.
In order to explain the performance difference between selecting the parity or sys-
tematic bits for first transmission, observed in section3.1 (Figure3.6), consider the





RSC code. If all systematic bits are transmitted first, the
error correcting ability of the code is achieved byadditional parity bits. Following
the previous discussion, parity bits up to 2 time steps away17 re able to aid in the
error correction. On the other hand, if all parity bits are transmitted,additional sys-
tematic bitsprovide the error correction. The knowledge of the parity bis in this case,
however, already contains information about the systematic bits. Therefore not all sys-
tematic bits within 2 time steps are useful for error correction (refer to Figure3.15).
Transmission of systematic bits first is thus expected to outperform transmission of




RSC code, it can be ex-
pected that transmission of parity bits first outperforms transmission of systematic bits
first. It can be seen from Figure3.18that this expected behaviour is indeed the case.
17In general, for a code with constraint lengthn, the parity bits are most effective if maximallyn time
steps away. Thus in this case the best parity bits are adjacent.
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xx 0x xx
(1) start 0|1, s2 = 0
xx 1x xx
(2) start 0|1, s2 = 1
xx x0 xx
(3) start 0|1, c2,1 = 0
xx x1 xx
(4) start 0|1, c2,1 = 1
xx 0x xx
(5) start 2|3, s2 = 0
xx 1x xx
(6) start 2|3, s2 = 1
xx x0 xx
(7) start 2|3, c2,1 = 0
xx x1 xx
(8) start 2|3, c2,1 = 1





code of constraint length 2 shown in Figure 3.12. The paths are constraint by the
knowledge of the systematic bit, s2 or the parity bit c2,1, respectively. For the code from




RSC code, pairs of start and final
state exist for which two paths satisfy s2 whereas other pairs cannot satisfy s2. The role
of the systematic and code bit is thus reversed.





transmitting the systematic bits first produces a superior performance. The situation





switched code, transmitting the parity bits first is the superior ordering strategy.
The superiority of either transmitting the systematic or the parity bits first depends on
the code and thus has an interesting consequence for Turbo Codes. Section4.2 will
show that transmitting the systematic bits first is always superior for Turbo Codes,
even though the constituent code that is used is the code fromsection3.1that performs
superior if parity bits are transmitted first. Considering Fiure3.18, it is possible to
select the superiority of systematic or parity bits simply by switching the generator







g′ (0) = g(1) andg′ (1) = g(0). Figures3.19, 3.20and3.21 illustrate this process for
the generator polynomial pairs proposed by Benedettoet al.[8], Berrouet al.[12] and
Perezet al.[93], respectively. Shown for each generator pair are the statetr nsition
diagram and the consequence of selecting for transmission the systematic or the par-
ity bit first, exemplified by showing the existence of 2 separate paths that cannot be
distinguished by the respective decoder. Finally, the performance of the transmission
order of systematic bits first and parity bits first are shown for the proposed genera-
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Figure 3.18: Performance difference of transmitting the systematic or parity bits first.













is shown in Figure (2). Switching the generator polynomials switches the superiority of
systematic or parity bits of the two codes.




code. It can be readily observed
from Figures3.19, 3.20and3.21that interchanging the assignment of generator poly-








code does indeed cause
a switch of the superiority of systematic or parity transmission without incurring a
performance loss. In terms of Turbo Codes, this result is of particular interest. In
chapter4 it is shown that transmitting systematic bits first is necessary for turbo codes
to achievermax≈ 1. Thus it is beneficial, if the constituent RSC codes, whichboth
get supplied with the systematic bits work best with the systematic bits transmitted
first. When determining suitable polynomials, the steps outlined in this section make
it possible to exclude half of the polynomials simply by determining the superior-
ity of parity or systematic transmission, potentially saving resources (e.g. simulation
time). In line with this reasoning, it is no coincidence thatthe generator polynomials
selected by Benedettoet al.[8] and Perezet al.[93], which are optimised for Turbo
Codes, perform best when the systematic bits are transmittedfirst, as can be observed
in Figures3.19and3.21.
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code proposed by Benedetto et
al. [9]. On the left the state transition diagram is shown with the transition labels of
the states. On top the performance of the block-randomised ordering strategy with







, clearly showing that the superiority of systematic-
first or parity-first transmission depends on the assignment of the polynomials to g(0)
and g(1). The problem of transmitting the parity bit first is demonstrated on the bottom.
With the given puncturing pattern the decoder is unable to distinguish the shown, partial
paths, since both states reached at t = 2 (0100and 1000) contain the transition labels
00 and 11.
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code proposed by Benedetto
et al. [12]. On the left the state transition diagram is shown with the transition labels
of the states. On top the performance of the block-randomised ordering strategy with







, clearly showing that the superiority of systematic-
first or parity-first transmission depends on the assignment of the polynomials to g(0)
and g(1). The problem of transmitting the systematic bit first is demonstrated on the
bottom. With the given puncturing pattern the decoder is unable to distinguish the
shown, partial paths, since both states reached at t = 2 (0100and 1000) contain the
transition labels 01 and 10.
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code proposed by Benedetto et
al. [93]. On the left the state transition diagram is shown with the transition labels of
the states. On top the performance of the block-randomised ordering strategy with







, clearly showing that the superiority of systematic-
first or parity-first transmission depends on the assignment of the polynomials to g(0)
and g(1). The problem of transmitting the parity bit first is demonstrated on the bottom.
With the given puncturing pattern the decoder is unable to distinguish the shown, partial
paths, since both states reached at t = 2 (0100and 1000) contain the transition labels
01 and 10.
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(1) Ordering strategy comparison


























(2) Comparison ofn = 4 andn = 6 codes.






RSC code. Figure (1)
shows the performance of the different ordering strategies. No qualitative degrada-
tion of the ordering strategies can be observed, although a performance penalty due
to the reduced memory of the encoder is present. Figure (2) compares the binary













codes with a clearly observ-
able performance degradation.
3.3 Blocksize and Constraint Length








code of memoryn= 6. This section investigates
the blocksize and constraint length of the RSC code, showing that, while the qualita-
tive behaviour of the transmission strategies does not change, the overall performance
is dependent on the memory of the encoder and on the chosen blocksize.
3.3.1 Constraint Length
It is well known that the performance of a RSC code depends on the memory of the
encoder. As a comparison to the memoryn = 6 code used in section3.1, all possi-
ble combinations of two generator polynomials of memoryn = 4 were enumerated.
From these, the polynomial was picked that achieved the lowest BER over 100000






is used as the memoryn = 4 code.
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Figure3.22.1shows the simulation results of the ordering strategies forthe RSC code
with memoryn = 4. The performance of the ordering strategies with respect to each
other has not changed. The tree based strategy still outperforms the block-randomised
strategy and parity transmission before systematic bits are tr nsmitted is still superior.
The comparison of the tree based transmission order with parity first transmission is
shown in Figure3.22.2. With decreasing channel quality, measured by a falling SNR,
the code with memoryn= 4 performs increasingly worse than the memoryn= 6 code.
This is expected, since the main criterion of the performance of a convolutional code
is the memory size of the encoder [75].
3.3.2 Input Blocksize
An RSC code depends on its memory to achieve low error probabilities and not on the
input blocksize [75]. Conversely, the performance of an RSC code with fixed memory
n should not depend (much) on the blocksize. Nevertheless, iti worth investigating, if
the performance of theordering strategydepends on the input blocksize. For example,
a large blocksize might somewhat mitigate the advantage of the tree based ordering
strategy once the deepest level of the tree is reached.







code with memoryn = 6
given different input blocksizes, shown in Figure3.23. Fundamentally, the perfor-
mance of the ordering strategies has not changed, that is therelative performance or-
der for the individual ordering strategies is maintained. However, a close inspection
of Figure3.23reveals that as the blocksize increases, the performance ofth rdering
strategiesdecreases across the board.
It is a well known weakness of the ARQ protocol, that long blocksizes are detrimental
to the performance of ARQ. Since longer blocks increase the probability thatat least
one errorwill occur, longer blocks directly lead to more bits being retransmitted. In
other words, a short blocksize allows an ARQ system to narrow dn the occurrence
of the error to the short block, whereas for long blocks, the single error could be any-
where in the block. A transmission system with variable ratef c s a similar problem.
This time the penalty is not time wasted through retransmission , but transmission of
additional parity bits. In an ideal code, every code bitu contains an equal amount of
information abouteachinput bit x. A bit ordering in that case would be unnecessary.
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(1) sx = 256 bits































(2) sx = 512 bits






























(3) sx = 1024 bits






























(4) sx = 4096 bits






























(5) sx = 8192 bits






























(6) sx = 16384 bits






code for different input sizes. No-
tice that with increasing blocksize, sx, the performance of all employed ordering strate-
gies decreases. 1000 packets were simulated for each input size.
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This however is not the case for convolutional codes, due to the decoding window of
the code. For short blocksizes, it is easy to pick few bits that will “cover” the entire
length of the block. However, the larger the blocksize, the larger the chance of picking
a bit that cannot improve the reliability of the bit in error sufficiently.
There is, however, a second consideration to be made. The discuss on thus far did
not focus on the overhead that might be required per packet. The, not unreasonable,
assumption made so far was that the input data contains the required bits to perform
error detection or that some other form is available at the consumer. For evaluating the
performance of different ordering strategies given the same blocksize, this consider-
ation was not important, since the overhead applies equallyto all ordering strategies.
Now that the discussion has turned to varying blocksizes, the argument of overhead
needs to be made. Consider Figure3.24, which summarises the performance of the
random and the tree based ordering strategies for differentinput blocksizes. It also
shows the effect of reserving 16 bits of the input for use as a CRCsum. Even for this
moderate requirement of only 16 bits, the performance of thesmall blocksizes drops
significantly at high SNR (Figure3.24.4). Therefore at high SNR, large blocksizes are
preferred, since the overhead caused by the error detectioncodes is the significant one.
Once the SNR drops, however, the parity bits required to maintain error free trans-
mission become more numerous in comparison to the error detection bits. This effect
can also be seen when comparing the random ordering strategy. B cause the random
ordering strategy is non-optimal for high SNR, the presence of an overhead caused by
error detection is negligible, and shorter blocksizes are preferable.
Thirdly, the residual error probability needs to be taken into account. In the type-
II hybrid ARQ system used for the simulations, code combiningwas not performed.
Likewise, discarding packets that exhaust the number of available parity bits was also
not considered, since it has no impact on the transmission order. However, a better
localisation of errors by limiting the block size comes at the cost of a greater “outage”
of packets, i.e. packets which are subjected to an error pattern that cannot be corrected
by the channel code. A code with large blocksize is better suited to correct these
“unfortunate” error patterns where errors accumulate on few bits. Figure3.25shows
the residual BER of the different blocksizes at 0dB and 1dB. At 0dB the code is about
to break down and bit- errors occur at a similar rate for all investigated blocksizes.
Considering the same channel at 1dB, however, shows that smallblocksizes not only
have a higher chance of transmitting packets that need little protection through parity
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(1) Random, no overhead
































(2) Tree, parity first, no overhead
































(3) Random, 16 bits overhead
































(4) Tree, parity first, 16 bits overhead






code for the random and the tree
based strategy with transmission of parity bits first, considering 0 and 16 bits overhead.
For high SNR, the effect of overhead is significant, leading to an advantage for large
blocksizes. However, for lower SNR, the presence of parity bits somewhat mitigates
the impact of the overhead, since the additional parity bits cause the main performance
degradation and small blocksizes are preferred. 1000 packets were simulated for each
input size.
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Figure 3.25: Residual BER of the tree tree based approach for different blocksizes.
At 0dB (circles) the residual BER is fairly constant, indicating immanent failure of the
code. At 1dB (squares) the residual BER is significantly higher for shorter blocklength,
indicating that their performance advantage is, at least in part, due to allowing more
errors to be passed to the application.
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bits, there is also a higher probability that packets experience anuncorrectableerror
pattern, thus requiring additional retransmission.
This result contradicts the observation of improvements due to shorter blocksizes only
somewhat. Consider the performance of the larger blocksizesin Figure 3.24.2and
the associated errors at 1dB in Figure3.25. Even though the performance decreases
considerably, the residual bit-error rate remains reasonably constant. Therefore, while
very shortblocks have disadvantages with regard to “outage” of paritybits and uncor-
rectable errors, as soon as the blocksize becomes reasonably large, say more than 1000
bits, increasing the blocksize further reduces the rate performance without noticeable
improvement of the residual bit-error rate.
The Effect of Blocksize on the Tree Based Ordering Strategy
Earlier in this section it was outlined, that the relative order of the transmission ordering
strategies does not change given a changing blocksize. What does change, however, is
the relative efficiency. Consider the tree based ordering strategy with the transmission
of parity bits first. The advantage of the tree based approachis its ability to select bits
appropriately for a large blocksize. However, the deepest level of the tree contains as
many bits as the rest of the tree. Therefore one would expect that he advantage of the
tree ordering strategy diminishes as this last level is tapped into. A slight benefit might
still exist, but essentially, at this level, the tree based approach randomises the position
of one quarter the bits of the encoded sequence,u, the block-randomised approach,
on the other hand, randomises the position of half of the bits, only twice as many as
the tree (assuming a 1/2 rate code). With an increasing blocksize, the deepest level
becomes larger, thus narrowing the distinction between thetwo strategies.
Evaluating the rate difference between the tree-based appro ch and the block ran-
domised approach seems to suggest that indeed, the tree-basd approach performs
worse with an increasing blocksize. Consider Figure3.26.1which shows the difference
in rate between the two approaches over the range of previously investigated SNR. At
low SNR, the performance advantage of the larger blocksizes (da hed) drops below
that of the smaller blocksizes (dotted). However, at the givn SNR values, the rate of
the smaller blocksizes is significantly larger, resulting ifewer bits that were transmit-
ted. Figure3.26.2takes these differences into account and plots the differenc of the
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(1) Comparison based onEsN0
























(2) Comparison based on rate
Figure 3.26: Performance difference between the tree based approach and block-
randomised approach. While Figure (1) shows that at low SNR the tree based approach
loses ground, this is due to the overall worse performance of larger blocksizes at low
SNR as Figure (2) shows.
two approaches with respect to the rate of the tree-based one. The picture is now com-
pletely different. It shows that, regardless of the blocksize, the tree-based approach is
always superior to block randomisation. Figure3.26.2shows a peak atr ≈ 0.75. The
reason for this can be found in the constraints on the ordering schemes. Forr >> 0.75
few additional bits are sent, whereas forr << 0.75 few additional bits areleft out.
It is obvious that as the rate approachesr ≈ 0.5, all ordering schemes perform iden-
tically, since nearly all available bits have been transmitted. Equally obvious is the
fact that all ordering schemes that cover each input bit at least once in the firstsx bits
perform nearly identically forRate≈ 1, since only very few additional bits need to be
transmitted. The superiority of any ordering scheme thus has to manifest in between.
This observation alone makes it likely that the greatest difference is atr ≈ 0.75, since
r = 0.75 is exactly the midpoint between these two extremes. In addition at r ≈ 0.75
the tree ordering, having transmitted roughly half of the avail ble parity bits, has not
started the last tree level. This structural constraint of the tree ordering leads to an
equal, an arguably optimal, spacing of parity bits atr ≈ 0.75, contributing further to
the performance advantage.18
18Interestingly, this is the rate the random ordering strategy fails to surpass. In both cases randomness
is the reason for this, but the author believes that they are not causally related.
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(1) Predicted and observed performance























Figure 3.27: Prediction of the performance of the random ordering strategy with in-
creasing blocksize. Figure (1) displays the performance predicted by algorithm 3.1
using only the ordering permutation, ∏, (solid line) and the maximum rate, rmax, ob-
served in simulations of the entire transmission system (dashed line). Figure (2) shows
the performance error.
Performance Prediction of the Random Ordering Strategy
Algorithm 3.1, presented in section3.2.1, can be used to predict the performance of
the different ordering strategies. Of particular interestis the random ordering strategy
in this context. Notice that in Figure3.24.1, in addition to a decreasing performance
at low SNR, the performanceat high SNR decreases with an increasing blocksize.
Consider Figure3.27.1which compares the performance predicted by algorithm3.1
with the performance achieved in simulations. It was outlined in section3.2.1, that
the performance of algorithm3.1only provides an upper bound on the achievable rate.
This point is observed for all blocksizes. However, the performancelosscaused by the
increasing blocksize (≈ 0.022 for doubling the blocksize,sx) is accurately predicted by
the algorithm (see Figure3.27.2). This leads to the conclusion, that the performance
drop experienced by the random ordering strategy is entirely due to the poor properties
of randomisation. Furthermore, it appears that the prediction error of algorithm3.1,
caused by the presence of irreducible puncturing patterns,is a fixed offsetof ≈ 0.08.
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Figure 3.28: Comparison of selected ISI channels (the channel coefficients can be
found in table 3.2). The block randomised code structure strategy (dashed, see sec-
tion 3.1.4) is compared to the tree-based strategy (solid, see section 3.1.6 for trans-
mitting systematic bits first (square markers) and parity bits first (round markers). The
respective channel capacity is shown in bold together with the BIAWGN capacity (solid








code with memory n = 6 from section 3.1, however only 1000 packets were simulated
and not 10000. For all four simulated channels, the results are consistent with the qual-
itative results from section 3.1 in that transmission of the parity bits first outperforms
transmission of the systematic first. It is also worth noting that even the cross-over of
the tree strategy with systematic bits first and the BRCS strategy with parity bits first
is retained, indicating that ISI transmission channels do not affect the selection of an
ordering strategy.
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3.4 Inter-Symbol Interference Channels
The results obtained in sections3.1 and3.3 were based on the AWGN channel. This













, used in section3.3.1, for transmission over inter-symbol inter-
ference channels. Figures3.28and3.29compare the block-randomised code structure
transmission ordering with the binary tree based ordering strategy, each with transmit-
ting either the parity or the systematic bits first. Only 1000packets were simulated
compared to the 10000 simulated in section3.1. Comparing the first 1000 simulated
packets to all 10000 simulated packets for the simulations performed in section3.1
showed little no no difference in the average performance. Thus the number of simu-
lated packets was reduced to speed up the simulation processwhile still remaining sta-
tistically practicable. The channels that were used for comparison are the well-known
and widely used DICODE, EPR4, E2PR4 and CH6 channels, the coefficients of which
are shown in table3.2. It is assumed that the receiver has perfect knowledge of these
channel parameters and performs MAP equalisation (see section 2.2.2) before passing
the data to the decoder. No other method of ISI mitigation is used. Equalisation is
essential for effective communication to take place over thse channels. If equalisation
is omitted, the RSC codes are unable to recover the transmitted data without errors,
making a discussion about ordering schemes pointless. The advantage by using these
channels is that Arnold and Loeliger[3] demonstrated an algorithm to calculate the ca-
pacity of these channels, which is used as a measure of the effectiveness of the ordering
strategies. Both the tree based ordering strategy and the block-randomised code struc-
ture ordering strategy qualitatively perform similar to their respective performance for
the AWGN channel. The best performing transmission orderingstrategy remains the
binary tree based selection with transmission of the complete arity information before
the systematic information is transmitted. Even the partial superiority of BRCS with
parity first over the tree based approach with transmission of systematic bits first, a mi-
nor detail, is retained. It can therefore be concluded that inter-symbol interference on
the transmission channel does not affect the choice of the transmission ordering strat-
egy. Figure3.30shows the performance of the selected ISI channels. As is expected,
the performance degrades with an increase of the severity ofthe inter-symbol interfer-
ence observed on the channel. This degradation is stronger than the difference between
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CH6 a(D) = 0.19+0.35D1 +0.46D2 +0.5D3
+0.46D4 +0.35D5 +0.19D6
Table 3.2: Impulse responses of selected channels investigated by Arnold and
Loeliger[3].
the calculated capacity of the ISI channels and the BIAWGN channel. However, as can
be observed from Figure3.30, the general performance characteristics and the relative
superiority among the different ordering schemes is unaffected. This suggests that the
ordering schemes presented in section3.1are also suitable for use on ISI channels.
3.5 Rayleigh Channels
The Rayleigh channel, presented in section2.2.3, is a popular channel model for wire-
less transmission, where no direct line-of-sight component is available. It is an impor-
tant model in the context of type-II hybrid ARQ systems, sinceit is most likely that
channel coding is used in wireless transmission systems. Therefore the performance
of the ordering strategies under the Rayleigh channel is investigated in this section.
The Rayleigh channel requires the knowledge of the Rayleigh fading factor,a, in or-
der to convert the received signal level into LLR values. However, in the case of
a fast-fading Rayleigh channel, where a differenta is simulated for every input bit,
knowledge of this factor is impossible. Nevertheless, it ispo sible, in simulations, to
assume knowledge of the fading factor,a, in order to show the performance penalty
that ignorance of the fading factor bears.
Figure3.31shows the performance of the different ordering strategiesov r the Rayleigh
channel, both under the assumption of perfect knowledge of the ading factor,a, and
in ignorance of the fading factor. The same observations that are made for the inter-
symbol interference channels also apply to the Rayleigh fading channel. The relative
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Figure 3.29: Comparison of selected ISI channels (the channel coefficients can be
found in table 3.2). The block randomised code structure strategy (dashed, see sec-
tion 3.1.4) is compared to the tree-based strategy (solid, see section 3.1.6 for trans-
mitting systematic bits first (square markers) and parity bits first (round markers). The
respective channel capacity is shown in bold together with the BIAWGN capacity (solid







n = 4 code used in section 3.3.1, 1000 packets were simulated. As is expected from
section 3.3.1 and Figure 3.28, the results are qualitatively consistent with the transmis-
sion over an AWGN channel. The performance of the n = 4 code is , as expected,
worse than that of the n = 6 code shown in Figure 3.28 and the BER is significantly
larger at low SNR. However, all ordering strategies perform as expected and no indi-
cation is available that an ISI transmission channel requires a specialised transmission
order.
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DICODE EPR4 E2PR4 CH6
(1) Memoryn = 4
























DICODE EPR4 E2PR4 CH6
(2) Memoryn = 6
Figure 3.30: Comparison of the tree based ordering strategy for selected ISI channels
(the channel coefficients can be found in table 3.2). 1000 packets were simulated. On














RSC code with memory n = 6 from section 3.1.
1000 packets were simulated. As expected a higher memory causes significant im-
provements. Capacities are shown in bold and simulation results in solid lines. The
different channels used are DICODE (circles), EPR4 (squares), E2PR4(triangles) and
CH6(stars). The capacity of the BIAWGN channel (plain bold line) is also shown for
comparison.
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Figure 3.31: Performance of the transmission ordering strategies over a fast-fading
Rayleigh channel. Shown are the tree based strategy (solid) and block randomised
(dashed) ordering strategies with transmission of systematic bits first (square markers)













codes are investigated for the ideal case where the fast-fading
factor a is known and the LLR values can be appropriately scaled and the case where
ignorant of the fading factor is assumed and the LLR values remain unscaled. 1000
packets were simulated.
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with and without scaling of with the Rayleigh fading factor. 1000 packets were simu-
lated.
order of the transmission ordering strategies does not change. Figure3.32summarises
Figure3.31for the performance of the tree-based ordering strategy, allowing a more
direct comparison. As expected, the memory of the used code is significant for the
performance of the code, as is the knowledge of the scaling factor, whose ignorance
incurs a performance penalty of roughly 1dB.
The Rayleigh channel was also simulated for different fadingintervals, i.e. the number
of bits that the Rayleigh fading factor,a remains constant. Simulated were fading
intervals from 5 to 50 bits in increments of 5 bits. No significant difference was ob-
served in the performance of the ordering strategies, regardless of the knowledge of
the fading factor. Figure3.33 shows the rate differences of the tree-based ordering
strategy towards a Rayleigh channel with a fading interval of1. As can be observed,
the difference is. 10−2, regardless of knowledge of the fading factor,a.





















































Figure 3.33: Difference in performance of the tree-based transmission ordering strate-
gies over block-fading Rayleigh channel to the flat-fading Rayleigh channel for perfect
knowledge (Figure (1)) and ignorance (Figure (2)) of the Rayleigh fading factor, a.
3.6 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter a transmission system that can transmit at a vri ble rate through re-
ordering and truncating of the encoded sequence,u, was investigated in order to de-
termine how to construct a good reordering strategy,∏. Section3.1 showed that a
straightforward truncation of the bits ofu or a random selection of bits thereof pro-
duces poor results and developed a method for constructing atransmission order,∏,
that takes into account the unpredictability of errors on the transmission channel and
the structure of the RSC code used in the transmission system.This reordering strategy,
based on a binary tree, allowed the transmission system to effectively adapt to the chan-
nel conditions and achieve a maximum rate,rmax≈1 at high SNR. Sections3.4and3.5,
demonstrated the suitability to inter-symbol interferencand Rayleigh-fading trans-
mission channels and it was shown in section3.3 that this ordering strategy works
regardless of the selection of constraint length,n, or blocksize,sx. However, an in-
crease in blocksize makes the transmission less efficient, since the errors that occur on
the transmission channel cannot be localised as well as theycan be for small block-
sizes. On the other hand, smaller blocksizes experience a “parity outage” where some
packets cannot be delivered error free even when exhaustingthe available parity. Still,
blocksizes of 2048 bits seem not to suffer from an increased resi ual bit-error rate, yet
show a noticeable performance advantage over larger blocksizes. In addition, a block-
size of 2048 bits is reasonably resilient to rate degradation due to overhead caused by
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the error-detection scheme or the transmission protocol.
In order to explain the different performance of transmitting either the parity or the
systematic bits in the firstsx bits, the problem of correcting erasures was considered
in section3.2. An algorithm was developed to provide a performance bound on the
performance of a particular transmission order, regardless of the actual input, by con-
sidering the recoverability of erasures. It is this problemof recoverability that explains
how, due to the assignment of transition labels of the code, the systematic and par-
ity bits differ and allowed the explanation of the performance difference observed in
section3.1. Building on this, a simple method was devised in order to determine the
appropriate order from the transition diagram of the used RSCcode. This is useful
when investigating optimal generator polynomials for turbo codes, since the impor-
tance of systematic bits for turbo codes allow for 50% of the generator pairs (those
with superior performance when the parity bits are transmitted first) to be eliminated.
Based on this chapter, the general recommendation for designing RSC encoded type-II
hybrid ARQ transmission system is to employ the tree based ordering strategy de-
scribed in section3.1.6and a blocksize ofsx > 1024, if possible, to reduce the over-
head of the transmission protocol. The relative order of transmission of systematic and
parity bits depends on the generator polynomials and needs to be determined as de-
scribed in section3.2. Finally, it is interesting to note that the ordering strategies have
essentially defined a measure of importance for the individual bits. In some situations,
this information can be useful in designing the communication system. Maerkle and
Sundberg[80] who place bits in a channel with a non-uniform interferencepattern use
rate-compatible puncturing tables in order to place the bits. The strategy developed in
this thesis is thus directly applicable to their setup.
Chapter 4
Variable Rate Transmission of Turbo
Codes
Turbo Codes, introduced by Berrouet al.[12], provide significant performance im-
provements over RSC codes. Since Turbo Codes use RSC codes as constituent en-
coders, they are a natural progression from RSC codes. Due to this construction of
Turbo Codes, the results from chapter3 provide a basis and a comparison for the
results in this chapter. In particular, the results from chapter 3 make it possible to
identify those cases, where the ordering strategies for Turbo Codes degrade them to
RSC codes. While many of the insights that were obtained from the analysis of RSC
codes in chapter3 apply, the straightforward application of the principles from chap-
ter3 leads to poor performance and additional constraints need to be placed on a Turbo
Code ordering strategy.Section4.1 follows section3.1and adapts the ordering strate-
gies of RSC codes to Turbo Codes. The main new new dimension to consider when
working with Turbo Codes is the availability of an additionalcode bit. Section4.2
deals with this code bit caused by the presence of the additional constituent RSC en-
coder and investigates the interplay between the two encoders. In particular it shows
that the claim made by Rowitch and Milstein[109], that some systematic bits should be
punctured in favour of parity bits is merely arising from a limitation of rate-compatible
puncturing tables and not inherent in punctured Turbo Codes.Following this struc-
tural discussion of Turbo Codes,section4.3considers the effect of the input blocksize
on the performance of the ordering strategies, whereass ctions4.4 and 4.5 consider
the inter-symbol interference and Rayleigh channels, respectively. In all three cases
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it is shown that the merit of the ordering strategy does not diminish. The choice of
generator polynomials is the topic ofsection4.6, which compares the performance of
several pairs of generator polynomials that were suggestedin the literature. Following
suit, section4.7 compares the performance of the tree-based ordering strategy to the
performance of rate-compatible punctured Turbo Codes, using optimised puncturing
tables proposed by Rowitch and Milstein[109]. Finally, section4.8offers a summary
of the results of this chapter.
4.1 Adapting the RSC Ordering Strategy to Turbo Codes
The simulation that is used for Turbo Codes is very similar to that of the RSC codes,
described in section3.1. Instead of the RSC encoder and decoder, a parallel Turbo
encoder and decoder pair, described in Figure2.18is used, with a random interleaver
separating the two identical, constituent RSC encoders. Theassumption of equiprob-
able bits as well as that of an AWGN channel is kept. In addition, f llowing the argu-
ment made in section3.1, the assumption of an error-free feedback for ARQ signalling
is also kept. Each transmitted packet is assigned a newly generated transmission order
∏ and the minimum number of bits that are required for error free t ansmission, ˘sw, de-
termined by performing a binary search over the space of all possible packet sizessw.
However, since decoding of Turbo Codes is significantly more cmplex than decoding
RSC codes,1 the number of packets is reduced to 1000. The generator polynomials of
the RSC simulations were reused. These polynomials are probably not optimal for use
in Turbo Codes2, however reusing them allows for a direct link to the resultsof the
plain RSC codes from chapter3. In fact the qualitative results of the simulations are
largely unaffected by the choice of a particular pair of generator polynomials as shown
in section4.6.3
1Disregarding the interleaver, decoding a Turbo Code with 5 iterations is equivalent to decoding an
RSC code of the same blocksize 10 times.
2A lot of research effort has gone into the design of optimal constituent codes, e.g. [8, 56, 122]
3Of course it is assumed here, that a non-catastrophic pair ofgenerator polynomials is chosen. It is
certainly possible to pick a pair of generator polynomials with known, poor performance.






Samples per packet (sx) 2048
p(x = 1) 0.5
Encoder
Type Parallel Turbo (Fig.2.18)
Interleaver Random
Constituent Encoders Identical RSC Encoders
Constituent Encoders
Type Recursive Systematic Convolutional (Fig.2.16)
g(0) (feedback) 1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D6
g(1) (parity) 1+D2 +D3 +D5 +D6
Channel
Type Additive White Gaussian Noise
Decoder
Type Iterative Turbo (Fig.2.19)
Iterations 5
Constituent Decoder
Type Soft-In Soft-Out BCJR Algorithm (Sec.2 3.2)
Table 4.1: Common parameters for the simulated transmission system shown in Fig-
ure 4.1 (unless stated otherwise).
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Source Encoder ∏ Truncator
Channel
Padding∏−1DecoderSink
x u v w
ŵv̂ûx̂
Figure 4.1: Communication system used in simulations. See table 4.1 for common
parameters. The parameters for constructing the transmission order ∏ are detailed in
the respective sections.
4.1.1 Identity and Random Ordering
The identity ordering is, similar to RSC codes, the most naivepproach to transmission
ordering and, as expected, performs worst of all ordering schemes. It is interesting to
note, however, that the rate of the identity ordering is veryslightly better compared to
the rate of the base code,rbase. The base code rate isrbase= 2048/((2048+6)∗3) ≈
0.3324, whereas the rate obtained by the identity ordering isrmax≈ 0.3498. This is
not an exploitable difference, however, it is the first sign of a fundamental difference
between RSC and Turbo Codes. Considering the existence of this interleaver, however,
one would expect a much higher rate for the identity ordering. The reason why the
identity ordering for RSC codes performed so poorly was that not all input bits were
“covered” by the transmitted code bits,w (see section3.1.1). Given the existence of
the interleaverπ, this argument is no longer true since bits from the end of theinput
sequencex can be early input bits to the second constituent RSC encoder.However,
as can be seen from Figure4.2, this is clearly not the case. This is due to the fact that
systematic bits play an important role in the decoding of Turbo Codes (see section4.1.3
in addition to the work by ten Brink [123]).
Figure4.2also shows the performance of the random ordering strategy.The maximum
achieved rate,rmax= 0.8237 is significantly better than that of the RSC code under the
random ordering strategy (rmax = 0.7507, see section3.1.2), yet it is still far short of
reaching a maximum rate ofrmax= 1. Like for RSC codes, the code structure needs to
be exploited to achievermax≈ 1.
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  in SNR reflects in a
  higher rate transmisson.
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  Plot ends once the
  BER exceeds 1e−05.
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  does not increase further,






Figure 4.2: Performance of the identity (dashed) and random (dash-dot) ordering strate-
gies against theoretical capacity (bold). Also shown are three regions of interest. In the
maximum rate region, a transmission order reaches its best possible rate. In the adap-
tive region, the rate is adapted to the channel SNR. At termination, the base code
cannot correct all errors and the BER exceeds 10−5.
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4.1.2 Exploiting Code Structure
Section3.1.3described a method of exploiting the code structure of the bas code to
achieve a maximum rate ofrmax = 1. The same method can be used for Turbo Codes,
since the encoder output of a Turbo Codes is similar to the output of an RSC code,






s1 s2 s3 s4
c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c1,4







Reading this matrix row-wise leads to a similar performance change as was the case
for RSC codes (compare Figure3.4), block-randomisation as well behaves similarly
to what is to be expected from RSC codes (compare Figure3.5). Consider Figure4.3
which displays the performance of the structured and block-randomised strategies for
Turbo Codes. If compared to Figures3.4 and3.5, it is immediately clear that these
two strategies are suboptimal, since the performance of theTurbo Code isvirtually
identical to the performance of the RSC code (where data for both codes isavailable).
Only when the rate dropsbelow the rate of the RSC codeoes the Turbo Code begin
to outperform the RSC code significantly. A row-wise reading of U leads to the trans-
mission of the bit sequences1s2s3s4 . . . c1,1c1,2c1,3c1,4 . . . c2,1c2,2c2,3c2,4 . . . which is
identical to the sequence transmitted for the RSC code. This is not surprising, since the
additional row is read last. This approach leads to the TurboCodedegradingto a plain
RSC code, since the 2nd constituent decoderdoes not receive any bitsand is there-
fore unable to improve the decoding reliability. This also explains, why the random
ordering strategy (dash-dot in Figure4.3) outperforms the block-randomised version
(dashed, black in Figure4.3), since the random ordering strategy obviously selects
some bits of both encoders. Once the bits of the first constituent encoder and the sys-
tematic bits have all been transmitted (at rater ≈ 0.5) the second constituent decoder
starts receiving bits thus putting into effect the Turbo principle with the respective ben-
efits to transmission reliability. This effect can be seen clearly in Figure4.3 where a
significant improvement in performance occurs atr ≈ 0.5.
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Figure 4.3: Performance of the structured (solid) and block-randomised (black dashed)
ordering strategies against theoretical capacity (bold). Using the structured and block-
randomised ordering schemes, the performance of the Turbo Code degrades signifi-
cantly at high SNR, performing no better than the constituent RSC code on its own (the
performance of the RSC code is indicated by stars and crosses for the structured and
block-randomised ordering schemes, respectively). The reason for this merging of per-
formance is the fact that the second constituent decoder does not receive any parity bits
at high SNR and therefore cannot improve performance. Also shown for comparison
are the identity (grey dashed) and random (dash-dot) ordering strategies.
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4.1.3 Probabilistic Selection and Systematic Bits
Section3.1.5suggested randomising the intra-column order ofU before randomising
the rows in order to improve performance and determined thatsending parity infor-
mation first to be the best strategy. Given the successful useof row randomisation in
section4.1.2, it is reasonable to apply this approach to Turbo Codes. However, as can
be seen in Figure4.4 (round markers), this approach dramatically fails to deliver the
expected performance, in fact, it performs worse than the random approach. The prob-
abilistic selection of bits from each column was based on thebeli f that each bit plays
an equal part in the decoding process. This, however, is not true as was already shown
in section3.1.5. In the case of the RSC code, omitting systematic bits in favour of par-
ity bits improved the performance of the code. In the case of Figure4.4 however, the
performance decreased. In fact, as ten Brink argued[123], systematic bits are required
to get Turbo decoding started. In the case of puncturing bits, there is another explana-
tion. An additional systematic bitmmediately benefits both constituent decoders. A
parity bit, on the other hand, is only directly useful to one of the constituent decoders
which needs to communicate this information indirectly to the second decoder via the
extrinsic information passed between the constituent decors (see Figure2.19). The
position of the systematic bits as the first bits in the transmitted bit sequencev thus
needs to be preserved. In order to do this, the column interleavingπcolumns(U) is mod-
ified to keep the systematic bit of each column at the top of that column. The modified
























whereŮ is obtained by removing the top row (containing the systematic bi s) from





ingly. The resulting performance is shown in Figure4.4with square markers. By sat-
isfying both decoders it is possible to obtain the benefits ofTurbo decoding throughout
the adaptive region of the code (from about−4dB to about 7dB), staying within 1dB
distance of the theoretical capacity limit of a binary inputAWGN channel.
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Figure 4.4: Performance of the probabilistic block-randomised ordering strategy (cir-
cles) against the theoretical capacity (bold) and the effect of preserving the systematic
bits as the first bits to be transmitted (squares). Not preserving the systematic bits leads
to a performance worse than a purely random approach. Preserving the systematic
bits however leads to a performance within 1dB of the theoretical capacity throughout
the adaptive region. Also shown for comparison are the identity (dashed) and ran-
dom (dash-dot) ordering strategies as well as the block-randomised structured strategy
(crosses).
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4.1.4 Binary Tree Based Ordering
RSC codes showed a significant performance increase when a tree-bas d ordering
strategy was used (see section3.1.6). Like for RSC codes, using a tree-based ap-
proach to distribute the parity bits, helps to increase the performance of the Turbo
Code, however, the increase is by far not as pronounced. The tree-based ordering is
constructed similarly to the block-randomised version with preservation of systematic























whereπtree(·) reorders each row, such that the resulting row is the standard array rep-
resentation of a balanced binary tree, as described in section 3.1.6. Figure4.5 shows
the performance of the tree-based approach. No significant gai s are obtained through
the use of the binary tree ordering (This is a consequence of the encoder memory. Sec-
tion 4.6 will show that for memoryn = 4 constituent RSC codes, the benefit is more
pronounced).
The comparatively small performance increase from using the tree-based approach that
worked well for RSC codes suggests that the selection of the bis for the Turbo Code is
not as important as it was for the RSC code. In other words, parity information about
xt is available from a larger number of bits. The performance ofthe deterministic
tree, where the order of the individual entries in one particular level of the tree is not
randomised supports this theory (Figure4.6). However, this better use of the parity
information does not lead to an arbitrary selection of the parity information. Also
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 . (4.4)
This approach, although better than the structured approach shown in Figure4.3 (be-
cause both decoders work), fails to come even close to the capacity limit for higher
SNR values. Some randomisation or spreading needs to be perform d, in order to
approach capacity.4
4Note that the S-Random, or parity spreading, interleavers will also work in this case.
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Figure 4.5: Performance of the tree-based ordering strategy (triangles) against the the-
oretical capacity (bold) and performance of the block-randomised ordering strategy with
preservation of systematic bits (square). Only for high SNR values is the tree-based
approach able to marginally outperform the block-randomised strategy. Also shown for
comparison are the identity (dashed) and random (dash-dot) ordering strategies as well
as the block-randomised structured strategy (crosses).
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Figure 4.6: Performance of the deterministic tree ordering strategy (dashed, triangles)
against theoretical capacity (bold) and the tree based approach (solid, triangles). With-
out randomisation the block, the performance of the tree is not significantly degraded.
However, the tree based approach is still necessary as shown by the performance of
a structured approach without block-randomisation (dashed, stars). Also shown for
comparison is the identity (dashed) ordering strategy as well as the block-randomised
structured strategy (crosses).
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4.1.5 Summary
It was shown that the strategies developed for RSC codes in section 3.1 can also be
used for Turbo Codes if it is ensured that both constituent deco rs of the Turbo Code
are supplied with parity bits. Otherwise, the performance of Turbo Codes degrades to
that of single RSC codes and their full potential cannot be exploited. In fact, degrading
a Turbo Code in this way is worse than using a single RSC code in terms of the com-
plexity of the decoding process. Since a Turbo decoder uses RSC constituent decoders
and, in this thesis, performs 5 iterations, the time required to perform decoding roughly
ten times that of the single RSC code. If the Turbo Code is fed properly with parity
information, it shows a remarkable resilience to certain randomisation types. Whereas
the deterministic tree ordering for RSC codes significantly decreased performance, the
same cannot be said for the Turbo Code. This seems to be a significant advantage
of Turbo Codes, since randomisation of the ordering strategyis not required and one,
fixed ordering permutation can be used. However, it has to be not d, that the Turbo
Code, by its design, already contains a random element, the inerleaver, so that any
Turbo coding system needs to be capable of randomised reordeing.
Potential Improvements
The ordering strategies for Turbo Codes already come very close to the capacity limit.
The same considerations as for the RSC ordering strategies can be made, though.
Given that an initial size of a packet is known, the ordering strategy could be improved
by evenly spreading the parity bits in this initial packet. Each of these initial bits can
be considered as the root of an individual tree, or, alternatively, they can be considered
to be linked by a virtual parent node. The placement of the remaining bits then follows
the procedure outlined in section4.1.4. Given the small improvement observed from
the use of the tree-based approach, gains from this approachare likely to be minimal.
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4.2 Transmission Priority of Systematic and Parity Bits
The Turbo Code, like the RSC code, offers different types of bits. For Turbo Codes
of base raterbase= 1/3, these types are the systematic bits and parity bits from either







s1 s2 s3 s4
c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c1,4







There are a total of 6 different possibilities in which orderthe bits in each column
can be arranged and hence 6 different possibilities of therelativeorder of transmission
of bits for each time index,t. Let F be a random variable that defines the selection
of one of the systematic and parity bits to be transmitted before the other two. Let
p0 = Pr{F = systematic}, p1 = Pr{F = parity 1} and p2 = Pr{F = parity 2}, be
the probabilities that the systematic, first or second parity bit, respectively, is selected
to be transmitted before the other two. Clearlyp0 + p1 + p2 = 1, since there are only
the systematic and two parity bits available.
For ease of discussion, only a restricted subset of probability arrangement is consid-
ered. Let the second position be filled with one of the remaining bits, according to their
relativeprobability, thus if the parity bit of the first decoder was selected to be trans-
mitted first, the probability of transmitting the systematic b t next isp0/(p0 + p2), the
probability of transmitting the parity bit of the second decoder next isp2/(p0 + p2).
For the special case, wherep0 = p2 = 0, the probabilities are set top0 = 0.5 and
p2 = 0.5 (the same applies to other combinations respectively). Moreover, a prob-
ability of 0 indicates that the bits of this type get transmitted as thelast bits of the
transmission. For ease of presentation, these three probabilities will be expressed as
p0 : p1 : p2, making it possible to capture the probability of relative transmission of bits
in a single expression. Defined this way, the probabilitiesp0, p1 andp2 also define the
average composition of an initial packet of sizesx, which, if decodable, achieves rate
r = 1. Note that this approach to ordering bits is somewhat limited, since there is no
possibility to define the block-wise transmission presented in section4.1.2other than
specifying(1− ε) :ε :0, with ε being a very small number. However, as was shown in
Figure4.3, this type of transmission strategy performs poorly. The inab lity of properly
specifying it is therefore not important in the context of this section.
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Section4.1.3presented the block-randomised approach, adapted to TurboCodes, and
showed that if systematic bits are preserved as the first bitso be transmitted relative
to their respective parity bits, rater ≈ 1 can be achieved. Rowitch and Milstein[109],
assert that under some situations it is beneficial to puncture systematic bits despite
acknowledging
In general, puncturingsystematiccode symbols of a Turbo Code leads
to a greater performance loss than when puncturing non-systematic code
symbols. In fact, there are no examples in the literature, known to the
authors, in which puncturing of the systematic symbols of a Turbo Code
is advocated.
Consider Figure4.7 which shows several probabilities of transmitting the systematic
bits first. Note that this probability directly correspondsto the average composition of
the firstsx bits. Thus for 0.8:0.1:0.1, the firstsx will contain 80% systematic bits and
20% parity bits (10% for each decoder). As the fraction of systematic bits decreases,
the maximum attainable rate,rmax, achieved by the transmission system for high SNR
channel conditions decreases as well.
Equal distribution of the parity bits to the decoders is not necessarily the only possi-
bility. Consider Figure4.8 which shows the asymmetric distributions 0.8 :0.15 :0.05,
0.8 :0.05 :0.15, 0.9 :0.1 :0.0 and 0.9 :0.0 :0.1. A probability distribution in favour of
the first decoder allows the transmission system to achieve ahigher maximum rate,
rmax. It is possible to cut out one decoder completely and doing sofor the second de-
coder (Figure4.8.2) effectively makes the transmission system equivalent to an RSC
code transmission system that can fall back on the bits of thesecond constituent de-
coder when necessary. The resulting performance loss has already been discussed in
section4.1.2.
Figure 4.8.2 illuminates why Rowitch and Milstein[109] propose the puncturing of
systematic bits when designing a series of rate-compatiblepuncturing tables for Turbo
Codes. Consider the design of a rate-compatible puncturing table,P, of periodP. Thus,
if rate r̊ = 1 is to be achieved,P 1s have to be placed in the table. Therefore a dilemma
arises of where to place these 1s, either selecting parity bits or systematic bits. In [109],
the highest rate puncturing table has a rate of 8/9 and Rowitch and Milstein concluded,
that for this rate, it is beneficial to allocate one 1 to each deco r, thus omitting a single
1 from the row in the puncturing tableP that corresponds to the systematic bits. The
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0.9 : 0.05 : 0.05
0.8 : 0.10 : 0.10
0.4 : 0.30 : 0.30
0.5 : 0.25 : 0.25
0.6 : 0.20 : 0.20
0.7 : 0.15 : 0.15
Figure 4.7: Comparison of different probabilities of transmitting the systematic bit first.
As the fraction of systematic bits decreases, so does the maximum attainable rate, rmax,
achieved by the transmission system for high SNR channel conditions.
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0.8 : 0.05 : 0.15
0.8 : 0.10 : 0.10
0.8 : 0.15 : 0.05
(1) Asymmetric distribution

























0.9 : 0.10 : 0.00
0.9 : 0.05 : 0.05
0.9 : 0.00 : 0.10
(2) Removing one decoder
Figure 4.8: Performance comparison of an asymmetric distribution of selecting proba-
bility to the constituent decoders.
1 for the systematic bits is then supplied in the next lower rate t ble of rate 8/10. The




. It is clear from the
comparison of Figures4.8.1and4.8.2, that having both decoders supplied with bits
outperforms the case of having only a single decoder working.
Puncturing systematic bits incurs a performance penalty for high rate transmission, as
indicated by Figure4.7(disregarding the undesirable situation of omitting one deco r
completely and thus reverting the system the performance ofan RSC one). The benefit
of puncturing systematic bits, observed by Rowitch and Milstein, arises solely due
to a limitation caused by the use of rate-compatible puncturing tables and the coarse
granularity in selecting the bits that they provide.
An evaluation of the performance of possible combinations of the probabilities of the
individual constituent decoders is shown in Figure4.9for 1dB and 9dB. Immediately
obvious is the apparent asymmetry of the two constituent deco rs. For 9dB, a mix
of systematic bits and parity bits from the first decoder is able to achievermax = 1,
whereas the reverse, a mix of systematic bits and parity bitsfrom the second decoder,
shows a significant performance drop. This is surprising at first, however, the two con-
stituent decoders are separated by an interleaver.5 It is the effect of this interleaver that
causes the performance drop at high rate. The input bits are reo dered before being en-
coded by the constituent encoder. Following the argument ofcorrecting erasures made
in section3.2, best possible performance is achieved when each input bit is covered
5There is also the difference that one of the two decoders has termination bits, thus returning to a
specific state. However the difference in performance is only marginal.
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(2) 1dB, view from (1,1) onto (0,0)
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(4) 9dB, view from (1,1) onto (0,0)
Figure 4.9: Distribution of the probability of selecting the bit of the first or second con-
stituent decoder to be transmitted first. The probability of transmitting the systematic bit
first is implicitly calculated from the probabilities of the constituent decoders.
by either a parity or a systematic bit. Clearly, given the presented selection strategy,
this is not achieved. At 9dB, the maximum ratermax= 1 can be achieved by assigning
a probability of(1−x) : x : 0. Any other assignment will lead to a degradation of the
maximum rate. Considering the performance at 1dB (Figure4.9.1), any assignment
but 1:0:0 provides suboptimal results. These results confirm that there isno benefitof
puncturing systematic bits at any point in the transmissionpr cess.
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4.2.1 Correcting for the Turbo Interleaver
The performance of the two constituent decoders in Figure4.9.3appears asymmetric
due to the presence of the interleaver. This interleaver causes a mixture of systematic
bits and bits from the second constituent decoder to cover some input bits twice, i.e.
due to the interleaving, a parity bit that is produced for a given input bit can be selected
in addition to the parity bit. Furthermore, some bits may notbe covered by either the
systematic bitor the parity bit that was produced for the respective the inputbit. The
randomisation caused by the interleaver thus has an effect similar to that of the purely
random ordering strategy, presented in section4.1.1. Fortunately, the presence of the
interleaver can be corrected for, as long as the permutationπ, that the interleaver ap-
plies to the input bits before passing them to the second constituent encoder, is known.






s1 s2 s3 s4 · · ·
c1,1 c1,2 c1,3 c1,4 · · ·






If selection method that was described earlier is applied toU∗, the correct parity bits of
the second constituent decoder are chosen. This modification ll ws a combination of
systematic bits and bits from the second constituent encoder t achievermax = 1 (see
Figure4.10). However, it has to be noted that this modification does not improve the
performance of amixtureof parity bits from both decoders. In fact the performance
shown in Figure4.7 does not change. The preservation of systematic bits as the first
bits to be transmitted is still essential to optimal performance of the Turbo Code.
4.3 Input Blocksize
During the development, the input blocksize was fixed tosx = 2048 bits. This was done
because it allows for a direct comparison to the RSC codes invetigated in chapter3, the
simulation complexity of 2048 bits is still reasonable and the blocksize is reasonably
large. Ideally, the blocksize,sx, satisfiessx > 104 in order to maintain good error
performance (see [75]). Consider Figure4.11which shows the performance of some
of the considered ordering strategies. No significant difference in performance, as far
asrate is concerned, can be observed. Thus, the choice ofsx = 2048 bits for the input
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(2) 1dB, view from (1,1) onto (0,0)
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(4) 9dB, view from (1,1) onto (0,0)
Figure 4.10: Distribution of the probability of selecting the bit of the first or second
constituent decoder to be transmitted first while correcting for the Turbo interleaver.
The probability of transmitting the systematic bit first is implicitly calculated from the
probabilities of the constituent decoders.
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blocksize does not have a negative impact on performance, even thoughsx < 104.
It was observed in section3.3.1for RSC codes, that the change in blocksize does not
change the relative order between the ordering strategies.F gure4.11shows that this
observation can be made as well for Turbo Codes. The major difference between RSC
codes and Turbo Codes, however, is that RSC codes are very sensitive to the input
blocksize,sx. An increase in blocksize led to a significant decrease in performance
for the RSC codes (see Figure3.23in section3.3.1). This led to a potential trade-off
between the performance at high-SNR vs. low-SNR channels. Thi sensitivity on the
input blocksize cannot be observed for Turbo Codes. Consider Figu e4.12in which
the performance of the random, block-randomised and tree-bas d ordering strategies
are compared against the performance of thesx = 2048 code for different blocksizes
s′x. The difference in performance is well below 10
−2 and thus well below 1% of per-
formance. The insensitivity to blocksize, and hence the small performance difference,
can most easily be explained by considering the structure ofthe Turbo encoding pro-
cess, notably the interleaver. The RSC code, lacking this interleaver only considers
bits adjacent to a potentially erroneous bit. The further away one gets from this bit,
the less can be deduced about the state of the bit in question.In a way. the parity bits
“contain” less information about this bit. In Turbo Codes, this bit “adjacency” gets
changed by the interleaver for the second encoder. Thus, information about bits that
are too far away for thesingleRSC decoder to use is available through the detour of
prior information and the second decoder.
A slight dependence on blocksize is also observed for the performance gain if the
tree-based ordering compared to the block-randomised ordering strategy. Similar to
the performance behaviour of the blocksize in general, the advantage of the tree-based
strategy are highest for low blocksizes (256 bits), hit a mini um for 512 bits and then
starts increasing, as blocksize increases.
Turbo Codes require a somewhat large blocksize compared to RSCcodes. Lin and
Costello[75] suggest a minimum blocksize ofsx > 104. The results presented in this
section lead to the conclusion, that the presented orderingschemes work well regard-
less of the input blocksize,sx and hence other considerations of the transmission sys-
tem, such as coding delay or complexity of implementation will constrain the blocksize
rather than the transmission order.
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(1) sx = 256 bits




























(2) sx = 512 bits




























(3) sx = 1024 bits




























(4) sx = 4096 bits




























(5) sx = 8192 bits




























(6) sx = 16384 bits
Figure 4.11: Performance of the
(
1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D6,1+D2 +D3 +D5 +D6
)
Turbo Code for different input sizes. Notice that, contrary to RSC codes, an increasing
blocksize, sx, does not affect the performance of the employed ordering strategies sig-
nificantly and that the relative order of the ordering strategies is also unaffected. 1000
packets were simulated for each input size.
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(4) Performance gain of Tree vs. BRCS
Figure 4.12: Performance difference with regard to a blocksize of sx = 2048 of the
random, BRCS and tree-based ordering strategies given different input blocksizes (Fig-
ures (1), (2) and (3)) and the relative advantage of using the tree-based ordering strat-
egy over the BRCS ordering strategy (Figure (4).
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CH6 a(D) = 0.19+0.35D1 +0.46D2 +0.5D3
+0.46D4 +0.35D5 +0.19D6
Table 4.2: Impulse responses of selected channels investigated by Arnold and
Loeliger[3].
4.4 Inter-Symbol Interference Channels
The investigation of data transmission over inter-symbol interference channels using
Turbo Codes results in the same general observations that were made for the use of
RSC codes in section3.4. The channel plays an important role in determining the
achieved rate of transmission, however, the relative ordering of the transmission strate-
gies remains unchanged. Figure4.13shows the performance of the DICODE, EPR4,
E2PR4 and CH6 channels (see table4.2 for the respective channel coefficients). Like
for the AWGN channel (Figure4.5), the tree-based ordering strategy only marginally
outperforms the block-randomised strategy (both with preservation of the systematic
bits). Figure4.14compares the performance of the tree-based strategies for the Turbo
and a single (constituent) RSC code over the the DICODE, EPR4, E2PR4 and CH6
channels. As mentioned, the performance of the Turbo and RSC codes is greatly af-
fected by the choice of channel memory. However, Figure4.14shows that the perfor-
mance difference between RSC and Turbo Code is reduced slightly with an increase in
channel memory. This suggests that Turbo Codes are affected slightly more severely
than RSC codes are. It is difficult to proof why this should be thcase, however, it
is the conjecture of the author, that the reason for this effect li s again with the in-
terleaver. Without channel memory, the interleaver causes“cl an” information to be
supplied to the constituent decoder, since the order of the bits changes. With an in-
crease in channel memory, it gets increasingly difficult to obtain information from bits
that are not intertwined (by the channel) with other bits in the bitstream, hence the
increased degradation due to channel memory.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of selected ISI channels (the channel coefficients can be
found in table 4.2). The block randomised code structure strategy (dashed, see sec-
tion 4.1.3) is compared to the tree-based strategy (solid, see section 4.1.4), each with
preservation of systematic bits. Also shown is the performance of the purely random
strategy (dash-dot). The respective channel capacity is shown in bold together with
the BIAWGN capacity (solid without marker) for reference. The results are qualitatively
consistent with the transmission over an AWGN channel and no indication is available
that an ISI transmission channel requires a specialised transmission order.
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DICODE EPR4 E2PR4 CH6
Figure 4.14: Comparison of the tree based ordering strategy for selected ISI channels
(the channel coefficients can be found in table 4.2). Capacities are shown in bold and
simulation results in solid lines. The different channels used are DICODE (circles),








RSC code with the tree based ordering
strategy with transmission of parity bits first (grey, dashed lines).
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Figure 4.15: Performance of the Turbo Code ordering schemes over the unequalised
DICODE channel (The used code was unable to recover the transmitted data over
the EPR4, E2PR4 or CH6 channels). It is noteworthy that the two primarily random
strategies, the random strategy (solid line) and the block-randomised approach (cir-
cles) outperform the more structured tree based approach (dashed) and the completely
non-random deterministic tree (triangles).
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Equalisation is essential for error-free transmission of data. For all but the DICODE
channel, error-free recovery of the transmitted data was not possible, but even for the
DICODE channel, performance, shown in Figure4.15, remains very poor. It is interest-
ing to note, however, that the tree ordering performs worse than he block-randomised
ordering strategy and that the purely random ordering strategy outperforms the other
ordering strategies. Given the poor performance altogether and thus the high number
of bits that are transmitted, it is difficult to pinpoint a reason to why this could be the
case. A possible explanation is the nature of the DICODE channel having memory 1
and thus bits that are 2 positions apart are not as effective as other combinations.
4.5 The Rayleigh Fading Channel
In section3.5, the performance of RSC codes over a Rayleigh channel was evalu-
ated. Similar to RSC codes, the performance of the ordering strategies, relative to each
other, is not affected. Figure4.16 shows the performance of Turbo Codes over the
Rayleigh fast-fading channel, given total knowledge (Figure4.16.1) or total ignorance
(Figure4.16.2) of the fading factor,a. Figure4.17compares the scaled and unscaled
case for the tree-based ordering strategy and compares it tothe RSC performance. Re-
markably, the ignorance of the scaling factor causes a performance penalty of about
1dB for Turbo and RSC codes (Figure4.17.2). However, the Turbo Code maintains
this advantage over a greater range. Due to saturation, the difference cannot be reliably
determined as the code reaches rate≈ 1, the maximum rate possible for BPSK sig-
nalling. Overall, the performance over the Rayleigh fast-fading channel is much closer
to the theoretical capacity limit than it is the case for inter-symbol interference codes.
This is to be expected due to the interleaving used in Turbo Codes. This makes them
able to handle a single high-severity noise input better than constant interference. This
single high-severity noise sample occurs for fast-fading Rayleigh channels when the
fading parameter,a, is low such that little signal energy reaches the receiver.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the performance of the random (dash-dot), block-
randomised (dashed) and tree-based (solid) ordering strategies over a flat-fading
Rayleigh channel.
















































Figure 4.17: Comparison of the performance of the tree-based ordering strategy over
the Rayleigh channel with perfect knowledge (circles) and ignorance (squares) of the
scaling factor the scaled, a (Figure (1)) and the scaling gain obtained through perfect
knowledge of a (Figure (2)). The RSC code performance is shown in both Figures as a
reference as well (greyed in Figure (1) and dashed in Figure (2)).
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Source Memory Generators
Benedettoet al. [9] 4
g(0) = 1+D1 +D4
g(1) = 1+D1 +D3 +D4
Benedettoet al. [9] 6
g(0) = 1+D1 +D4 +D5 +D6
g(1) = 1+D3 +D4 +D6
Berrouet al. [12] 4
g(0) = 1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D4
g(1) = 1+D4
Perezet al. [93] 4
g(0) = 1+D3 +D4
g(1) = 1+D1 +D2 +D4
section3.3.1 4
g(0) = 1+D1 +D2 +D4
g(1) = 1+D3 +D4
section3.1 6
g(0) = 1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D6
g(1) = 1+D2 +D3 +D5 +D6
Table 4.3: Selected generator polynomials for Turbo Codes.
4.6 Generator Polynomials
In section4.1, the generator polynomials of the RSC code from section3.1, were
used as the constituent encoders in order to compare the performance of the Turbo
and RSC codes better. These polynomials,g(0) = 1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D6, g(1) = 1+
D2 +D3 +D5 +D6, were not selected with regard to their optimality in Turbo Codes.
In their original paper that introduced Turbo Codes, Berrouet al.[12] useg(0) = 1+
D1 + D2 + D3 + D4, g(1) = 1+ D4. Other options are possible, though. Benedetto
and Montorsi[9] proposeg(0) = 1+ D1 + D4, g(1) = 1+ D1 + D3 + D4 for n = 4 and
g(0) = 1+D1+D4+D5+D6, g(1) = 1+D3+D4+D6 for n= 6, while Perez, Seghers
and Costello[93] proposeg(0) = 1+ D3 + D4, g(1) = 1+ D1 + D2 + D4. Table4.3
summarises the selected generator polynomials.
It has been suggested by Banerjee, Vatta, Scanavino and Costello, that nonsystematic
Turbo Codes have desirable BER performance [6]. However, the systematic bits form
an essential part of the Turbo Code and are of particular interes when puncturing Turbo
Codes (see section4.2). In fact, Banerjee t al.requiresomesystematic bits in order to
ensure convergence at the decoder. Nonsystematic constitue t codes are therefore not
considered in this thesis.
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(1) Performance gain of tree-based ordering.


























(2) Performance difference of selected genera-
tors with respect to the generators used in sec-
tion 3.3.1.
Figure 4.18: Comparison of the performance of the generator polynomials with mem-
ory n = 4 suggested by Benedetto et al. [9] (circles), Berrou et al. [12] (squares) and
Perez et al. [93] (triangles). Figure (1) compares the performance gain obtained by the
tree-based ordering strategy over the block-randomised ordering strategy with preser-
vation of systematic bits. Figure (2) show the performance difference of the proposed
generators to those used in section 3.3.1. 1000 packets were simulated.
Figure4.18compares the performance of the proposed pairs of generatorpolynomials
of memoryn = 4. Two observations can be drawn. Firstly, therate performance of
the Turbo Code depends only little on the employed generator polynomial pair. The
maximum rate difference is< 0.02 which is≈ 2%. The block-randomised ordering
strategy seems to be more sensitive to the generator polynomial. If the tree-based
ordering strategy is employed, the difference between the generator polynomial pairs
becomes smaller (with the exception of the generator polynomials used by Berrouet
al.). The second observation that can be made is that the tree-based ordering strategy
outperforms the block-randomised approach only for slightly igher SNR values. At
low SNR values both strategies perform about equally.
The same observations that were made for the generator polynomials with memoryn=
4 can be made when considering the generator polynomials proposed by Benedettoet
al.[9] (g(0) = 1+D1+D4+D5+D6, g(1) = 1+D3+D4+D6) and the one used during
the development of the ordering strategies in section3.1, g(0) = 1+D1+D2+D3+D6,
g(1) = 1+D2 +D3 +D5 +D6. The difference between the two generator polynomial
pairs is< 10−2. Notably, the difference between the tree-based ordering and the block-
randomised approachalso diminishedto < 10−2. This effect was only observed for
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(1) Performance gain of tree-based ordering.























(2) Performance difference of selected genera-
tors with respect to the generators used in sec-
tion 3.1.
Figure 4.19: Comparison of the performance of the generator polynomials with memory
n = 6 suggested by Benedetto et al. [9] and section 3.1. Figure (1) compares the per-
formance gain obtained by the tree-based ordering strategy over the block-randomised
ordering strategy with preservation of systematic bits. Figure (2) show the performance
difference of the proposed generators to those used in section 3.1. 1000 packets were
simulated.
Turbo Codes. For RSC codes, the difference between the tree-based ordering and
the block-randomised approach remained almost unchanged (se section3.3.1). This
indicates that the choice of generator polynomials for Turbo Codes can be made in-
dependently of the choice of the ordering strategy. This allows the reuse of existing
generator polynomials with proven optimality conditions with at worst a minimal re-
duction in performance.
4.7 Comparison with Rate-Compatible Puncturing Ta-
bles
Rate-compatible punctured convolutional codes were introduce by Hagenauer[46].
While originally designed for RSC codes, the principle applies to Turbo Codes equally
well (see section2.6.3 for an introduction to rate-compatible puncturing). Rowitch
and Milstein[109] proposed a series of rate-compatible puncturing table with punc-
turing periodP = 8 for the codes of memoryn = 4 proposed by Benedettoet al.[9],



































Benedettoet al. 376 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377
proposed in [9] 002 002 002 042 052 052 252 252 253 253 253 353 373 373 377 377
sx = 1024 001 001 011 011 011 051 051 071 071 073 173 173 173 177 177 377
Berrouet al. 376 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377
proposed in [12] 002 002 006 006 016 016 016 056 076 076 076 176 177 177 377 377
sx = 1024 002 002 002 006 006 016 036 036 036 037 137 137 137 177 177 377
Berrouet al. 376 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377
proposed in [12] 002 002 006 006 016 016 016 056 076 076 276 276 376 376 377 377
sx = 4096 004 004 004 014 014 034 074 074 074 174 174 374 374 376 376 377
Perezet al. 376 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377
proposed in [93] 020 020 024 024 224 224 264 264 265 265 265 275 375 375 377 377
sx = 1024 020 020 020 024 024 224 224 264 264 274 374 374 374 375 375 377
Table 4.4: Octal representation (see section 2.3.5) of selected rate-compatible punctur-
ing tables as proposed by Rowitch and Milstein[109].
Berrouet al.[12] and Perezet al.[93], respectively (see table4.3in section4.6). In sec-
tion 4.2, the transmission priority of systematic and parity bits was investigated with
the result that systematic bits should not be punctured under any circumstances. Row-
itch and Millstein, however, do propose puncturing tables (r plicated in table4.4) that
do puncture systematic bits in order to allow parity bits to be allocated to both decoder.
The tables proposed by Rowitch and Milstein closely follow the rate-compatibility ap-
proach proposed by Hagenauer, insofar as the maximum achievble rate is ˚r = 8/9.
The consequence of this is that the allocation of the firstsx · 9/8 bits lacks a good
definition. Consider Figure4.20. The performance of the rate-compatible puncturing
tables is evaluated by using a binary search to determine theminimum number of bits
required for transmission, like it is done in section4.1. In order to make the rate-
compatible puncturing tables compatible with this approach, lgorithm2.1 is used to
turn the series rate-compatible puncturing tables into a transmission ordering∏.
The tables, as proposed by Rowitch and Milstein, lack a table that achieves rate ˚r = 1.
It can be clearly seen from Figure4.20that this incurs a performance penalty. Due to
the ambiguity of placing the firstsx bits, the proposed tables only achieve a maximum
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rate 1 table, 1st decoder
rate 1 table, systematic
rate 1 table, 2nd decoder
(1) unrandomised performance





















rate 1 table, 1st decoder
rate 1 table, systematic
rate 1 table, 2nd decoder
(2) performance with randomisation
Figure 4.20: Comparison of the performance of the rate-compatible puncturing tables
for the generator polynomials with memory n = 4 suggested by Berrou et al. [12]. Fig-
ure (1) shows the performance without randomisation, Figure (2) shows the perfor-
mance with randomisation in algorithm 2.1. The tables, as proposed by Rowitch and
Milstein[109], lack a table that achieves rate r = 1. The resulting uncertainty in transmis-
sion of the first bits shows as a performance penalty, and the table as proposed (circles)
only obtain rmax = 0.91 (randomisation improves this to rmax = 0.95). Also shown are
three possible modifications to obtain a rate r̊ = 1 table: transmitting the systematic bits
first (triangles), transmitting some parity bits of the first decoder (squares, solid) and
transmitting some parity bits of the second decoder (squares, dashed). 1000 packets
were simulated.
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rate of rmax = 0.91. If the bits are randomised, as suggested in section2.6.4, the
performance improves tormax = 0.95. In order to compare the performance of the
rate-compatible puncturing tables to the ordering strategies in a fair manner, a table
of rater = 1 needs to be provided. Three alternatives are possible. Thefirst two are
simply the removal of one of the constituent decoders, i.e. taking the rate ˚r = 8/9 table
and setting either the second or third row to 000. The third possibility is to use a table of
all systematic bits for =̊ 1 and add the first and then the second constituent decoder.6
These three approaches are also shown in Figure4.20. The results confirm what is
already known about Turbo Codes. For the case of the systematic rate ˚r = 1 table, a
performance penalty is paid due to the lack of parity bits at the second decoder. Once
more bits are available, and the second decoder starts working, performance improves.
Allocating bits to the second decoder alone, while not ensuri g that all bits receive at
least either a systematic or a parity bits, leads to a diminished maximum rate, similar to
the observations made in Figure4.9.3, section4.1.3. Allocating bits to the first decoder
allows a maximum rate ofrmax≈ 1, at the cost of a reduced performance at high SNR.
This performance cost is also observed by Garg and Adachi[40] when comparing type-
II hybrid ARQ schemes based on rate-compatible punctured Turbo Codes. It has to be
pointed out however, that randomisation largely mitigatesthis performance penalty.
Randomisation plays an important role for the performance ofrate-compatible tables
at high SNR. It can be readily observed from Figure4.20, that randomisation improves
performance. An even stronger argument in favour of randomisation is obtained by
considering the effect of the input blocksizesx in Figure4.21.2. At high SNR, the
performance of the rate-compatible puncturing tablesd creases. This is due to the
fact that the puncturing period,P, remains constant. An increase in the blocksize,sx,
thus results in a larger number of bits punctured by each one in the puncturing table.
Conversely, the individual order of the bits is less well defind and the bits are naively
sent in the order in which they occur before puncturing. Thisis a similar effect that
can be observed with the deterministic version of the binarytree ordering strategy (see
section4.1.4). Using randomisation can overcome this problem and largely mitigate
the effects of increasing the blocksize.
Rate-compatible punctured-Turbo Codes that use optimised rat -compatible punctur-
ing tables can perform better than the tree-based ordering strategy, as can be seen
6It is of course also possible to add the decoders the other wayaround, but this is not investigated
due to the poor performance of the bits of the second decoder as seen in Figure4.9.
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(1) comparison to tree


















rate 1 table, 1st decoder, not randomised
unmodified, randomised
rate 1 table, 1st decoder, randomised
(2) blocksize
Figure 4.21: Performance difference of the rate-compatible punctured Turbo Codes
compared to the tree-based ordering strategy (Figure (1)) and of the sx = 1024and
sx = 4096versions of the puncturing tables proposed by Rowitch and Milstein[109] for
the generators used by Berrou et al.[12].
in Figure 4.21.1. In case of the generator polynomials used by Berrou, Glavieux
and Thitimajshima[12], g(0) = 1+D1 +D2 +D3 +D4, g(1) = 1+D4, optimised rate-
compatible puncturing tables do indeed provide a significant advantage over the tree-
based strategy. Berrouet al.make no mention as to why they used that particular pair of
generator polynomial. Indeed, when using a pair of generator polynomials that satisfy
some optimality consideration, such as the ones proposed byBenedettoet al.or Perez
et al., the tree-based approach is superior even to optimised rate-compatible punctur-
ing tables. Due to the comparatively coarse granularity of rate-compatible puncturing
tables, however, the tree-based approach is always desirabl at high-SNR levels.
The performance increase of the tree-based ordering strategy for the generator poly-
nomials proposed by Benedettoet al. and Perezet al. seems insignificant. However,
the rate-compatible puncturing tables suggested by Rowitchand Milstein[109] areop-
timised to a particular pair of generator polynomials. The tree-based approach, on
the other hand, is a generic approach that is agnostic of the used polynomial and is
not only experiencing only a slight performance penalty forthe generator polynomials
proposed by Berrouet al.but is also able to achieve just as much performancegain for
the polynomials proposed by Benedettoe al.and Perezet al., respectively.
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4.8 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter the performance of Turbo Codes was considered. It is well known that
Turbo Codes offer a significant performance increase over RSC codes and section4.1
showed, that this performance advantage is maintained overthe entire adaptive region,
until both Turbo Codes and RSC codes saturate atrmax≈ 1. It was demonstrated that
the results from chapter3 carry over to turbo codes insofar that when designing and
ordering strategy, the structure of Turbo Codes needs to be taken into account and
simple truncating or randomisation schemes do not perform well. Using the novel
construction methods developed in chapter3, it was shown that the best performing
ordering strategy for Turbo Codes is the tree-based orderingstrategy. However, the
performance gain of the tree-based ordering strategy is notas pronounced as it was the
case for RSC codes and only marginal gains are achieved by the tree-based ordering
strategy over the block-randomised strategy. This difference between the strategies de-
creases further if the memory of the encoder is increased. Remarkably, for a memory
n = 6 encoder, a deterministic version of the tree-based ordering strategy that is con-
structed without randomisation of the individual blocks performs almost identically to
the tree-based strategy with randomisation. This could potentially simplify the design
of a transmission system somewhat. Since the deterministicversion of the tree order-
ing strategy does not use any randomisations, it is only dependent on the blocksize
sx, the ordern and the rate,r, of the code, it can be implemented in advance for any
transmission system, in which the aforementioned parameters ar constant. Thus the
need to maintain synchronous random number generators at the transmitter and re-
ceiver is no longer necessary. The Turbo Code has thus shown a certain robustness to
the individual selection of bits, as long as they are spread over the length of the code.
While the choice of parity bits is less important for Turbo Codes, they are very sensitive
to the lack of systematic bits. RSC codes offered the possibility to select the systematic
or parity bit for each input bit at random, albeit with a slight performance degradation.
Turbo codes, on the other hand, require that the systematic bits are transmitted first.
Any other selection of the first bits causes either a lower maxi um rate,rmax, or a
penalty in adapting to the channel. The best performance is obtained by transmitting
all systematic bits first and supply both decoders with an equal amount of parity bits
thereafter. It was demonstrated empirically, that the omission of systematic bits in
favour of parity bits proposed by Rowitch and Milstein for RCPT codes in [109] is due
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to the low granularity of the puncturing tables and not inherent to Turbo Codes.
Compared to RCPT codes, the tree-based ordering strategy performs slightly better,
even if sufficient care is taken to turn the rate-compatible puncturing tables into an or-
dering permutation. In particular, randomisation is essential for RCPT codes in order
to come close to the performance of the tree-based strategy.While, for the generator
polynomial pair proposed by Berrouet al., the optimised rate-compatible puncturing
tables outperform the tree-based ordering strategy, the situation is reversed for the opti-
mal generator polynomials proposed by Perezet al.and Benedettoet al., respectively,
where the tree-based approach is superior. However, it has to be mentioned that the
tree-based ordering strategy is agnostic to the used generator polynomials whereas
the rate-compatible puncturing tables were optimised for the respective code. Further-
more, at high SNR values, the rate-compatible puncturing tables prove to be too limited
to allow for the fine grained control over the transmission order, required to achieve
optimal performance.
Finally, the tree-ordering strategy performs very well forb th inter-symbol interfer-
ence and Rayleigh fading channels without requiring any special modification. The
same observation can be made for every aspect of Turbo Codes considered. The input
blocksize does not affect the rate performance and neither does the choice of generator
polynomials. However, for some pairs of generator polynomials, a stronger gain of
the tree-based approach was observed. The only property that noticeably affects the
performance of the ordering strategies for Turbo Codes is theconstraint length of the
constituent encoders. The “ranking” of the ordering strategies does not change, but
an increased encoder memory makes the Turbo Code increasingly robust towards the
particular selection of bits in a given block.
In conclusion, Turbo Codes can easily be used for transmission systems that require
an adaptive rate without significant modifications to an existing soft decoder. Due to
the already random properties of Turbo Codes, an ordering scheme without randomi-
sations can be employed as long as care is taken that the systematic bits, of paramount
importance for Turbo Codes, are transmitted and that both constituent decoders are
supplied with parity bits.
Chapter 5
Packetisation of Variable Rate
Transmission
Hybrid-ARQ scheme with incremental redundancy can transmitat a variable rate. In
order to work with optimal performance, two distinct issuesof importance need to be
addressed – which bits to transmit first and how large to make the individual segments
that are sent to the receiver each time the receiver determins that it cannot success-
fully decode the data transmitted to it. Previously, chapter 3 has investigated a suitable
ordering scheme for RSC codes, outlining the need for a structured approach, chapter4
then extended this approach to Turbo Codes and outlined the additional constraints that
need to be addressed when dealing with Turbo Codes. In these two chapters the per-
formance was measured assuming that a 1-bit accuracy can be achieved. This allowed
the development of the ordering strategies without requiring a particular packetisation
strategy, essentially separating the problem of selectionof bits, i.e. their ordering, from
the number of bits in each transmitted packet.
This chapter addresses the other issue of hybrid-ARQ, thus far ntreated in this thesis –
how large should the individual packets be made in order to achieve good performance
while, at the same time, only requiring a modest delay through the transmission of
increment packets. First,section5.1 investigates the relationship between the size of
multiple packets, in particular the relationship between the initial packet size and in-
crement packets sizes, on the performance of a variable ratetransmission system. It is
shown, that even without 1-bit accuracy, a variable rate transmission system achieves
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significant rate improvements. Fixed packet sizes, however, face a problem of ex-
cessive delay if chosen incorrectly.Section5.2 introduces two simple, yet effective,
strategies for adapting the packet size to the channel conditi s without the problem of
excessive delay. The first strategy, merely aggregating packets of fixed sizes into larger
packets performs very well for low channel SNR conditions. For use at high channel
SNR, a mean based tracking algorithm is introduced that uses the average information
from previous packets to select appropriate sizes for the initial and increment packets
and comes within 0.5dB of the 1-bit accurate version, while requiring< 4 increments.
Section5.3summarises the results, concluding this chapter.
5.1 Fixed Packet Size
Most protocols used for transmitting data packets contain the specification of a maxi-
mum payload and thus packet size. Any data that exceeds this maximum payload size
needs to be split into a number of packets. It is beneficial to transmit at the maximum
possible size, since this strategy minimises the overhead pr packet. In a variable rate
transmission system that tries to achieve efficient transmis ion by adjusting the rate of
a channel code, it is important to consider these bounds. Consider Figure5.1, which
shows the performance of two types of packet sizes. In Figure5.1.1, the (fixed) size
of the individual packets is taken to bespacket= 2n. Thus a transmission of multiple
packets is able to achieve a transmission rate ofrmax = 1, since∑npacketsspacket= sx.
1
On the other hand, when selecting a packet size ofspacket= 2n− 1 (shown in Fig-
ure 5.1.2), an additional packet needs to be transmitted. As an extreme, consider a
packetisation ofspacket= 2047 for an input blocksize ofsx = 2048. In order to transmit
at least2048 bits, 2 packets need to be transmitted, hence the numberof transmit-
ted bits,nsent= ∑22047= 4094. Thus the maximum obtainable rate is limited to
rmax = 2048/4094≈ 0.5.
Figure5.2 compares all possible fixed packet sizes. The performance shown in Fig-
ure 5.2.1exhibits a sawtooth pattern, outlined in Figure5.2.2. For any given SNR,
the performance degrades with increasing packet size, due to the need to transmit an
additional packet when only few bits of that packet are actually needed. Once the size
1The Turbo Code does not achievermax = 1 but onlyrmax≈ 1. In this case, the Turbo Code needs,
on average, 2050 bits instead of 2048, explaining the performance drop at high SNR for large packet
sizes.
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(1) Packet sizespacket= 2n




























(2) Packet sizespacket= 2n−1
Figure 5.1: Performance of two different strategies for splitting the input into packets.
Figure (1) displays the performance of packets with a size of spacket = 2n, whereas
Figure (2) displays the performance of packets with a size of spacket = 2n−1.
of the packet,spacket, divides the average required number of bits, i.e. the packet siz
is enough to correct most errors without requiring a second packet, the performance
increases significantly. A further increase of the packet size decreases the performance
again. Naturally, the optimal size of the packet depends on the SNR of the channel,
since the SNR determines the required number of bits for successful transmission.
5.1.1 Transmission of an initial packet
The performance of a fixed packetisation scheme, in which allpackets have the same
size, is highly dependent on the selected size (see Figure5.1). Selecting an inappro-
priate size can lead to a significant performance degradation high SNR, as shown
in Figure5.1.2and Figure5.2, in which a clear saw tooth pattern is visible. A solu-
tion comes naturally from the fact that there are clearly twoseparate goals that need
to be achieved by a transmission system. The first goal, as thenam suggests, is the
transmissionof some data. The second goal is theprotectionof this data. Clearly,
the first goal, that of transmission, requires at leastsx bits to be sent, assuming that
each bit is equiprobable. Any constellation of packet sizesthat has not transmittedsx
bits clearly fails this goal. The goal of protection of the transmission is achieved by
sendingadditionalbits toaugmentthe transmitted data.
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(1) Top view




















Figure 5.2: Performance of fixed packet sizes for a rate rbase = 1/3 Turbo Code under
the tree-based ordering strategy.
(1) sinitial = 2048























(2) sinitial = 2048, side view
(3) sinitial = 2050






















(4) sinitial = 2050, side view
Figure 5.3: Performance of fixed increment packet sizes for a rate rbase = 1/3 Turbo
Code under the tree-based ordering strategy. In Figures (1) and (2) an initial packet of
sinitial = 2048bits is transmitted, in Figures (3) and (4) an initial packet of sinitial = 2050
bits is transmitted.
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Figure 5.3 shows the effect of transmitting an initial packet ofsinitial = 2048 and
sinitial = 2050. The initial packet solves the problem of the saw-toothpattern, observed
in Figure5.2, for high SNR channels. However, once the channel quality starts o de-
cay and the channel SNR becomes lower, the problem of selecting the right size still
persists. For these low-SNR channel conditions, additional, protecting packets, called
an incrementpacket needs to be transmitted. Similar to a fixed size for allpackets, the
size of the increment can lead to an over-correcting effect,if the remaining number of
bits after accounting for the initial packet is only slightly larger than an integer mul-
tiple of the size of the increments,inc. This in turn requires an additional increment
to be sent which requires more bits than fewer, larger increments. The effect of this
over-correcting by the increment can be seen in Figures5.3.1and5.3.3as a sharp drop
of performance when moving from high SNR on the right to low SNR on the left.
5.1.2 Initial and Increment Size
In a transmission system that does not determine packet sizes adaptively, two sizes need
to be fixed: the size of the initial packet and the size of each in rement. The distinction
between initial and increment size is made for the simple reason, that, ideally, the initial
size should be selected such that one initial packet and a small number of increment
packets are able to ensure error-free transmission. This con traint, in turn, makes the
size of the initial packet,sinitial much larger than the size of the increment packets,sinc,
hence the distinction between the two packets.
Figure5.4shows the relationship between the size of the initial packet, sinitial, and the
size of the increment packet,sinc. The initial packet clearly has a limiting role, i.e.
selecting an initial size such that the initial packet is always sufficient to correct the
errors that occur on the channel essentially fixes the rate ofthe code. However, ensur-
ing that the initial packet is always successful incurs a reduction of the achievable rate,
since, obviously, the size needs to be set to correct even theworst case scenario. If the
initial size,sinitial , is set low enough, the transmission of increment packets isrequired.
From Figure5.4 it can be seen that the optimal performance is achieved on several
straight lines. These lines correspond to the transmissionof multiple increments. If
nreq are required for successful transmission andnsent= sinitial +ninc ·sinc is the number
of transmitted bits, then the performance will be best, ifnsent' nreq.
















































































































































































(6) EsN0 = 6dB
Figure 5.4: Performance of combinations of fixed initial and increment packet sizes for
a rate rbase = 1/3 Turbo Code under the tree-based ordering strategy.
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Figure 5.5: Bit-error rate performance vs. rate of the transmitted sequence, w. 1000
packets were simulated. An increasing number of transmitted bits shows the same
waterfall characteristics that Turbo Codes are known to experience with an increasing
channel-SNR. Both waterfalls can be seen simultaneously in Figure (2).
Allowing the transmission of multiple increments creates the possibility that an ad-
ditional increment “over-protects” the data packet and hence causes a performance
penalty. This is seen in particular for the mid-range of SNR values (Figures5.4.2, 5.4.3
and5.4.4). However, for a reasonably small size of the increment sizeof sinc < 500
bits, the individual lines of optimal performance seem to converge, such that only a
small performance penalty is experienced. In other words, the granularity of incre-
ment packets withsinc < 500 bits is good enough to achieve a reasonable performance.
This argument is also supported by considering the bit-error rate with decreasing rate,
shown in Figure5.5. It is well known, that Turbo Codes experience a waterfall region
with increasing channel SNR, causing the bit-error rate to drop significantly for com-
paratively small SNR improvements. The same behaviour can be observed not only
with an increasing channel-SNR, but also with a decreasing rate, i.e. an increase in
the number of transmitted bits, eventually leading to an error floor experienced by all
Turbo Codes. It is because of this sharp drop in bit-error ratethat the increment packets
need to be relatively small. A large increment would cause the bit-error rate to drop to
the error floor, where further improvement is almost insignificant.
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1030 + n ⋅ 127
(1) Rate performance






































Figure 5.6: Performance of packetisation of a rate-compatible punctured code with base
rate, rbase = 1/3, an input blocksize of sx = 2048and puncturing period P = 8. Due
to the puncturing period and the requirement to transmit a rate r̊ = 1 table, sinitial =
1030(including 6 termination bits of the code) and sinc = 1030/8≈ 127. Thus nsent =
1030+ninc ·127. Figure (1) shows the rate performance of such a transmission system,
Figure (2) shows the delay, measured as the number of transmitted increments, ninc, of
the system.
Rate-Compatible Codes
In section2.6.3rate-compatible punctured codes where introduced, which have a straight-
forward initial and increment size, determined by the punctring tablesP0 andP∆, re-
spectively. The optimised puncturing tables introduced byRowitch and Milstein[109]
are designed for an input size ofsx = 1024 bits plus 6 termination bits, a base code rate
rbase= 1/3 and have a puncturing period ofP = 8. Therefore, the size of the initial
packet issinitial = 1030, the size of the increments aresinc = 1030/8≈ 127 bits.
The performance of such a transmission system is shown in Figure5.6. At low SNR,
the number of bits required for successful transmission,nreq is relatively high and
many increments need to be transmitted in order transmit this number. The delay of the
transmission system this increases when the channel quality decreases (Figures5.6.2).
However, because many bits are transmitted, over-correcting w th a packet of 127 bits,
as it is done in Figure5.6, does not negatively impact performance significantly. This
is different when considering high-SNR channels. The delayof the hybrid-ARQ sys-
tem is low, since only few packets are required to obtainnreq. However, the impact
of over-correcting becomes more significant. In particular, consider the rate and delay




















































































































(4) EsN0 = 7dB
Figure 5.7: Performance close-up of possible combinations of fixed initial and increment
packet sizes for a rate rbase = 1/3 Turbo Code with an input size of sx = 1024under
the rate-compatible ordering strategy. sx = 1024was chosen to allow for a comparison
with rate-compatible punctured codes.
performance shown in Figures5.6.1and5.6.2, respectively, at 4dB–6dB. The delay
performanceexhibits a plateaubetween 4dB and 6dB. This indicates that the cho-
sen packetisation scheme is too coarse and a reduction ofnreq, due to an improving
channel cannot be exploited by transmitting fewer increments. The rate performance
(Figures5.6) shows the corresponding effect. Between 4dB and 6dB the rateper-
formance exhibits a similar plateau and performance only improves at higher channel
SNR, where sometimes the initial packet, i.e. the protectionby the 6 tail bits, is suffi-
cient to protect the input.
The selection of an appropriate packetisation scheme becomes difficult once the chan-
nel quality becomes “almost good enough”. Figure5.7 shows a close-up of the con-
nection between initial size,sinitial , and increment size,sinc. The overcorrection penalty
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is a triangular shape that impacts performance for few initial b ts with a large incre-
ment size. As the channel quality improves (Figures5.7.2 and 5.7.3), this triangle
moves closer towards low increment sizes until the packet siz s selected by the rate-
compatible approach are affected by the over-correcting pealty. At 7dB, the channel
has become sufficiently good so that the selected initial size can correct some error
patterns by itself. The rate performance thus starts to appro ch the theoretical perfor-
mance of 1 bit accuracy.
5.1.3 Delay-limited Packetisation
A major problem with incremental redundancy systems is the delay incurred by trans-
mitting the increments, in particular for low-SNR channels(see Figure5.6.2). If the
delay constraint is known, it is possible to turn the last increment packet, i.e. the last
packet that is sent before the delay constraint is reached, into a “catch all” packet. In
this packet, instead of transmitting just a fraction of the parity data,all remaining par-
ity datais transmitted to the receiver. For ease of presentation, consider the case where
a transmission system is able to send 3 packets. The first of these packets will thus be
the initial packet, with a size of at least the input size,s1≥ sx. The second packet will
be an “ordinary” incremental packet, the third one will be th“catch-all” packet, such
thats1 +s2 +s3 = su, wheresu is the size of the sequence produced by the encoder.
Figure5.8shows the resulting rate for the three packet sizes (only thefirst two packets
need to be selected, sinces3 = su− (s1 +s2)). A clear penalty of underestimating the
required size of the first two packets can be observed. Whereasfor fixed sizes with an
arbitrary number of increments (see Figure5.4) the delay increased significantly when
underestimatingnreq, the third packet massively over-corrects, leading to a penalty of
the rate while not affecting the maximum delay.
The optimum performance of a packetised transmission system with a limited delay is
achieved when the initial packet can take care of most error patterns, with exceptional
error patterns corrected by the non-last increments. The “catch-all” packet is then
used as a last resort. This behaviour is not only desirable for the transmission system
that is limited to 3 packets. Inany transmission system it is beneficial to adjust the
initial size to correct the average case with increments only dealing with exceptional
cases. In fact, the transmission system with 3 packets does not perform much worse


















































































































































































































(6) EsN0 = 6dB
Figure 5.8: Performance of combinations of 3 packets for a rate rbase = 1/3 Turbo Code
under the tree-based ordering strategy with an input blocksize of sx = 2048. The size
of the third packet is calculated by subtracting the combined size of the first and second
packet from the maximum number of bits, 6162. For ease of exposition, it is assumed
that the first packet always contains, at a minimum, 2048 bits.




































































(2) EsN0 = 2dB
Figure 5.9: Close-up of the performance of possible combinations of 3 packets for a rate
rbase = 1/3 Turbo Code under the tree-based ordering strategy with an input blocksize
of sx = 2048. The size of the third packet is calculated by subtracting the combined
size of the first and second packet from the maximum number of bits, 6162. For ease of
exposition, it is assumed that the first packet always contains, at a minimum, 2048 bits.
than a transmission system which uses a fourth packet as the ca ch-all packet. This
can be seen from the performance shown in Figures5.3.2and5.3.4. In these Figures
the local maxima correspond to a decreasing number of increments,ninc. Since the
performance of the last two maxima, corresponding to 2 and 1 icrement, respectively,
does not differ significantly, an additional increment, resulting in a total of 4 packets,
is of little benefit to the transmission system.
5.2 Adaptive Packet Size
Knowledge about the effect of the transmission on the transmitted symbol frequently
isn’t available. In particular, sufficient information to determine the optimum sizes of
the initial and increment packets are typically not available. However, a transmitter
can use the information received on the feedback channel, namely if decoding at the
receiver was successful or not, in order to adapt the packetisation for future packets.
Such adaption serves to improve two aspects of the transmission ystem. Firstly, it
allows the transmitter to select an appropriate initial packet size in order to reduce the
number of increments, hencer ducing delay. Secondly, an adaptive system canreduce
wastethat occurs due to excess bits in increment packets.
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Consider Figure5.9which shows a close-up of the region of optimal rate for the trans-
mission system with 3 packets, introduced in section5.1.3(note that the colours are
overemphasised and reflect only the range of rates in the picture, not the entire spec-
trum from r̊ = 0.33 to r̊ = 1.0). The optimum constellation of packet sizes is clearly
visible. In fact, the limitation to 3 packets provides a method to obtain this optimal rate.
Due to the “catch-all” nature of the last packet that is transmitted, under-estimating the
required number of bits,nreq, causes a significant performance penalty. A transmission
system that increases the increments will thus first see an increase in performance,
followed by the decrease due to over-correcting. Once this point is determined, this
increment size can be added to the initial packet size, to come reasonably close to the
optimum rate. From this point, the initial size is reduced again with a simultaneous
increase in increment size, in order to obtain the optimal rate.
5.2.1 Aggregating Fixed Packets
The delay experienced by an incremental redundancy transmission system can be a
significant problem (see Figure5.6.2). If the size of the initial packet,sinitial, and the
size of the increment packets,sinc, have been fixed, a simple mechanism to reduce the
delay is to aggregate the initial packet and several increments in the first packet of size
s1 = sinitial + ninc · sinc, in the hope of saving the time required to transmitninc incre-
ments. Of course, this is wasteful, if less thanninc increments need to be transmitted.
The transmitter can then track the number of increments thatwere required to achieve
successful transmission and setninc accordingly for the next packet. By itself, this
leads to the problem that the size of this first packet,s1, only increases. Therefore, if
the first packet is successful, the transmitter needs to reduce the number of increments
aggregated into the first packet. A possible such adaption strategy is algorithm5.1.
The strategy presented in algorithm5.1uses the information about the previous trans-
mission to adjust the size for the next packet. This makes algorithm 5.1 suitable for
not only adjusting to a channel, but also to track the progression of that channel, as
long as the change in the channel is slow and gentle enough fort e information about
the last transmission to still be meaningful. Clearly though, the first data packet that
is to be transmitted lacks a predecessor and no information is available for that packet.
Therefore, the delay of this packet is potentially larger than that of the other packets.
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Algorithm 5.1 Channel adaption by packet aggregation.
1: nbo = 0/1 depending on selected algorithm parameters
2: ninc = 0 or use channel state information to determineninc
3: for each packet to be transmitteddo
4: Transmit packet 1 of sizes1 = sinitial +ninc ·sinc
5: if first packet is successfulthen
6: ninc = max(ninc−1,0)
7: else
8: continue to transmit increments
9: let n′inc be the number of additional increments
10: ninc = ninc +n′inc−nbo
11: end if
12: end for
However, when transmitting a large amount of data, a primingpacket or other channel
state information can be used in order to establish an initial umber of increments. One
remark about algorithm5.1is necessary. In line10, a back-off,nbo, is used. This num-
ber determines the “optimism” of the algorithm, in the sensethat it expects the noise
observed on the channel to be better, i.e. less than it is now,thus reducing the number
of bits for the next transmission (bo = 1). On the other hand, settingnbo = 0 results
in no reduction of transmitted bits, hence the algorithm expects the channel quality to
be at least as bad (or worse, hence the pessimism) as it was presently observed. It is
possible to setnbo to values different from 0 and 1. However, consider the ramifica-
tions. The aim of the adaptive algorithm is to send an initialguess and if that guess
fails correct with hopefully only one increment. Thus settingnbo > 1 only makes sense
if it is known, that the channel produces error spikes and thus, if errors are observed, it
can be argued that the next transmission is much better. Thissituation, however, is not
considered in this thesis because the added complexity of err r placement (i.e. which
packet they affect) unnecessarily complicates the discussion of ordering schemes.
The performance of algorithm5.1 is shown in Figure5.10. Aggregating a number
of increments with the initial packet to be transmitted firstsignificantly reduces the
averagedelay (Figure5.10.3), while not having a significant impact on the rate per-
formance (Figure5.10.1). Figure5.10.2shows the difference in performance of the
optimistic packaging strategy vs. the fixed packetisation strategy with the dashed line.
The performance loss at its worst≈ 0.005 (at 1dB) and decreases as the channel qual-
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Figure 5.10: Performance of adaptive packetisation according to algorithm 5.1 of a
rate-compatible punctured code with base rate, rbase = 1/3, an input blocksize of sx =
1024and puncturing period P = 8. Due to the puncturing period and the requirement
to transmit a rate r̊ = 1 table, sinitial = 1030 (including 6 termination bits of the code)
and sinc = 1030/8≈ 127. Thus nsent = 1030+ ninc · 127. Figure (1) shows the rate
performance of such a transmission system, Figure (2) shows the rate advantage of the
optimistic version of the algorithm with nbo = 1, Figure (3) shows the delay, measured
as the number of transmitted increments, ninc, of the system.
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ity improves. The reason for this is that a good channel quality requires few bits to
correct errors and hence the two strategies differ in fewer packets on fewer occasions.
However, a noticeable difference exists between the optimistic version of the algorithm
with nbo = 1 and the pessimistic version withnbo = 0. Here the performance difference
is as large as≈ 0.02 (at 7dB). Naturally, as the channel quality improves, morerea-
son exists to be optimistic, since it can reasonably be expected that errors are few and
spread out. Notice, however, that there is a significant dropin performance difference
at 5dB, coinciding with a plateau of the rate performance. This difference, however,
is caused by the fixed increment size. This effect overshadows the trend of the per-
formance difference between the optimistic and pessimistic version. The pessimistic
version, on the other hand, reduces the average delay to≈ 0.55 increments packets
but suffers a rate performance penalty for doing so. Since the pessimistic version only
reduces the rate if the first packet is successful, the probability of over-correcting with
this packet is higher, hence the rate loss and delay reduction. It is worth make note
of an additional characteristic of Figure5.10.3, namely that there is an increase in
the maximum delay of the adaptive methods from−4dB−−0dB, with a resulting
maximum at 0dB. The reason for this increase is that the code iscon traint severely
at r ≈ 0.33 andr ≈ 1. In these situations, either few additional bits are sent (r ≈ 1)
or few remaining bits are left out (r ≈ 0.33). Both situations are very easy to adjust
to. At 0dB, the algorithm performs atr ≈ 0.66. The channel quality is still not very
good (otherwise the rate would be better) nor is the channel quality so bad that a lot of
bits are required (otherwise the rate would be worse). In short, the midpoint between
r ≈ 0.33 andr ≈ 1 is just that point where the code can potentially correct very easily
(i.e. with few bits) but potentially needs many bits. Thus the range of potential packet
sizes is at its largest and the maximum number of increments is highest.
One remaining problem of the adaptive approach is the possibility of an error pattern
which requires a large number of bits to be corrected following a situation where algo-
rithm 5.1aggregates only few increments. In this case, the delay remains high, since a
lot of increment packets are needed to obtain the required number of bits at the receiver.
Consider table5.1which shows the distribution of the number of increments under al-
gorithm 5.1 (not considering the first packet, for which no prior information exists).
The majority of transmission requires an increment< 6, however, for some packets, a
maximum of 12 increments need to be transmitted. A solution to this problem can be
achieved by taking into account a delay limit,nlim , and transmit a “catch-all” packet,
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Algorithm Number of Increments
and SNR 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
pessimistic, 0dB 576 300 108 10 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
pessimistic, 1dB 566 319 108 3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
optimistic, 0dB 299 445 232 15 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
optimistic, 1dB 244 540 200 11 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
pess., limited, 0dB 573 301 110 10 5 - - - - - - - -
pess., limited, 1dB 561 324 108 3 3 - - - - - - - -
opt., limited, 0dB 296 447 233 15 8 - - - - - - - -
opt., limited, 1dB 240 542 202 11 4 - - - - - - - -
Table 5.1: Required number of increments for variations for aggregation of packets, de-
scribed by algorithm 5.1. The pessimistic version has nbo = 0, the optimistic version
nbo = 1. In the limited version, a catch-all packet is transmitted after the third incre-
ment. The number of increments is then only increased by 3. The rate performance
difference between the limited and non-limited versions is < 10−2. The first packet that
is transmitted, for which no prior information exists, is omitted.
after the allowed number of increments is exhausted (refer to section5.1.3). Such a
modification of algorithm5.1 is shown in algorithm5.2. Since these catch-all packets
are considered to be the exception, they should, accordingly, ot used as a reference
for future packets.
The delay performance of algorithm5.2 is also shown in table5.1. The rate penalty
paid by occasionally over-correcting when the delay limit,nlim , is reached is very small
and the delay limited version performs within∆ < 10−2 of the non-limited version.
The difference between the optimistic and pessimistic versions of algorithm5.2 is
again the back-off in line14, nbo. Note that while the number of catch-all packets (4
increments) is the sum of all increments>= 4 in the non-limited version, there is a
slight redistribution for lower number of increments, since line11 limits the increase
in the number of aggregated increments.
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Algorithm 5.2 Delay-limited channel adaption by packet aggregation.
1: nbo = 0/1 depending on selected algorithm parameters
2: transmit the first packet according to algorithm5.1to obtain initialninc
3: for each following packet to be transmitteddo
4: Transmit packet 1 of sizes1 = sinitial +ninc ·sinc
5: if first packet is successfulthen
6: ninc = max(ninc−1,0)
7: else
8: continue to transmit increments
9: if increment limit,nlim , is reachedthen
10: transmit the catch-all packet
11: ninc = ninc +nlim
12: else
13: let n′inc be the number of additional increments
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Figure 5.11: Percentage of successful transmissions for given rates and channel SNR.
The majority of packets is contained in a fairly narrow band around the average rate per-
formance. Only occasionally do packets require a significantly larger (or in fact lower)
number of bits for successful transmission.
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5.2.2 Beyond Aggregation – Variable Packet Sizes
The performance of the fixed packetisation scheme shown in Figure5.10.1, while fairly
good for low channel SNR, fails to approach the performance ofa 1-bit accurate trans-
mission system. This is due to the fact that for high channel SNR even a few unneces-
sary bits affect the puncture rate, ˚r. Thus a truly adaptive transmission system needs to
adjust both the size of the initial packet,sinitial, and the size of the increment,sinc, be-
yond merely aggregating packets. Consider Figure5.11, which shows the percentage
of packets that are successful at a given rate and SNR. All investigated channels show
a high percentage of packets which are successful for a similar rate. It thus is sensible
to use the average of the successful transmissions as the initial packet and the width of
the main band (10%–90%) for the increment packet. A “catch-all” p cket can be used
to take care of the few remaining that are not successful within the given delay limit.
The approach of averaging over the packets faces one significant problem, namely
that the data about successful packets is limited. Consider atransmission which would
require 2501 bits. If the initial packet is set to be 3000 bits, the transmission system has
no information about how many bitscould have been left out. The situation is better
when increments need to be transmitted, since there are two boundaries set by the last
increment, the sum of all packets transmitted before that increment,nf ailed, and the
number of bits including this last increment,success f ul. This information can be used
to design an algorithm that adapts to the channel conditionsof a stationary channel.
Because sending more bits than necessary ensures correct decoding, it is practical to
start off with too many bits. If the channel quality remains constant, determining the
correct size can be approached with a binary search. This canbe seen in algorithm5.3
lines1 to 5. The aim of this first phase of the algorithm is to find a packet size that fails.
This gives a very rough lower bound on the minimum size of the initial packet. After
this failing packet has been found, the algorithm uses the mean of the prior packets
to determine the initial size (lines6 to 8). Because the initial successful packets can
be too large, the initial packets (Those packets that are sent before the first negative
feedback is received) are not included in line7.
The calculation of the increment size follows a similar two stage approach. When
the first increment is requested (i.e. a packet has failed), the algorithm selects the
increment size to be half of the difference of the last known successful packet and the
initial size. This reinforces the notion of a binary search for the succeeding and failing
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Algorithm 5.3 Determine initial packet size
1: if first packetthen
2: size= (nmax+nmin)/2
3: else ifno packet has failedthen
4: size= (nlast +nmin)/2
5: else











packet sizes. After knowing at least one good and bad packet size, the algorithm takes
into account the mean if succeeding and failing packet sizes. Note that in line8 of
algorithm5.4the size is multiplied by 2/3. Since the initial packet size is the average of
good and bad size means, an increment size of 2/3 ensures that after the first increment
packet the number of sent bits reaches at least the average ofsucceeding packets. In
order to keep the delay low, the increment packet overshootsa bi . Empirical trials have
shown, that in order to prevent a high delay due to small packet siz s, the increment
size should be set to at least 200 bits, or about 10% of the input block size,sx.
Algorithm 5.4 Determine increment size
1: if first packetthen
2: size= (nmax−ninitial )/2
3: else if no packet has failedthen
4: size= (nlast−ninitial )/2
5: else
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Variable size, limited memory
1 bit accuracy
Figure 5.12: Performance of algorithms 5.3 and 5.4 for a Turbo Code consisting of
2 constituent RSC codes of order 6 and a random interleaver and an input blocksize
of 2048 data bits, compared to the fixed packetisation strategy. The limited memory
version only considers the past 10 packets when calculating µgood and µbad




0 1 2 3 4
−4dB 833 149 18 0 0 0.185
−2dB 862 133 5 0 0 0.143
0dB 958 50 1 0 1 0.056
2dB 982 15 2 1 0 0.022
4dB 947 52 1 0 0 0.054
6dB 974 26 0 0 0 0.026
8dB 987 13 0 0 0 0.013
10dB 998 2 0 0 0 0.002
Table 5.2: Number of required retransmissions for variable packetisation
In order to adapt to a changing channel, an algorithm needs towork with time-relevant
data. Thus the algorithm only considers the lastn packets. This also indicates that
the algorithm is able to work with limited memory, since not all packets need to be
saved for later processing. Figure5.12 displays the performance for the described
algorithm and its memory limited counterpart which considers the last 10 packets. As
can be expected, not considering all packets slightly reducs performance. Overall the
algorithm comes reasonably close to the best possible performance, with a good delay
performance (see table5.2.2), considering that IEEE802.11 allows 7 retransmissions.
Limiting algorithms5.3and5.4 to a restricted number of past packets also allows the
algorithm to adapt to slowly changing channels, since the information about the old
channel conditions is eventually forgotten and not taken into account when selecting
the initial size and increment size for the current channel conditions.
The performance of algorithms5.3 and 5.4 is shown in Figure5.12 and compared
to a fixed packetisation resulting from using a rate-compatible puncturing table. The
proposed variable packetisation algorithms not only outperform the fixed packet size
strategy in terms of their delay performance, but show significantly better rate perfor-
mance at high channel SNR. The proposed algorithms thus overcom the limitations
of fixed packet sizes, of poor rate performance at either highchannel SNR (large incre-
ments), or poor delay performance for low channel SNR (smallincrements). The only
noticeable area where the fixed size packetisation is superior occurs at 2dB, where the
difference between good and bad decoding attempts is large (in t rms of required bits
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and in terms of predictability) and thus difficult to adapt to. However, the difference is
negligible when compared to the gains possible at higher SNR.
5.3 Concluding Remarks
In chapters3 and4, the accuracy with which the transmission could be adjustedto
the transmission channel was assumed to be 1 bit. Clearly, this assumption cannot be
made for more realistic transmission systems. Therefore this chapter investigated the
relationship between the sizes of the transmitted packets on he rate performance. It
was shown that inappropriate packet sizes can lead to an excessive amount of useless
parity bits, which are “over-correcting” the observed error pattern and that thus the size
of the packets transmitting incremental redundancy needs to be reasonably small. The
reason for this behaviour, as demonstrated in this chapter,is the existence of a waterfall
region of Turbo Codes, where the BER drops rapidly with only a smll increase in the
number of transmitted bits, much like the waterfall region that Turbo Codes exhibit for
increasing channel SNR. However, small, fixed packet sizes can result in an excessive
delay for low channel SNR. In order to reduce this delay, a packetisation strategy was
developed in this chapter that aggregates increments into the initial packet. This pack-
etisation strategy was shown to perform within tenths of dB of the 1-bit accuracy for
low channel SNR, even for the delay limited case, where the final packet transmitted
before some delay threshold contains all remaining parity bits. However, at high SNR
a severe performance degradation was experienced. Achieving good performance at
high channel SNR was made possible by developing, in this chapter, an algorithm that
uses the number of bits required for successful transmission of previous packets to
adapt the packet sizes of the current transmission. Not being limited by mere aggrega-
tion, it was shown that this algorithm successfully adapts to the channel at high SNR,
coming within tenths of dB of the performance of 1-bit accuray without suffering the
performance loss exhibited by the aggregation algorithm.
This chapter concludes the work of this chapter, showing that i is possible to use the
results from chapters3 and4 in an adaptive transmission system that is delay limited
and thus cannot adjust the amount of transmitted parity information at 1-bit accuracy.
Obviously dropping 1-bit accuracy incurs a performance penalty, however, this chapter
contributes a method to achieve channel adaption at only a small performance penalty.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis the well known method of incremental redundancy i hybrid-ARQ sys-
tems was used to construct a transmission system that is ableto transmit at an arbi-
trary rate by employing an interleaver to define a transmission order on the encoder
output. Following the poor performance of simply randomising the order of bits, an
upper bound was developed for the erasure-correcting ability of the RSC code. Pos-
sible transmission ordering strategies to overcome this problem were investigated. By
reviewing Hagenauer’s rate-compatibility criterion, a novel ordering strategy was de-
veloped for RSC codes that is agnostic of the constraint length of he code, quality of
the channel, or blocksize of the input data and is able to transmit at a rate of ˚r ≈ 1 for
high SNR, while adapting to the channel quality for lower SNR. Byinvestigating the
ability of RSC codes, an algorithm was developed to provide anupper bound on the
performance of a transmission order regardless of the inputto the encoder. This in-
vestigation contributed an insight in the difference of systematic and parity bits of the
RSC encoder. Depending on the choice of generator polynomials of the RSC encoder
different state transitions are assigned to parity and systema ic bits. Because of this
difference, transmission of either all systematic bits or all p rity bits as the first bits to
be transmitted provides a significant performance gain for RSC codes. The practical
contribution of this result is that when searching for optimal generator polynomials for
Turbo Codes, only those pairs need to be considered for which te systematic bits first
provide superior performance, reducing the number of candidate pairs by about 50%.
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Following the investigation of RSC codes, the capacity approaching Turbo Codes were
investigated. The application of the ordering strategies that were developed for RSC
codes is made more difficult by the added RSC encoder and the interleaver present
in the Turbo encoder. It was shown that the availability of all systematic bits to the
decoder is paramount for achieving good performance, particularly at high channel
SNR. Thus empirical evidence was contributed, that the argument ade by Rowitch
and Milstein[109], that omitting systematic bits can be beneficial arises purely from
the limitation of rate-compatible puncturing tables and the low selection granularity
that they provide. It was demonstrated how rate-compatiblepuncturing tables can be
modified to achieve a performance close to the one of the tree-bas d ordering strategy,
however, the tree-based strategy remains superior with regard to its general applicabil-
ity, being, like it was observed for RSC codes, agnostic of thegenerator polynomials,
constraint length, input block size and channel quality.
The investigation of ordering strategies assumed a 1-bit accur y when determining the
performance of the ordering strategies. While nice conceptually, this is insufficient for
achieving gains in practice, since the overhead by any transmission protocol prohibits
the use of increments with a payload size of only 1 bit. The choice f packet sizes
was investigated in chapter5, which demonstrated, that Turbo Codes not only exhibit
a waterfall region for increasing channel SNR at fixed rate, but also for decreasing
rate at fixed SNR. Thus amount of redundancy transmitted to the receiver doesn t
need to be very large, once this waterfall region is found. Itwas shown that a simple,
fixed size transmission such as the transmission scheme thatfollows naturally from
the use of rate-compatible puncturing tables, yields satisfactory rate performance at
low channel SNR, as long as the increments are comparatively small, but requires a
high number of increments in order to achieve that performance. For high channel
SNR, the delay performance is adequate, however, the rate performance no longer is.
In order to overcome the delay problem, an aggregation scheme was developed that
combines the initial packet and the first increments into a single packet and keeps track
of the required number of increments. Still, this scheme potentially requires a large
number of increments. This problem can be addressed by making the last increment,
transmitted before a given delay constraint is reached, contain all remaining parity
information. It was shown that even such a delay limited system can perform well,
within tenths of dB from the 1-bit accurate system. In order to address the lacking
rate performance at high channel SNR, both the initial size and the increment size
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needed to be adjusted more dynamically. An algorithm was developed that allows the
transmission system to learn from the past successful and faile transmission sizes in
order to adjust the packet size to the current channel conditi s. It was shown that
the proposed method is able to come, at worst, within 0.5dB of the performance of a
1-bit accurate transmission system, while maintaining a modest delay requirement of,
on average,≈ 0.5 increments.
This thesis aimed at addressing the two fundamental questions of an incremental redun-
dancy, variable rate transmission system – how should the available bits be ordered for
optimal partitioning into consecutive segments? and how large should the individual
segments be? Answering the first question led to revisiting the rate-compatibility cri-
terion, introduced by Hagenauer, and an optimal transmission ordering strategy based
on the layout of a (partially randomised) binary tree. The second issue, how to split the
bits into packets can be achieved by a simple, yet effective,algorithm which does not
require any previous knowledge of the channel quality and simply takes into account
average size of failed and successful transmissions of previous packets.
Possible Improvements and Future Work
The work of this thesis raises some questions about the invest gation of incremental
redundancy schemes. As an example Frengeret al.[37], investigating HSDPA trans-
mission systems, claim that incremental redundancy only provides small gains and that
Chase combining can outperform incremental redundancy transmission systems for
some fading channels. Unfortunately Frengeret al.do not illustrate their incremental
redundancy scheme beyond stating that the retransmissionscontain additional parity
bits from the encoder. The results presented in this thesis ind cate, that the selection of
these parity bits is of supreme importance for achieving good performance.
An interesting question also arises when considering relaynetworks and the general-
ization of hybrid-ARQ systems to them[142]. In particular, if a relaying node should
select a different ordering strategy than the original source node or if it should transmit
those bits that the source would transmit next.
Some might argue, that the era of Turbo Codes is coming to an end, to be replaced by
the also capacity-approaching low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, which exhibit
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a much lower error floor. Future work is required in order to find an ordering strategy
suitable for LDPC. Of particular interest is the question if LDPC codes can be punc-
tured with the same effectiveness as Turbo Codes, allowing LDPC codes to obtain
rmax≈ 1. Investigating the puncturing performance and potentialordering schemes
for In their work on rate-compatible punctured low-densityparity-check codes, Haet
al.[44][45] notice a severe performance1 loss for high rate, punctured LDPC codes. In
particular, random puncturing is problematic (as it is withTurbo Codes) since the punc-
tured bits could contain a non-empty stopping set, which is not recoverable (see also
[29]). Furthermore, Pishro-Nik and Fekri[94] observe that the maximum attainable rate
is determined by a puncturing threshold, which explains theresults by Haet al.[44].
However, random puncturing can perform satisfactorily, ifthe desired rate increase is
less than forty percent[95]. The design of puncturing schemes thus seems more dif-
ficult with LDPC codes. Vellambi and Fekri, working on puncturing schemes[127],
base their results on the “intuition [...] to keep the punctured bits far from each other
to ensure that their decoding neighbourhoods contain more unpunctured bit nodes”,
a similar intuition which was used in section4.1, but even with a method to punc-
ture additional bits[128] observe performance loss for high-rate (highly punctured)
codes, concluding that “the range of achievable rates underthe proposed scheme is
limited”. That said, the puncturing of Turbo Codes is far fromwell-understood. The
arguments made in this thesis about the construction of ordering schemes are based
on an observation of the structure of the codes and the decoding process, since the
presence of random interleavers for Turbo Codes makes it difficult to analyse Turbo
Codes. Therefore the optimality of the proposed transmission order cannot be guaran-
teed and it could potentially be further improved. In addition, schemes that increase
the bandwidth-efficiency, such as turbo trellis-coded modulation[106], potentially do
not lend themselves well to puncturing for higher rates, since puncturing needs to be
done on a transmitted symbol resulting in the puncture of blocks of 2 systematic and 1
parity bit.
It is also possible, however, to use an entirely different approach and disconnect com-
pletely from an ordering strategy. Rateless coding (see e.g.[17]) can be used to de-
crease the rate arbitrarily. Sejdinovicet al.[114] combine LDPC and Fountain codes to
achieve good rate adaption to overcome the inability of Fountain codes to come close to
rmax≈ 1, however, they experience a decrease in performance at lowSNR compared
1Performance is defined as the distance of the achieved to the theoretical BER.
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to Fountain codes alone. The significant advantage of Fountain Codes, and rateless
codes in general, is that they can, potentially, achieve anyr te with enough informa-
tion transmitted, thus only requiring an answer to the second issue of this thesis about
the size of the individual increments. An interesting approach to that end could come
from the considerations made by Sejdinovicet al.[115] and Vukobratovicet al.[132]
when considering a windowing technique for constructing Fountain codes in the con-
text of unequal error protection. In their scheme, the Fountain code is based on the
first s bits of an input block of lengthk, the window size is set with some probability
p for each encoded symbol. Thus the first bits are protected themost, and, assuming
that the input bits are ordered in decreasing importance, this scheme protects the most
important bits the most. Two observations are important. Firstly, since these Fountain
Codes only use a subset of the input, it could be possible that apunctured Fountain
Code can be implemented by working on different subsets of bits of he input. How-
ever, this requires a notion of order on the transmitted bitswhich could be difficult to
find. Due to the lack of systematic bits, the result from this tesis cannot be applied.
Secondly, this scheme could be used in a Selective-Repeat ARQ scheme to protect
thosepacketsthe most (by placing them at the beginning of a concatenationof pack-
ets) that are reaching their maximum delay, thus potentially ncreasing the efficiency
of the transmission system while also improving reliability. Again, however, the open
question remains if the good performance of punctured TurboCodes, achieving high
rate for good channel SNRand good adaption overall can be matched, in particular
since Fountain Codes are more complex to implement than TurboCodes and, in order
that their use is is justified, need to provide a performance advantage.
Finally, the algorithm presented for obtaining the initialand increment sizes can deal
with slowly varying channels. The adaption to channels withsudden changes of the
channel quality, e.g. losing the line-of-sight component need to be investigated with
respect to an optimal packetisation strategy.
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